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FAREWELL MESSAGE FROM THE FACULTY AND LAW JOURNAL

BOARD OF EDITORS TO DEAN PAUL

This issue of the Journal marks the fourth birthday of the Faculty of Law.
and the departure of its Dean and founder, James C. N. Paul. The Board of
Editors and the members of the Faculty take this opportunity to congratulate
Dean Paul on his many accomplishnimnts, and to wish him well.

It is -perhaps difficult for those newly associated with the Law Faculty to
appreciate the immense amount of creative effort that has gone into its establish-
ment. We have come a long way indeed from the summer of 1963. when the Dean
arrived here to rind the locked and vacant building which now houses a function-
ing law school. In that first, frantic summer, somehow a elm of students was
recruited, a curriculum established, and the library collection begut. Assisted by a
few pioneer colleagues. Dean Paul sparked and directed the moking of the institution
which is today one of the finest law schools in Africa, We shall not recount
here the specific achievements - the growth of staff, student body. library, and
publications - which have marked the passing years. To those familiar with
the school. thes- ar known; others need only refer to the Dears annual repaots
which have appesaid in the pages of this Journal, All of us, staff. sudents and
friends of the school, realize the extent to which the remarkable progress of the past
four years is attributable to the imaginative and energetic leadership of Dean
Paul, and to his dedication to the welfare and future of legal education in Ethiopia.
For his indispensable role, we thank him.

As all those associated with the Haile Sellassie I University well know. Dean
Paul has by no means limited his interests to teachiAg law and directing the law
school. From the very start he has been active in University affairs and has taken
a leading role in sponsoong advance in many areas. His Chairmanship of the
University Student Affairs Committee, to cite only one example, has had a pro-
found impact. It is. therefore, with pride that we note that Dean Paul i4 not
leaving us entirely, but has accepted the post of Academic Vie-President of this
University. We wish him every success in meeting the many challenges of his
new position.

We also note the appointment of the new Dean of the Law Faculty, Pro-
fessor Quintin Johnstone from the Yale Law School. To Dean lohnstone we
extend the warmest welcome and hopes that he will find his new job stimulating
and satisfying. We look forward to the privilege of working with him toward
our common goal - dhe improvement of legal education in Ethiopia.
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FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT FROM THE DEAN

1966-67 (1959 LEC)

James C.N. Paul, Professor and Dean Faculty of Law,

Haile SelIassie I University

This is my la.t Report as Dean of the Law Sahool.

It is written in haste because other brdins wigh heavily. It is writta with
feeling because the joint venture which is the Law School has bee, for many
purposes, my life. for four busy years. 'I will miss it.

Today the Law Schook

has over 120 students enrolled as degree candidates over a 4 year program and
will have close to 170 next year with the inauguration of a new evening class in
addition to the regular day classes;
is about to have an "alumni" of 30 LLB graduates and 80 Diploma graduate
and has priviously awarded about 300 law certificates (sig ying conletion of a
basic familiarization course designed primarily for woring lawyers, judges and
parliamentarians).
has about 300 students enrolled as candidates for the Diploma, studying either
in English or Amharic and about 250 students studying for the Certificate in Law
(in Amharic); these students arc nearly all judges, nembers of parliament, govern-
meat lawyers, police officers or licensed privse advocates: we have nearly 50
judge, over 100 Members of Nariament. and over 85 police officers enrolled in
these par-time program;
has initiated extension law courses for judges, lawyers and police in Asmara
and Harar and will soon start a similar course in Jimma; about 70 judges, pro-
secutors and advocates will receive certificates or diplomas at a graduation scheduled
to be held in As-mara in July;
has a full time Faculty of 18 and a part time Faculty of 11;
has a library of T0000 books; and is deeloping within the hibrary, the Etfiopiwt
Legal Arc*ives, a coleoion of unpublished materials which. hopefuly will be a
valuable resource for future scholars;
has initiated a Center for the Doeumentation of African Legal Development:
has prepared ia bound form, mimegraphed text and source materials for the
teaching of eleven regular law courses;
has published 6 issues of the Journal of Ethiopian Law containing over 100
significant Court judgments and many significant articles on Ethician law;
has printed and published eight monograpbs or source books on Ethiopian Law:
rwo more are now at the primer;
has undertaken: publication of the Consolidated Laws of Ethiopia (in coopeaio
w&ith the Prime Ministers Office); preparation ot an Amharic-English-French Law
Lexicon; translation a-d publication in mimeogmpheod fom of The DiS.t of Old
Ethiopian Judgments (a complication of pI-war judgments reflecting ine-cede
law); translation and publicaton in English of the Fetha Negat, the souce of
so much of Ethiopia's juridical tradition;
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has raised $82,000 in private contributions towards the construCtion of a hoste,
"Law House.. to provide decent living facilities for at least sofne of our students

whose housing needs are critical;

has a Law Student's Association, which has actively sponsored many successful extra-
curricular programs, including th, highly successful TV program You are the Judge;
is organizing. I hope, a Law Alumni Association which, hopefully, will help to
maintain the spirit of the Law School and wil help to press the development of
law. legal education and the legal profession in Ethiopia.

The above steps reflect the planning, work and corporate espirit of my faculty
colleagues, ai faculty which has made the Dean's role easy, enjoyable and eniched.
These steps also reflect the efforts of many students who have contribted to the
shaping of k-aditions in the Law School, to the edifting of h Journal, tDo the
translation of much valuable material, to the activities of the Law Student's As-
sociation, to the development and maintenance of our Honour Code an. again.
to the enrichment of life hre.

Finally, the above steps were aided, financially, by -many outside sources.
I express our very deep appreciation to the Ford Foundation for the financial
assistance it has provided in the etors of staffing, publIcation of the Journal
and teaching materials, and library development. We have been helped by various
assistance programs of Canada, Belgium, Germn. Great Britain, U.S.A. and
France in the fields of staffing or books - or both. All told, this help has been
significant and indispensable.

CrrichWum Review - Academic Standards- It is to be expected that a lively,
concerned faculty, in our situation, will worry considerably about -the question:
what should we teach? In 14 years of law tehing, I have never seen a year go
by where new ideas, some revolutionary, somec perennial. were not put forward.
But the problem of curriculum development in Ethiopia is. io me, far more
interesring, challenging than I have ever found it in the U.SA. Here we have a
unique legal system. We have unique pedagog al problms. We are confronted
with the fact that professional lawyers. as a manpower resource, are in excedingly
short supply, are needed urgently in tho administratim of justice and in many.
many goverament agencies. The Minister of Justice (in a stimulating discussion at
my hout one evening, with members of the senior and junior classes) stated flatly
and forcefully that his Ministry and the judicial branch could use every qualified
graduate of the Law School for many yea to come. Other ageancies and minisres
have also indicated -their needs to us. and it seems clear that a certain areas of
public administration continue to develop'- e.g. land reform, local government.
development banking. trade union activity - the deployment of our graduates
will be interesting, diverse and significantL While it may be of a lesser priority in
terms of the public interest, the private sector demands already loom large. And
the task of supplying adequate legal services to the ordinary citizen is a. problem
which will need imaginative attetion in -the future.

One must consider the possible "roles" of the lawyer and the rationale of
legal education in framing a curriculum. But in my view it is not enough simply
to specula-te over statistics or estimates reflecting and projecting various sorts of
vacancies for lawyers in the civil service, judiciary and elsewhere. Of course it is
relevant to know what many of our graduates vill be "doing". But one must also
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try to assess .h raore imponderable elements of ti lawyer's role. In a paper
prepared for a University faculty seminar earier this year, I tried to express the
thought:

Unless the lawyer is motivated to lead in the creation of new institutions - the
development of parliaments, ratona4 realistic planming and reform, local govern-
ment. c&-operatives, public coporations, the weeding out of corruption in govern-
menti, the strengthening of courts, and so oin; unless he is taught to think in a clear,
realistic way about the kinds of revolutionary change the atives which
are possible in his society and how change can be systematically developed without
exacting heavy humnan costs; unless this can be done, I think we fall shot of the
requirements confronting us.

I also believe that. while development objectives moust be_ concerned with
economic targets, in the Iong run it is the total quality of life which counts and
an underlying concern must be with uderlying values: the elements of goodness.
justice, and freedom as well as the elements of a more abundant society.

I also believe that "Iaw" is under attack all over the world - but espeialy
in places where younger generations are angry and discontented, where law serves
no useful end, or so it seems. I believe itbe recreation of those societies which
do not how enjoy much of the material benefits which men axe theo etically
capable of enjoying everywhere, is a task which must quickly etail a far greater
amount of concerned attention - and doing - than it yet has, dspit all the
platitudinous, panacea talk and generalizing literature on the subectl A sense of
urgncy may gMerae the sense of hope confidence and dedication which the
cause reqaires. 1 believe a university in a developing country must be making
"revoludonary-minded" citizens - not. of cow=, in the bomb tfrnwing sense or
even the agitationmal. demonstrating, sign carrying sense (for it will really be too
difficult to fill that role), but in the much more difficu, much more challeaging
role of a creator of a new society. The university musn help prepar men not
only with a sene off mission, but with a sense of how to carry our that mission
despite heavy odds. 1 doubt whether many universities in developing countries
are now succeeding very well in these tasks. I suspect they axe failing - partly
because they yet lack the manpower resources, experince or academic ladership
to generate the intellectural discipline and climate ad vigow which the job
requnis.

In effect, I think we are confronted with a sort of dual task, a paradoxical
mission. On the one hand it is clear that we must stick closely within a tight dis-
cipline working at professional lawyer training, judges counsellors, advocates and
draftsman are nede her now, and few of our graduates will have opportunity
to go through the kind of "apprentirc training which is taken for granted, else-
where, as a part of the process of an individual's professionalizat ." They will
be on their own - they will establish the now standards of competence, if new
standards are to be generate& These facts cal for a heavy "professional" orienta-
tion and experience - which means: lots of writing confined to narrow manage-
able problems, drill on verbal discipline, emphasis on procedure, preparatioan of
simulated legal documents, and putting students under pressure m these exercises:
This task is hard - hard for faculty util they became familiar with the educa-
tional background and needs of students. hard for students because it is usually
a totally new experince, because by prior educaliomal exp rience they are more
used to a more oxe-learing situation. bmause generalizatiu . slowan-tyf
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thoughts and abstractions come far more easily tban concrete solutions o concrete
problems. because (I believe) their prior education may not have often forced
them to grapple with practicality.

But it is not enough, I think, simply to emphasize the "'professional skills"
aspect. The University graduate today ,- particularly in a devieoping country
can certainly become an "elite" in his society. The question is whether - and
how - he will use the advantageps and resources of his education to help re-
create many aspects of his community and nation, to contribute by thinking by
his ideals, by his saciifice to that task. And that question may turn on whether
his education has really been oriented towards this task or whether it has only
dealt with the Teal work to be done in a superficial way. We. like any other faculty.
must therefore provide something more than just specialized, disciplined training.
The tools of professional training are useless without ideas. perspectives and ideas.

The uirrklm of -he Faculty was reorganized this year to acomplish the
following geoeral objects:

1) provision of an integrated 5 year experiece (after I -generai" year of
Univrsity study); the 5 years wl include a year of legal service to the
government as so ,-U.S. student prior to the lest year of academic study;

2) provision for instruction in the social sciences and history;
3) provision for emphasis on legal method and disciplined problem analysis

as well as substance in the first year;
4) provision for French as a required sabjt, the - being an abilifty to

read, translate and use French legal materials while in Law School;
5) provision for the basic foundation courses in private, penaI. constitutional

and commercial law-
6) provision for continuous writing assignments individually reviewed, it-

written and graded strictly all the way through, including submission of
a senior rsearch paper which must be of acceptable competence;

7) provision for drafting and practice instntction in the litigation process;
8) provision for a number of courses or components of coures which focus

on problems of development - in new or as yet undeveloped areas of the
law. Thus problems of future onstitutional development, of political
theory. of economic theories of growth, of planning, of urban and rural
change. land development and so on. This is particularly the emphasis
in the senior year.

The question of "academic standards" is of obvious importance. In my view
there is a great deal of loose talk about "standards" in African Universities without
pinpointing the rcferent Stndards should be a function of expectations - ow
expectaions, not someone else's. If standards drop, they drop because teachers
lower their demands, become l-azy, disengaged - and allow students to do like-
wise- The critical problem is for this Faculty to set high expectations - the highest
reasonable, and to continue to review dhe= and measures agas them, This
process can and should be greatly facilitted by bringing in imaginative oumide
consultants or evaluators once a year to examine aspects of t program, (e.g. specific
course areas) or the program as a whole. This review has included no simply
reading examinatio scripts, but attending classes. talking to students as
well as to saff, reviewing teaching materials, and the preparatio of a report to the
Dean and Academic Vice President The Law School has been fottuznate. so far
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in having able consultative help from: former ProL L.BAC Gower of London
University (LS.E4; Prof. William Twining of Queen's University Belfast (formely
of the Faculty of Law, Dar-Es-Salaam); Prof. Roger Fisher of Harvard; Prof.
Murray Schwartz of UCLA; Prof. Xavier Blanc-Jouvain of the University of
Aix-En-Provence.

Review of the Part-u.ne Propn. The rationale of our Diploma and Certi-
ficate progruus is to provide basic, practical instnxtio to persons engaged in
legal work. Most of this instructiont must be provided in Amharic although some
English section have bee organized. Many of the men enrolled in the clsses have
had much practical experience. little formal education. There is a serious dearth
of egal material in Amharic suitable for instructional purposes. There amI imita-
tion of time on many members of the class, and some have less facility at formal
juridical expressio. There is a dnger'or proliferating certificates or diplomas
in law. in a way which would do disscrvice.

These and other problems were considered at several staff meetinga this year.
and several decisions were taken: (1) that the certificate and diploma programs
be integrated, in the sense that the certificate program would be a prtlimna -
and screeing - program for neuly all entrants into the Diploma; it would last for
two years and would cover in that time only basic subjects - a step-by-step
passage through the important parts of the codes. A the end of 2 years. the upper
50% (maximum) of the class would be eligible -to enter the more rigorous 3 year
Diploma program. The Diploma course wmld assume binifiarlly with the code
material 0overed, would be more directed at practical problem solving in chose
areas and would allow more electives to accomnodate the various needs for speci-
alizatibc of different wMuenWs F-g. we have some 25 advocates from the Ministry
of F-ance who are more concerned, of course, with taxation than penal procedure
but with, police officers it is vice-versa. Alofg with specialization and smaller group
instruction would come an effort to require more written work, in the final stages
of the course. It will take time to implement these objectives, juat as it wil take
time to develop useful instructional material. Bu the immediate importance of this
work is obvious,

Faculty of Law Nblicationa The Journal of EtFopian Law mw has a do-
mestic cirulation of well over 1.000 - and over 250 judges and lawyers are
patrons who pay $25 for subscriptions to support the enmrprise.

This year, the third in the life of the Joumal of E*hiopian Law, saw the first
products of Student Editor work. A number of the socoad and third year student
Editors worked on their own research project for fture pubicaidon in the Journal
Most of the work concerns analysis and comment on difficult legal concepts from
the Code or critical discusion of High or Supreme Imperil Cou decisions.

The Faculty of Law has mow published the following books which are dis-
tributed intcraationoly through Oxford University Press:

lowenstem. Materials for the Study of Penal Law (now i it s mod prming).
Graven, An introduction to Ethiopian Penal Law
Sedler. Conflict of Laws in Ethiopia
Redden. An Ethiopian Legal Formbook
Vandttinden, An Imraduedon to the Sources of Ethiopian Law
Huntigord, Land Charters in Northern EAtiopia
Mann, L md Tenre in Chore (Shoa): A Pilot Field Study
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Redde,. The Law Making Procs in Ethopia
Pankhurst, State and Land in Ethiopia
Sedler, Ethapiaan Civil Procedure
Paul and Claphaum. Ethiopian Consitutonal Law and Detvo'opmenr: Text and
Legal Materials (publication date is October 1967)_

The Conwlidated Laws of Ethiopia, the project to consolidate the law of
Ethiopia. is bringing together all the presently effective laws of the Empire, to
publish them organised logically according to subject matter and incorporating
all amendments to date. Although much of the law of the Empire has been codified
in ithe Civil Codf. Penal Code. and other Codes, a great amount of the law is
presently acessible only as it was published chronologically in the official Negsrii
Gazeta. Falling in this category are laws cove ng a wide rng of subjectus. from
the Charter of the Haile Seilassie I University to the Customs Regulations, and
from the Ministers (Definition of Powers) Order to the Public Holidays and Sunday
Observance Proclamation.

Although a great step forward was taken when His Imperial Majesty in-
augurated the Negarit Gazeta in 1942. so that the laws were published officially
for the first time, the accumulation of legislation since that day has made it in-
crsingy difficult to find the presemly effective law on any particular subject.
The Customs Revised impart and Export Regulations are an example. These
regulations were first published in 1951. They have since been ame ed more
than twenty-five time& Any person wishing to know today's tariff rates on various
items must examine the original schedule and each amendment. Since. no list
of anmdments exists, be must examine every issue of ft. Negarit GaZeta since
1951 in order to be sure he will find all the amendments. This of course is only
an example of problems confroating those who must track down the law.

To remedy these problems, the Institute of Public Administration and the
Prime Minister's Office began work several years ago on a "consolidation" of the
laws to be published in Amharic and Fnglish. In the fall of 1966 this project came
to the Faculty of Law. where it is being carried out in cooperation with the Prime
Minister's Office.

In addition to presenting the laws organised logically, inorporating all
amendments and diminating all repealed laws and articles, the Consolidated Laws
will contain a couxprhensive word index and finding tables so that anyone who
wants to look up a particular subject or to trac the history of a law can do so
easily. Furemore, notes will be made of the source of each amendment to
existing law, so that someone can trace the history of a law backwards as well as
forwards.

At pvent work on the Engish version of Th Consolidated Laws is nearing
completion. Work on the Amharic version is underway. and will be pursued rapidly
this summer by students of the Faculty of Law. led by a high-ranking member
of next years senior class. As a by-product of the Consolidated Laws, which will
include all laws national in. scope, a pamphlet containing the laws and regulations
applicable solely to Addis Ababa will soon go to press. In addition to being valu-
able in itself to residents of the Empire's capital city, the publication of this
pamphlet will serve as a test to discover printing and other problems which may be
encountered by the much larger Consolidated Laws The problems thus diovered
u" thus be minimizmd or eve avoided entirly before t major project goes to
press.
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Visiting Lecturers and other Distinguished Guess: During the current year,
at our invitation, we had a number of guests who visited us for periods of a week
or longer. Each of our distinguished guests gave one or more lectures and partici-
pated in various classes while here. They included:

Prof. Nomn Anderson, Director of the Institute of Advanced Legal Studies.
London University. who lectured on Islamic Law.

Prof. Jerzy Wrohiewskl, Vice Rector of the University of LIOdZ, Poland, who:
lectured on aspects of socialist law and Polish legal education.

Prof. Xavier BlaneJouvaie6 University of Aix en Province, who lectured on
aspects of codification and land reform in Francophonic Africa.

Mr. Yash P. Ghai, Associate Dean, FaculLy of Law of University of East
Africa, Dar-Es Salaam, who lectured on constitutional development in Tanzania.

ProL .. rixer, University of Poitiers. who lectured on taxation in developing
countries.

In addition Prot Qu atla Johmstoac of Yale University. my successor as Dean,.
visited us for about 2 weeks. Prof. Richard Maxwe% Dean of UCLA's Law School,
with whom we enjoy fine ties, visited us for a week.

Effiojpin University Service: this year marks the first participation by law
students in the program of Ethiopian University Service. Six law students have
served during this academic year. all as employees of the Ministry of Justice.
The students have served, inter alia, as advisc to the Attorney-General of
Ethiopia, as Assistant Prosecutors in provincial High Courts. and as teachers in
the law Extension program in Asmara. Next year a large number of law 5tudents
will again be assigned to the Ministry of Justice, although we anticipate that a few
law studeats will serve in other Ministeries, e.g. the Ministry of Law Reform and
Administration, the Inland Revenue department of the Ministry of Fnlancy. One
student will work with the Confederation of Ethiopian Trade Unions.

One important decision has been taken with regard to the timing of EUS
for law students. At present, law students go on Service after completion of allt

classroom work. At the request of the Faculty Council's Standing Committee on
EUS, the Faculty has reviewed this practice and the policy underying k and has
decided that law students, like all other students in the University who break their-
classroom work to go on Service, would benefit from Service preceding the final
year of classroom work. In the future, following a period of transition, law-
students will perform their Service during the year immediately preceding the.
final year of the LLB. course.

The Library: its present situation.
Size of the collection:

A. Volumes: 9718
B. Currant Serials: 207
C. Archives: 123 books,

364 non-book iters;
D. Volumes added since Augu% 1966: 1307
E. Periodical Exchanges: 22

. Gifts:
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Misc. volumes: 26
Smithsonan : est 120
Free Subscrition: 2
Grant for books from the French

Embassy: 1O0OF.

Staff

1 Librarian
1 Halftime catalogutr
1 Secretary
2 Library Assistants
2 Library cheek-out clerks

Libary extensins:-

The library is growing rapidly, and there is need for more space far readers
and more space for books. It should be stessed that the law Library is not only

.serving the students and faculty of the Law School It is also providing a
service to students and teachers from other faculties who wish to use the materials
at the Law Library. The Library is also serng officals from goverament mini-
.sties, from foreign embassies and international agecies. The rate of additio of
books can be expected to increase over the next fe years; and it is our hope that
major donations of sets of legislation, law reports and tuns of periodicals will be
forthcoming from many of the governments who have embassies in Addis Ababa.

Currntly negotiatiow are in progress to arrange the transfer of sets of legisla-
tion fromn the E.C.A. Library to the Low Libra . This in itself will create a severe
pressure on existing shelving. As the Center for Dwcunentation of African Legal
Development gets under way more space will be needed to house its collection

-and the readers using it- Minor extensions can be made to the exiking plant by
walling the area under the colonnades and at the back entrance. But this will give

-only a relatively small increase in usable spae. Aot possibility is to utilize
the flat roof of the Law Faculty building, and to erect there a study .room. If the
structure is sufficiently strong a limited -umber of books can be shelved there.
The long-term solution to the library's space problems lies in constructing a new
library at a site clos -o the presenl building. This new building will release the
-existing library space for use as classrooms and offices, This project must rank
high on next year's agedt

Law House: The previous report described in detail our urgent need for a
professional facility and student hostel called "Law House." We announced our
-plan to raise Eth. S80,000 .rom private sourcezs to pay for the costructin Ot the
project, This we have dwoe. His Imperial Majesty graciously became our first
Patron. Donations were thereafter made by other members of the Royal Family,
various Embassies, business enterprises, every branch of the legal profession.
students and professors, and friends abroad. This self-help project. which is unique
in Africa, was initiated and successfully consummated by studets in the Faculty
of Law. Our Law Student Association is to b congratulated for their brilliant
lea rship in this regaad. We hope their example wil inspie students in other
Faculties to undertake similar projects. Construction will be undertaken by the
Building College and completed, we hope, early in 1968. Unfortunately, rTsing
material costs plague us, along with some difficulty in ceazing the ste. The drive
for addiional funds goes onM but the goal is in sight. Law House will stand next year.
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The academic year was also filled with student programs; the Law Students
Association presented lectures given by many of the distinguished foreign visitors
at the Faculty; the topics ranged from Islamic law to the Constitutional Law
reform of Tanzania. An attempt was made to bring certain of Ethiopia's dignitaies
to give TUiversiy lectures" under cosponsmsh with the Public Relatioms
Office of the University, but this has not yet worked out. I hope it will.

The fourth annual law day was held with Ate Teferr Deguctie General
Manager of the Commercial Bank, as guest speaker; the students also presented
a full labour dispute, including a Labour Board hearing and an appellate argument.
This year's audience included many members of the legal community; it was the
largest group of people that have so far assembled for any Law Faculty function,
It was fine program, a great credit to LSA.

Prows"
Prof. Quintin Johnstone, our new Dean, will arrive in July. He has [aught for

many years at Yale University - and elsewhere including Africa. I know he will
bring vigour, integrity and intellectual cotnitment to the Law School.

We have traveled some distance since the day when His Imp ra Majesty
formally opened what was. then, a nearly empty "Law Building" in September,
1963.

But there is much to be done.
Some major problms confronting us arc: 1) build-up oF the budget - we

must (and will, I trust) soon come to have annual University appropriation of
$500,000 with additional supplements to pay for the high costs of recruiting and
transporting foreign staff. We will coatinue to need outside assistance for a nunbe
of years. butof course it must be on a diminishing basis. 2) Staf is both the major
expense of any good aca&cn, ic institution and, with students, the major component
of excellence. While our staff averages on the youthful side, I would be pleased
to mach it with a great many institutions on any continent; 'I think we have now
an excellent staff, The problems of retraining and replacing, espeialy my more
senkr colleagues, are difficult. These problems can only be met by developing liberal
policies for research leaves, teaching loads a other valid incentives to make tour
of service here stimulating nad important. More will have to be done next year
to develop these policie1 and more liberal, intelligent outside help will simply
have to be forthcoming, "Etbiopianization" is, of course, crucial. But the standards
and procedures fixed for recruitment of pcrmanent staff are obviously of critical
importance. It is also my view that the career teacher of law in Ethiopia must
have enjoyed some praotical experience in a responsible legal job before he turns
full tine to teaching, The Law School canAot afford to reax on its intensive
program. Rather tbhe pressure on both staff and sdents must increase. 3) Physical
plant now looms as problem. particlaly beuse of our library needs. Serious
attention will have to be put a dovelopment pIan next year.

A. formative stage has been passed.
But the drive towards excellence - and towards expanding our international

contacts, and developing as an international center in Africa's international capital,
this will have to go into high gear. Legal education in Ethiopia is an imellectually
exciting venture, of critical importance to the nation, of interest in many other
places.

May this Law School prosper and progress.
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Graduating Students of the Law Faculty,
Haile Sellassie I University, June 1967.

L.L.B. DEGREE

Ato Ababiya Abajobir
H.EF Ato A erra Jembere
Ato Abiyu Geleta
Ato Asscfa Tsegayc
LA. Berhanu Bayih
H.E. Ato BuIcha Demeksa
Atko Girma Taddese
Lt. Hailu Makonnen
Ato Ijjigu Demissie
Ato Kassa Beyene
Ato Kebode Gebr-Mariain
L. MamiNo Mezemer
Ato Mebrahani Yohannes
Atc Mengesha Workueh
Capt. Mesfin Gebre-Kal
Ato Nabiyelul Kifle

Ato Nega Faint
Ato Seifu Feleke
Capt. SbieliS Me:Macria

(with Distinction)
Ato Shimelis Houssein
Major Tadesse Abdi
Ato Teklou Makonnen
Capt. Woldayen Meheretu
Ato Wcrku Tafar
Ato Yacob Haile-Mariam
Capt Yima Ohizaw
AtO Yehannvs Heoui
Ato Zeriabnk Aberra
Cap. Zeray Hake Sellassie
Ato Z=ne Kasseg

Law Diploma

LL Abera Gobena
Ato Abraham Tsegayc
Ato AkIflu Atlabachew
Ato Aklilu Beze Mariam
Ato Assefa Bekceo
[A. Assefa Hailemariam
Mr. Arakel P. Sakadjian
Are Berhanu Sahle Giorgis
Ato Birhanu Kifetcw
CapL Damtew Minhikie
Ato Demisse Bekele
U. Erdaw-Darge
At* Gebreyesus Haile-Matamr
Ato Germay Zewalde
Capt. Getahun Bekele
A-Lo Gudeta Berou
Ate Haile Wolde Mariam
Ato Jemanch Mekasha
Mr. Joachim Matovu
Ate Kassaye Adam

Capt. Kassayc Mandefra
Ao Makounen Desta
Aio Mesfin Fauta
Ato Minassie Degu
Mto Malatu Likasa
Lt. Negask T. Mariam
Ato Samuel Worqneh
Ato Sayifu Fayisa
Ato Seifu Yeteshawork
Ato Seyfu Anage
Capt. Tan Haie Gabriel
Capt Taye Wolde Giorgis
Ato Taye Woudanagegnht
Ato" Tesfaye, Alemu
•Alo Tesfaye Sahile
LL Teshome Beyene
Ato Teshome G. Seliassie
Ato Tsodeko Telde
Capt Weld. Hawariat G. Mariam
Hom. Shasherasha Zewde Oixo
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Law Diploma

(Asmara)

Ato Aifeerki Giorgis
Ate Arala Ghebresellasie
Ato Barachi Kelkel
Ato Bciente Ghcbresc]]asic

Ato B'hane Kiflemariam
Ato Beyene Asfaha
Ato Chire Glhebrehewot

Ato Ghobremicael Be&.,erat
Ato Ghebresellassie Gherensae
Ato Gbbretensae Woldesellasie
Ato Hamid Osman Idrs
Ato Haptemariam Debbas
AtO Hussein Farah
Ate Issaias Haptesellasie
Ato Kabsal Asfaha
Ato Kasahun Nrres
Capt. Kebreab Berhane

AtO Mawail Mehrahnz
Ato Mohammed Hanki]
Ate Mohasmed Ibrahim Hanplay
Ato Mohamed Nur Kinmnlla
AMo Mohamid All Omar
Ato Mohamid Idds Omar
Ato Ogbazgbi Adcheme
At Said Khalifa

Ato Saich Shifa
Ato Scium Ebdego
Ato Seyoum Fessabazion

Ato Solomon Khasai
Ato Tehie Ohebrecrisos
Ato Tmfazien Eyasu
Ato Tesfk Zemicac

Ato Tzehaye Johannes
Ato Wolv Bebe

Law Certificate

(Asmara)

Ato Abdtmlam Musa
Ato Abraham Desaa
Ato Adam Mohamed Saleh
Ato Amdeberhan Ghcbrese]lasic

Graz. fAraya Hagos
Ato Brhe Woldemicael
Ato Beyenc Ghiorghis
Ato Dcbciay Tesfagabir

Ato Ephraim Ogbagabriel
Ato Fasil Demsas
.-%to Kidauc Berhan

Ate Kirfle Kidane

Ato Kifle Tzhaie
Ato Mohamed Nur Ahmed

Ato Negash Desta

Ato Resene Tesfai

Ato Russom Ghebremariarn

Ao Salh Karrar

Ato Seyoum Negassi

Ato Teclahaimanot Berhe

AtW Yemanre Tecle

Ato Yimesgtn Hailegicrgis

Ato Yohannes Haile
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The following are eleven cases dicided by the Supreme Imperial and the High

Courts of Ethiopia. The Amharic judgement is official and alway sprecedes the

English. It is important to note that in those cases hoard before mied benches

of both Ethiopian and foreign judges. two separate opinions are written, one in

Ainharic and one in English. These opinions are not translations of one another,

but are independent judgments based upon common agreement among the judges

as to the principles, and final outcome of the case.
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SUPREME ! TERIIAL COURT

Div, No. I

Justices: AUGUST 20, 1964
Afenegus Kitaw Yitateku
Ato Wolde Hanna Gebre Kidan
-Ate Tekola Woldo Kidan

PUBLIC PROSECUTOR v. BEZUNESH BOKAN

Criminal Appeal No. 1146/56

Penal Law and Procedure - Appeal - Number of Appeals - Art 182(4 Crim. Pro. C.
Penal Ccd - Disturbance of Another's Holdings - Ars. 651 and 654. Pen. C.

On appeal from a judgment of the High Cmfl revamng the decidom of the Awrdja
Court which had reversed appcmlants conviction the Woreda Comr.

Held: Appeal dismissmd wthout being considered.
1. The Criminal Procedure Code does not allow three Art 182(2) property in-

terpree permits only a second appeal.l

This offense against immovable property is dealt with in Arts. 651 and 654 Pen.
C, Disturbance of Another's Holdings.

Through -the petitfio of the respondent Emmet Bezunesh. the proscutor
brought an action agaist the appellant Corporal Tesainma Antenc in the Jimnma
2nd Woreda Gizat Court. which found the defendant guilty.

An appeal was instituted agains the decision with the Jimma Awradja
Court, which rejcoted the decision1 and returned the case to the lower court with
ords to nd to he defendan th money to be paid as a fiae levied by the
Woreda CowL

A second appeal was made to the High Court from the order Wvea by the
Awradja Court. The High Court then reversed the order given by the Awradja
Court and affirmed that given by die Woreda Court.

The appellant has now appealed to this court on the decision rendred by
the Hig Court. This is the third appeaL According to .the Criminal Procedure
Code Articie 182(2), a second appeal shall be froni a decision of:

a) the Awradja Court in its appellate jurisdiction to the High Couft:
b) the High Cowr in its appellate jmrisdiction -to the Supreme Curt
In the present case, as poime out by 182(a), what came to the Awradja

Cout as an appeal has passed to the High Court for review. Article 192(2) refers
to a second but not to a third appeaL The law does not allow a ird appeal to be
instituted with the Supreme Imperial Caor if the Awradja Court has heard the
case in its appellate jisdiction.

* A closely related question which did not arise is whiether a seond appeal always lies
as of right or is limited to certain cases mentioned in Art. 195(3). Grim Pro. C. If the
latter is true, then in many cass only one appeal may be taken. This questo is dfr-
cussed in Current Issue, "Crizind Appeah," 1. Erh. Z, voL 1 (1964), p. 349.
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In a criminal case an appeal may not come to the Supreme Imperial Court
if iut was appealed from the Woreda Court to the Awradja Court and finally
reviewed by the High Cort, but only if it was instituted in the Awradja Court
and then appealed for a first time to the High Court.

When the Article 182(2) of the Criminal Procedure Code refers to a second
appeal from a decision, t means only those second appeals permitted by the law.

Many appeals are erroneously brought to the Supreme imperial Court after
the High Court has reviewed the cases on second appeals. These come because
the above mentioned provision of the Crnial Produre Code is wrongly
interpre-ted.

The prement appeal has come in this erroneous manneir. And since it is an
appeal not in conformity with the law, we have rejected it.
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SUPREME IMPERIAL COURT

Div. No. 5

Ju.tces: MARCH 6. 1966

Vice Afenegus Tibebu Beyene

Ato Wolde Hanna Gebre Kidan
Blata Demissie Work Agegnehu

Mrs. AEFTIIA MA!MALINGAS, PANAYOTIS MAMALINGAS

v. Mesrs ZAPULA & CAMU-SA CON ANY

Civil Appeal No. 97157

On appml from a judgment of the High Coan rt-cting th claim of thc Ap.Ulna agans
(he respondent, the former employer of the spouse of the Mxt appltet, also a0 of *e
tecod appellant, who had bete iled by "shifta white in the awmltioe of his ftktsm
on behalf of the respondent-enxployer,

Held: Judgment revene4, a4 case remanded for dc"u rdnati ou of ootnpcnsationm ony.
I- By virtue of the Civil Code. Articl 2549, the employer is strictly liable for acidents

which his employe suffer while at worL
2. The liability of the employe can by e.-xcldd only for one of the rsons mond

in Articles 2553 and 2554 of the Civil Cod, 3nd not by a proof hat 'he csu$oyar has
accompited his duty of care.

3. The plac of work of an eniployec hired a drivr ompris aU the space botve
his samflng point and his place of desidaflot-

Mr. A o oi Mamalkigas. he husband of the first and the father of the second
appellant, was employed as a driver by the respondent company at a monthly
salary of ES300DO. On November 24. 1963. he. topefer with four other people.
was murdered by outlaws at a place called "Dio Asgalanavi" when he was driving
a Landrover plae Na Har,- 1103 to an d tking of which the rexmdent was
the contractor. His dead body was buried after three days at the place where he
died. The appelants pleaded to the High Court that there is no one to support
them; and that since the respondent knew that the place where the deea-sed
died was zifested with outlaws, it must have taken meas rs to safeguard its
employee's life.

Thus, they prayed that the High Court award them compensaion according
to Art. 2095 on the basis of extra-contractual liability and ompens ation according
to Art 2549-2554. 2144 and 2154, they being the successors of the decased.

The respondent in is statement of defence, without denying that the deceased
was murdered by ouflaws when he was working for it, pleaded that since the
deceased, together with four other people. was murdered on a highway. k cannot
be said that the deceased was murdered because of the respondents lack of care.

It further pleaded that it is not its duty to gu=an the safety of its employees
on hbipways. Further, since (he death did not occur because of a car accident and
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since the company did not know that the place was infested with outlaws. it cannot
be held liable. On the odher hand, if it was known that the place was infested with
outlaws, the respondent pleaded that the deceased also must have known about
this fat. in which case the respondent cannot be held liable since the deceased
brought about his death knowingly. An employee accepts co his own responsibility
an accidentt that may happen lo him in dhe course of his duty; consequently. he
cannot. claim comxpensation solely on the employer-employee relationship. Besides
as is provided in the regulation as regards te 'Teries of the Emperor," one
cannot claim compensation for damages arising from acts of outlaws. As for the
provisions of the Civil Code cited by the appellants (then plaitiffs). .they provde
grounds for liability only when an accident which qhe employer could have
prevented takes place; bu they do not provrde that the employer should protect
his employees' life on the highways, The respomdent thus prayed that the claim
be dismissed on the above grounds.

Finally, the appellants withdrew their claim for compenstion based on extra-
contractual liability and limited their claim to liability of the employer arising
trom the corntact of employmet,

The High Court iterpreted Art. 2549 to apply to ca-ses where the accident
arises from the work of the employee. The High Court reasoned that if the
titcidcnt occurs when the employee is working with a machine or when an
employee working at a particular place contracts disease because 'the place -is not
heakhy, the employer shall be liable..Bta the employer shall not be liable if the
accident occurs when the employee was not at work. If the deceased had died
because the car went out of order, the employer would be liable. But 'the deceased
was murdered by outlaws, and it is not the employer's duty, to safeguard his
employees from outlaws. The defendant did not know that there were outlaws
and there is nothing to show that he ordered the deceased to drive the, car to
the place of .the .defendant's undertaking. It is not denied that the deceased was
arrying out his duty; but the employer was not res-ponsible for the acjident. If

the employer is -not responsible for the outlaws, he cannot be responsible for what
they did. Thus, the, court held that since the murder of the deceased did not have
any relationship with his work, the respondent is not liable according 'to Art.
2554 of the Civil Code and dismissed the case. From this, the appellants appealed.

The appellants pray that sinoo the judgmenf of the High. Court was improper,
it -be quashed and that the case be remanded to it for refriat, their grounds of
appeal being the follow ng: As provided in Art. 2549-2555, the employer is
sIrictly liable for damages that may be caused to his employees. The employer
is not liable only when .the elements of Art. 2553 or 2554 are satisfied; but since no
argument was presented by the respondent to show that eihher Art. 2553 or 2S54
was satisfied, he must be liable.

The responderu in its reply stated that since the accident occured not because
of any failure on its pan to take the necessary precautions, but. because of the. act
of a third party for whom it is not remonsible and that since the Arts. cited by the
appellants talk of accidents that arise from the iwork of the employee and since
the deceased was murdered when he was not working for the employee, the appeal
has to be dismissed.

The respondent's main ground of defence is that since there is no lack of care
on its part. it is not liable; the appellants, on -the ctber hand, argue that since an
employer is strictly liable for damages that may happen -to his employees, it is
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irrelevt whether the respondent took the necessary precauuions or not and there-
Fore the employer should pay compensaton. The common law and the civil law
approaches to this issue are different.

According to the common law if an employee meets an accident, it is not enough
if hr prloves That the accident happened while he was at work or when he was on his
way to work. In addition he has to prove that the accident happened because of the
employer's or his manage's lack of care. If the employee does not prove this,
his act ion fails. Bedes, if the accident was unforeseable, thus preventing the
employer from taking the necessary precautions, he is d t liable (Hatsbury's
Laws of England, 3 edj.

Formerly. the approach of the civil -law system was similar to that of the
common law. In the modem civil law system, however, the employer is strictly
liable for accidents met by the employee in his work. The employer is -released
trom liabilfry only when the employee inlentfonally injures himlf (Planiol,
English Translation),

Having seen the difference between Ihe common law and the civil law approac,
let us see which system our Civil Code follows. The relevant provisions are the
the fol]oline:

Art. 2549. L-The employer shall be liable for acciden-i which the employee
suffers arising from his work."

Art. 2550. "The employer shall be liable for accidents which the employee
suffers arising from activities which he perfors in -the interests of the undertaking.
not witbhtanding that these activities have not been ordered by the employer."

Art. 2551. "(1) Where the employee prorms his work on the premises or
at the place assigned to him by the contract of employment, the employer shall
be liable fbr the accidents which the employee suffers during the time and at the
place where he works.

(2) Rest periods belongiag to the work shal be regarded as part of the work-
tMe.

13) Premises placed by Ihe employer at the disposal of the employee during
these rest periods shall be regarded as part of the work place'"

Axrt. 2553. 'Nlo4iabliiy of the employer -
1. Fault of employee

(1) The employer shal be relieved of his liability under the preceding articles
wherc he proves that the acident or disease is due to the intentional act of the
vicimn.

(2) He shall also be relieved of liability where he prove that the accident
or disease has happened because the employee has contravened a regulation to
which his adzntion had been especially drawn in writing."

Art. 2554-2. "Absence of relationship with work.

The employer shall not be liable where he proves that the accident has no
connection with the work of the employee nor with the contract of employment
with which it is associated."

Art. 2555 - Othcr causes

"The employee shall not be relieved of his liability for any other cause."
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Thes above articles show us that our Civil Code follows our traditional
approach which, because of the inluence of the Fetha Nvgast. followed the civil
law approach.

Under the common law. the burden of proof is on the employee. Under The
civil law system, which is the same under the Ethiopian law. the employer, in
order to be free from lability. has to prove that the accident was caused by an
inrcernaimal act of the employee or that the employee contravened a regulation
to which his attention had been especially drawn in writing. In other words.
the burden of proof is on the employer.

Thus, the respondent's 'defenc that unless the appellants prove that it did
not exercise the necessary care it cannot be held liable is not a defc= acciording
to Ethiopian law.

The respondent, in its defance to the allegation that it knew that the place
was inftsted by outlaws, has argued in the court of the first instance and in this
cowrt that it did not know that the place was infested by outlaws. It fur-ther argued
that even if it was known that the place where the accidem occured was infested
by outlaws, since The deceased went to the place knowing that it was infested
with outlaws, he intentionally went to the place and therefore in both cases
respondent is not liable.

Although as we explained above, since the employer is stiictly liable, the
argument is irrelevant, we, nevertheless, give the following opinion. It was beore
the deceased was murdered by the outlaws in 1962 that the commotion stated in
Ogaden Awradja, at the place where the accident occurred. In fact. since a state
of emergency was proclaimed in 1962 and since the respondent entered into a
con'tract to work in this area, bow could he say he did not know of the existence
oF butlaws? Since the existe of outlaws was a known fact, even if we follow
the common law approach on which the respondent based its defence, its defence
that -the employee knew .the existence of the outlaws is not a defame. It is not
enough that the employer foresees the aident. It is not a defence to say that the
employee did it -o show his fearlessness.

The respondent's second ground of defence that an employer is not liable
for accidents brought about by the enemies bf the state is not a defence. The only
grounds of defence are those provided Under Art 2553 and 2554.

Next, the respondent argued thv the accident occurred when the employee
was not carrying out his duty and at a place outside the scope of his duty. Acdording
to Art. 2551 of the civil code. the employer is lHable if the employee meets an
accident when carrying out his ditty at the place specified for him or when he is
on holidays. The deceased's work formerly (i.e. eore he died) being driving
a car, his duty is not limited to driving a car within the copound of the respondent's
office. All space within which the car str from and reaches its destination is
within the scope of 'he deceased's duty. As for the contention that if the deceased
Was taken out of the car and murdered on the road, the murder has no con-
nection with his work. let alone his being taken out of the car by force, even if Ie
was murdered when he had gone out of the car either to take his meal or to take
rest. it cannot be said that the murder had no connection with his work. If the
deceased was murdered after he had walked out of the car with the intention to
take a trip., then it could be said that the accident had no connection with his
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work; but since the respondiet dAd not offer any evidence to sbow that this was
the case. we cannot say that 'the murder had no connection with the deceased's
work,

The High Court in its judgment has stated that the deceased was engaged in
his work at the time of the murder, on the other haad. it states that there was
nothing to show that the 'decased was ordered to go to his work. As can be seem
from Art. 2550, as long as the employee was engaged in his work at the time
of the accident, it does not matter whether he was specially ordered to carry out
his work or nbt.

Thus, since employers are strictly liable and since the deceased was murdered
when he was carrying out his work, we quash -the iudgment of the High Court
and find the respondent liable. [n order that the amount of compensation be
determined by the High Court, we remand the case to it.

The respondent shall pay the appellant the amount of E$200 as court fees.
A copy of this docision shall be sent to the High Coart.
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SUPREME IMPERIAL COURT

ASMARA
Justices: NOVEMBER 23, 1965

A Haoi Aman
Dootor Giancalo POra
Ato Berhe Sek-war

EZABEL YOUSUF MATUL ET AL. v. ABA LOCHIS KITDIYAS LE AL.
CQvil Appal No. 155157

Sucesions - wills - disherison - administration of etate - principal resi kne of deceased.
Civ. C. arts. 183, 184, 826(1), 882, 939, 3341, 3355.

On appeal fm an aedon histituted in the High Court to eupe ardministor of the
deceased's estate to reonqtiish p of the estate and &e accmmt&

Held: Decison affirmed.
1. The pdncpal resdece of a deceesd person under Civ. C art. 26(1) is & erscv's

drmwlje as defined in G. C. arts 183,184.
2. A pablic will nade abroad p4dr to the coming ito fce of the Cv Cot it vaid

under Civ. C art 3355 where it comples wft the fozm reuireqmen of Civ. C art. 8
3. Were the aaticmal law of the demaseM pe-mits tacit disherisa of reaves In oo-

formnty with Cir. C. am. 939, the disinherited relas are not cdded to the sumc i
This case concerns the suoeson to the estate of the late Woz. Medi Medewar,

wife of the late Wadi Habib Medewar, daughter of Yousuf Matin The fact that
the late Marl Medewar and the appellants are children of the same father is not
contested. It is also a known fact that the deceased was living in the town of
Asmara, Eritrea Teklay Ghizat.

It is alleged that on August 9, 1947 G.C, the deceased, whilo in Egypt,
appeared before a notary and made a public will in the presence of two
witnesses. She died in Egypt without returning to Ethiopia.

The testator, in her will of Aug. 9. 1947 G.C., provided that after her death
the Syrian Catholic Association in Alexandria would succeed to all her movable
and immovable propetry. She also stipulated that the Association could sell all
her immovable property outside Egypt, purchase immovable propety in Egypt
and establish a welfare Organization as follows:-

1. One part of the property would be used for housing old and disabled
persons found in the Syrian Catholic Association in Alexandria;

2. A second part of the propery would be used for bringing up the poor
orphans who are members of the Syrian Catholic Association in Alexandria;

3. A third part of the property would be used for help and religious service
in the Syrian Catholic Churh in Alexandria; on Fridays. services woud be held
in the name of the testator and her late husband; and

4. The reprsentativ Patriarch is empowered to execute her will and look
after the grave of the testator as well as that of her late husband.

The respondent had petitioned the Egyptian court to empower him to take
possession of and administer the estate of the deceased on behalf of the Syrian
Catholic A.omiation in Alexandria,
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The Egyptian court, in an order iven on January 21, 1963 GC.. had em-
powered the respondent to take over and administer the movable and immovable
property of the deceased for the time beingz

However, since the immovable property and its fruits are situated in Asmara.
Ethiopia, and since a decision of a foreign court cannot be executed unless it is
seen and authorized by the Imperial Ethiopian Government Courts, the respondant
submitted the order of the Egyptian Court to the High Court located in this Teklay
Ghizat under Probate and Adminis:ration [ile 52156. On Megabit 24. 1957 (April
2, 1965, G.C-) pw-suaut 4o the owU Proclamatk 195062, the Nigh Cour per-
mRnited the Reverend Aba Lochis Kidiyas to take possession of and administer the
estate of the deceased for the time being.

No appeal has been made on this order.

But Professor Aide Fomnazini, the person who was administering the deceasec's
estte under the powcr of attorney given to him by the brothers and sisters of
the deased, was unwilling to band over possession of the estate and its fruits to
the new administrator. The respondent petitioned the High Court. to compel Pro-
fessor Aldo Fornazini to hand it over. In an cirder given on Miazia 16.
1957 (April 24, 1965 G.C) the High Court directed the present appellant? agent.
Professor Aldo Fornazini. to hand over the estate and the accounts from the
time he took over as administrator together with any documents concerning the
estate to the respondent, The appellant's agent through his attorney had filed
an interlocutory appeal to this court under file No. 77/57.

But this court, under a decision given on Miazia 28. 1957 (May 6, 1965 G.Cd
rejected the appeal and remanded the file back to the 1igh Court

The contention of the appellants was that the deceased made her wil in
Egypt and died there. She was domiciled in Egypt and the litigation concerning the
succession was initiated in an Egyptian coart. Therefore. the court that has the
jurisdiction is the Egyptian cour. This contenion of the appellant wa_; not found
adequate. The High Court found:

1. The fact that the deceased had made her domicile the place where her
main property was situated could be asertained from the will.

2. Since the immovable property over which the dispute arise is found in
Ethiopia, the case must be seen by Ethiopian courts in accordance with the
Ethiopian law.

3 Art. 939 of the Ethiopian Civil Code. permits tacit disherison of relaives
of the s ecod, third or fouuib degree, nless they are ascendants or descendan
therefore, the appellants are not entitled to the sucessio.

Based on the above findings, the court overruled their contention, declarmd
the will of the deceased valid and dismissed the case.

The appeal was lodged against this judgment.
The grounds of appeal are identical with appellant's contention in the High

Court and may be summarised as follows:

The deceased had made Egypt her domicile for about twenty years. She
died there. The action oon ing the succession was initiated in an Egyptian
court and the result is pending their The appellants can partake of the suc ession
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under the Egyptian law. In aDoidace. with Art. 3348 of the Ethiopian Civil
Code, and the Italian Civil Code ArM 11 23 - 456 - 923 which was in force in the
Eritrean Internal Administration at the time the deceased died. any action
regarding the succession must be initiated in the court of the place where the
deceased was domiciled. Therefore, the decision of the High Court should be
reversed on the ground that the Ethiopian courts do not have jurisdiotion.

The reply submitted by the respondent contained the following:

I- The deceased and her late husband lived and were domiciled in Asmara
for over forty years.

2. Even though the deceased left for Egypt for old age and health reasons,
she had explicitly declared in her will that she was a domiciliary of Asmaa.

3. Her will was made in accordance with the law before an officer of civil
siatus, In this will she had made the Syrian Catholic Association in Alexandria
universal legatee for all her property-

As the testator had appointed the represettative Patriarch of the Syrian
Catholic Association in Alexandria executor of her will, the respondent had
petitioned the Ethiopian court to empower him to administer the estate of the
deceased pursuant -to the testa-or's will. The respondent did not raise questions
before the Ethiopian court concerning the testator's property in Egypt for the.
appropriate court is the Egyptian Court

4. The reason why the deceased stated in her will the fact that Egypt
was her residence and Ethiopia. the place where her property is situated, her
domicile was. beyond any doubt, to confer jarisdiction on Ethiopian Courts regard-
ing succession to her property.

5. The universal legatee of the deceased, the Syrian Catholic Association in
Alexandria, came to know about the succession on January 21, 1963, G.C, at which
time it applied to the Epptian Cort. By this time the Ethiopian Civil Code was in
force in Eritrea. Therefore the applicable law i5 the Ethiopian Civil Code and not
the Italian Civil Code as submitted by the appellants.

6, In accordance with Courts Proclamation 3/1943, Art. 1, Sub-Art. 4. any
actions concerning immovable property must be instituted in the court of the.
place where the immovable property is situated- Where there is dispute concern-
ing a succession, Art. 826 of the Ethiopian Civil Code makes it clear that the suit
must be instituted at the place. where the deceased had his domicile at the time of his
death, Art. 183 of the Civil Code makes it clear that the domicile of a person is the
place where such person has established the principal seat of his interests and of his
business, with the intention of living there permanently. Therefore, the case must
be tried in the court of the place which the testator had chosen as his plaoe of
domicile and also in the court of the place where the immovable property is
situated. This is not a question of discrepancy be~ween the Italian Law which was
in force in Eritrea and the Ethiopian Law, but only a matter of procedure.

7, For example, in order to show that there is no difference between the for-
mer law and the present law, it may be appropriate to cite Article 923 of the
Italian Civil Code and Art. 826 (1) of the Ethiopian Civil Code. Likewise, Article
16 of the Italian Civil Code and Art. 183 of the Ethiopian Civil Code are identical-
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8. Again,, comparison of Article 1. Sub-A. 4(0) of the Courts P rcdu
Proclamation 311943 and Articles 94 and 95 of the Italian Civil Procedure Code,
similary Articles 23 and 456. shows that there is no differene between the former
law and the present law.

Therfore,

A. the suit must be instituted in the Ethiopian Courts,

B. Article 3348 of the Ethiopian Civil Code is inapplicable to this case

C. the deceased's will, in accordance with Arficle 3355 of the Ethiopian
Civil Code, is valid under the former and the present law.

D. from the evidence submitted by the respondent, the law of the nationality
of the deceased (the Libyan Republic) is in agreement with Article 939
of the Civil Code of Ethiopia. and

E. under Art. 939 of the Ethiopian Civil Code the appellants are not entitkl
to succeed; the decision of the H'igh Court mus be affirmed and the appeal
of the defendants must be dismissed with costs.

The above axguments reveal the whole matter:
1. The fact that the deceased was a Libyan National and had no children is

known.

2. The facts that the deceased and her late husband were living in Ethiopia
and that the deceased was the owner of the immovable property which is the
subject matte of the suit are also known.

3. Even though the deceased died in 1962 G.C. without coming back to
Ethiopia. since she had ascertained in her will of 1947 G.C. that she was a do-
miciliary of Asmara in the Eritrean Teklay Ghizat, it is beyond doubt that she had
established Asmara as her principal seat of her interests with the intention of living
there permanently within the meaning of Art. 184 of the Civil Code of Ethiopia.

4. However, not only was the decased domiciled in Ethiopia. but also her
immovable property is found here. In such a case, both under the former law
of Ethiopia and Art 20 of the new Ovil Procedure Code any suit concerning
immovable property must be instituted in "the court of the place where such pro-
perty is situated.- Nevertheless, the advocate fr the appellant argued that the
Ethiopian courts do not have power to try the suit. Such a contention is irrelevant
and this has surprised the court.

5. The appellant's argumenlt that sinc the suit is instituted in a foreign court
with a result pending, the Ethiopian courts do not have jurisdiction is irrelevant
because in aordance with Art. 8(2) of the Civil Procedure Code the pendency
of the suit a foreign court cannot preclude the courts in Ethiopia from taking
jurisdiction of the suit when founded on the same cause of action.

6. Since Proclamation 195162 and Articles 456 and 460 of the Civil Proce-
dure Code make it clear that in the absence of international comvetions, judg-
ments and decisions may not be executed in Ethiopia without the authorization
of Ethiopian courts, the appellants should not have been surprised.
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7. It must be cear that the Efthiopian courts have jurisdiction to tty ti case aMd
power to authorize the execution of foreign decisions sitmitted to them after finding
them final and enforceable.

S. The will was made before a notary in the presence of two witnesses in ac-
cordanre with Art. 882 of the Civil Code of Ethiopia. So, we have accepted it as
a valid will.

9. Since under Art. 939 of the Civil Code of 'Ethiopia permits tacit disherison
of elatives of the second third or fourth degrm the appellants are not established
to Lhe succession.

10. From the respondents' written reply, it is clear that under the law of
the nationality of the deceased, she can pass her property to any one she likes pro-
vided that she is not survived by any decendants. ascendasns or spouse.

11. Since the will as was made -for a welfare purpose. that is to say to help
the monastery of her co ntry to make sure that her grave yard and Tchat of her
late husband are looked after and for religious services held in their names, there
is ro reason why the will should not be -held valid.

For the abov, reason, we have affirmed the decisions of the High Court
and dismissed the case. The appellant shall pay the respondent E$350 (three
hundred and fifty Ethiopian dollars) as costs plus any other costs in accordance
with the receipts forwarded by the respondeut.

We order that a copy of this Order be served on the High Court.

Given and delivred in Open Court this 15 day of Hedar 1958 (November 23.
1966 G-C) in the presence of both parties.
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SUPREME IMPER4L COURT

Div. No. I

Justices: MAY 4, 1965
Aenegus Kitaw Yitateku
Balambaras Tesemma Wondimneh
Ato Tadesse Tekle Giorgis

EJTAWRARI KASSA NEAKUTO v. AKLILU GOBEZM

Civil Appeal No. 353J57

Contracu obtal atigon - COntract of antickresi; - Validty of an wMtgiteqtd contrt -
Arts. 3119, 3121 CiV. C,

Regi.lraricn of hn7n oabvl property - Customary law - Propety in A&Ab aaM, At&.
3363-3367, Civ. C., Municipality Proc. No. 11111211940,

On ctrdcr fom the Imperial Claol refrxin a petitin appceling agdihst "a'dju mt
of the High Court that appellant, the judpneit r"ditor on a contract oi, lmn with an
actcnpaxnying contrat of antichrc5s on one prt of the judpueut debtor's house, had at an
auction by the jzdgnent execution office only purchased that part of the indwebt debtor's
house which was the obj t of the contract of anticresiis and which was deoribed in the
notce of auction and nor that part whic was the object of a sqrame contra.c of anficres
hetwcc the judgiment debtor and the respondent

Hed" .Judgncnt affirmed and petition rejected.
I- Aocording to cutomary law, which is presently in force for the regratkio of

immovable 'property, a contract of 4atichresis the object of which is immevablk pmcoy
locate within, the limits of Addis Ababa must be regstered in the RegWt of LaAd and
Contracts Office of the Municipaty of Addis Ababa. Retgis-aton with the .Worcda Gczat
Office or the Woreda Court is Improper.

2.. :A coanact of antictresis is valid between the pr-ties even if not .reg s Reistra-
tion is.nesry and useful only wLis third parties are involved. ..

3. A buyer at a public auction porchass only the property daribed in -th notce ofauctiou.'

Fitawrari Kassa bad given a loan of E$800 to Ato Wubeshet Gibre Mariam;
the debtor had made with the creditor a eontract of anticbresis relating Lo a three
room-house to secure the debt.

Fitawrari Kassa sued Ato Wubeshet before the Addis Ababa Awradja Oout
on the ground that the debtor neither repaid his debt on the due date nor tras-
ferred the., house. The Addis Ababa Awradja Court gave judgment for BSI 155
to Fitawrari Kassa and ordered that the immovable and movable ptoeity of the
debtor be sold by auction and payment be made.

Fitawrari Kassa applied to the execution officer for the execution of the
judgment. On December 21, 1961, the High Court gave an order to.the judgment
execution office stating that "In the case of Ato Wubeshet Gebre Marbirn1 'appellant
v. Fitawrari Kassa Neaktto, respondent; Rights of a third party, not indicated
in the judgment given earlier, should not be towcet,"

This order was pursuant to an application made by Ato Akilhu who asked the
court that.-is contract of antichresis with Ato Wubeshet be respected, and the
house on which he had contracted not be sold in payment of Ato Wubei'hs debt.
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After this, on December 23, 1961. Fitawrari Kasm and Ao Akliu appeared
before the chief execution officer who recorded the following statement, "A writing
from the High CourL No. 216153. dated December 21, 1961, presented and seen-
the value of the house was to be estimated first and the priorityof payment was
to be decided later. Both have agreed to the estimation of the value of the honse.-
Consequently he ordered the carrying out of the sale by aucon

It is this confusion which became the cause of the insfitution of the suit
between Fitawrari Kassa and Ato Aklilu. On January 18. 1962. the execution
officer published a notice of sale by auction in Addis Zemen.

The notice rea3d "Sice the judgment. debtor did not voluntarily pay the
judgment de t the house which he built as a lessee and which he gave as security
for his debt by contract of adtihresis to the plaintiff, as estimated by the en r
of the Judgnet execting office at E$3171.64. will be sold by aucticm with this
amount as the opening bw

On May 8. 1962, before the sale by auction, the chief execution officer wrote
the note below and signed it. "Sie the eourt has ordered rights of third partics
to be preserved, care should be taken during payment" This note is referring to
the case of Alo Aklilu. the respoment.

The ontract of antihresis of Fitawruri Kasa and Ato Aklilu is on the same
house was divided into suites, the contract of entichrcsis between Fitawrari Kassa
Neakuto and the owner Ato Wubesbet is on one of the suites,

The other suite was given by a contract of anLichresis to Ato Akilu Gobeze.

On tie application of the ex=ution office-. that no buyer was found with
the startig bi the Afis Ababa Awradja Court ordered that the house be sold
at fire offered price.

On August 18, 1962, the chief execution officer Nepderas Alemn gave an
order to the cxecdLion officer to deliver to Fitawrari Kassa the part which he held
by a contract &! antichresis ain the rest to await the decision of ;the Court.

On August 28, 1962, the execution officer and Fitawrari Kassa signed the
following agrzemnt:

"In accordance with The order and in the name of the Judgment execution

office I have transferred to Fitawrari Kassa one story with its floor (the walls and
the roof 'on y)' without incliing the part that is occeupid by Ato Aklilu Gobeze.
1, itawinri Kasa Neakuto, hereby verify that -the house was transferred to me
in accordance with the above statement The groumd floor which, I have transferred
to Fiawrari -Kasta has two roomsf.

After this on June 24, 1963, Fitawrari Kassa sued AMo Aklilu before the Addis
Ababa Awfalja Court asking him to transfer the house.

The Addis Ababa Awradja Court gave its decision in favour of Fitawrari Kassa
and ordered Ato Adlinu to transfer the house to Fitawrari Kasma

On appeal to the High Court the judgment of the Addis Ababa Awradja
Court was rMversed.

Fiawrari Kassa submitted a petition to his Imperial Majesty's Crilot
against the judgment of the High Court.
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Because of the differences between the two Courts' decisions His Imperial
Majesty's Chilot ordered the Supreme Iperial Cour to viw the decision. The
Supreme Imperial Court has heard both parties and has also examined the
documents.

FIawrari Kassa alleges that his contract should be preferred. It has been
registered in the Woreda Court and has satisfied the zeglate. while Mo Akdilu's
has not been registered in Court and even its registration in the Woreda Gnat
office was not accurate.

Ato Aklliu Gobeze also alleges that he has priority on the ground that he has
registered it in 1959 in the Woreda Gezat Office while the registration of Fitawrari
Kassa was in 1960.

In addition Fitas6Tad Kassa. atlegas that the house which he bought by auction
includes the one on which the dispute has arisen, and Ato A uilu .lleges that he
applied to the High Court before the auction pursuant to which the High Court
gave an order to the execution office not to sell the house on which he had a right-

These are the facts of the case; let us now examine the respective rights.
First let us take a look at the Civil Co& of 1960.

The registration of immovable property is covered by Articles 1553-1646
Civ. C

If it was to be done in acordanc with those provisions, the above suation,
of one of them registering in the Woreda Cowl the other in the Wcreda Gent
Office and the claim that one registration is better than the other, would not
have come aboUt at all.

Since the registration in the Civil Code is to be done in only one way it is
easy to say that all other methods of registration are improper.

However for various reasons the registration provisions ' of- the Civil Code
have not yet come into force.

Title 22, Chapter 2. Arts. 3363-3367 of the Civil Code, covers this particular
case. Art. 3364, 3365. and 3367 provide that the registration of .inunovable pro-
perty will be done in accordance with the customary rule until an order bringing
into fore the registration provisions, is publishod inthe Negarit Gazetta.

ThIus what we have got to keep in mind is that the contracts of antichresis
of Fitawrari Kassa and of Ato Aklilu Gobeze are done in accordance with the
customary rules.

All contracts on immovables or documents co ring imm6vable property
within the limits of the City of Addis Ababa have to be registered in The Register
of Land and Contracts Office (Contracts and Rist Office) of the Manicipality of
Addis Ababa. This is an old customary law. This customary law has been affirmed
by Negarit Gazeta (Legal Notices No. 111 and 112 of 1947, Negya V-. No, 5 of
1949).

This Proclamation shows that the Munie*ality ha- a section to register land
with or without a itle deed, the transfer.of title by sale or donation and any 'other
act concerning [aL

Thus one can only claim within the limits of Addis Ababa city that his
contract has a better right than another or that it is registered in accordauce with
the regulations if he has registered it in the Land and Contract Registration Office
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of the Mumicip~ality of Addis Ababa. as most people are doing at prent. The
registratinby one in the Woreda Gezat Office and by another in the Awradja
Court or high Court is inyprqr. Suck cases are numerous in the cours, The
damag that many people incur becamuse of their negligence in not regisering
their contract in the Municipality is morn than the trouble that the courts are facing.

; . _W . | . e

Cols bac to the preset situation. neither party registered their ontact
of antichnmsn the Municipality in acordance with customary law.

However a contract of antichiesis in acordac with Art. 3119 of the Civil
Code wigbe alid beween the pties ev= it not registered.

The registration of antichresis in the register o! immovable is necessary-and
useful only when the case involves third parties Ato Aklilu Gobeze rgistered
his conta_ -of antichresis with Ate Wubeshet in the Woreda Gezat Offce on
March 4.l9A9.

Fitawrtri' Kassa Neakuto registered his contract of antieiresis "with Ato
Wubeshet.n the Central Woreda Court. This contract is valid between the parties.

There would have been a problem if a third party who had properlyreisterrd
his contract in accordance with customary law claimed that his contract was better
than this on.

Atm. Akis Gobeze. after he made the contract of antieresis, had die house
delivered&. o im in accordance with Art. 3121 of the Civil Code and is hiving in it.

If the house on which the contract of anicheis was made had aqt been
delivered to Ato Aklilu Gobeze, Art. 3121(2) which states that "the antiebresis
shall have the same effects as a mortgage until such delivery has taken plice or
after the immovable has been returned to the person having created the abtichresis
after the immovable Wrs been returned to the person having created the smicbresis"
would have held good.

As -we.laave mentioned above Fitawrari Kassa Neakuto has ji jnudent
for the paymet of the loan against Ate Wubeshet with whom he made theomtlact
of anticlhnft: The cou-t has ordered the sale of the movable and immovable
praperty'Of th. debtor for the payment of his debt.

Fitawr ri Kassa has presented the judgment to the judgment execttionmofficer
for executing. -

We have also said that Ato Aklilu has applied to the Court so that his share
wi; nor ~~'.d and The Court had given an order to that effect on December
21. 1961. -

It is .*Uo .clear from the document of the Judgment Execution Officer- that
Fitawrari Kassa.knew this; however he did not oppose the order of the I-gh Court.

As we have stated above, the distribution of the proceeds of the sale was to be
done laterand. the notice o sale by auction which was published on January 18,
1962. says that- the part that Fitawrari Kassa held by a contract of antiehresis will
be sold. This is to say that he is entited to the pan that he held by antiehresis.

Thare aretwo contracts of antichresis. Though the house is one. each. of them
made hi s qu-troct of antichresis on a different suite of the house and -not on the
samrn suite, --..;
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Since the sale was to be for tha part which Fitawrari Kassa held by a contract
of antichrcsis, he is entitled only to that part.

We have said that the notice which was published by the execution officer
mentions ottly the part that was held by Fitawrari Kassa by a contrac of
antichrisis.

He says that the sale includes Tbe part also held by Ato Aklilu Gobeze This
is inconistmt with the notice that was clearly published. In accordance with
A. 3121, 04o Aklilu Gobeze has taken over the house on which had made the
contract of antichresis and is living in it and thus has acted in accordance with the
law.

Moreover the contract of anfichresis of Ato Aklilu having been re gjstred
in the Woreda Gezat Office on March 12. 1959, has an accurate date.

If the execution officer had examined the situation before the sale 'he would
have understood the case of Ato Akllu. Anyway, nobody was in opposition when
the High Court gave the above order pursuant to Ate Aklilu's application. The
execution officer published a notice saying that the house which Fitawrari Kassa
held by a contract of antichresis will be sold: he made the sale. and he says that
he sold both houses.

But be transferred to Fitawrari Kassa only the part that he held by a contract
of anticbresis. In accordance with the published notice which says that the part that
Fitawrari Kassa held will be sold by auction, the buyer Fitawrari Kassa will be
entitled only to the part which the notice mentions and not to the part which is
held by Ato Akililu Gobeze by a contract of antichresis.

Thus we agree with fthe dwsion given by 4we High Cowt. The petition of
Fitawrari Kassa is not well founded and thus we have rejected it.

They will share the Court fee and each will bear their respective costs. The
judgment was given on May 4, 1965, in the presence of both parties.
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SUPREME IMPERIAL COURT
Div. I

Jastices: OCTOBER 13, 1965
Afenegus Kiraw Yewetzku
Ato Tadesse Tekle Giorgis
Ato Mogos Wube

HAILE WAQGIRA v, GIRMA GEGERE

Civil Appeal Na 1569/57

Conracual obligations - Employment contrns - Right so compeselon for disntLal
DWtingu.id frowm contr t of work and - Ans. 2512, 7610p 2134 Qv. .
On direction from the Imperial Cbdot to hear a s bppcA where the Awradja court

denied and the High Court granted a tailor's claim to compensation for dismissal from a per-
son who hired the making of coats at S15 ea from a. third perso who in tumr liked the
plairtiff

Held, High Court decision reversed.
I Sin a cmntract of employment only exists what onue psx works undtr the direction

of anosher tho provisons wi owrlansation for diwsl undcr a coqfract of esaployment do
not applIy whtrv, as in the instant case- the claimant did not Wowk under the direction of thedefendant

2. Tbe mere fact that one peon pays another directly for work that is of benefit to
him does out mean that the worker is working under the direction of the person who is
payinx

Ato Girna Gegere instituted a suit against Ato Haile WiqjirTa claiming com-
pensation for dismissal from his employment.

The Addis Ababa Awradja Court dismissed the suit. On appeal, the High
Court reversed the judgmnt of the Awradja Court holding for Ato Girma
Cegere. Since the Addis Ababa Awradja Court and tht High Court gave different
judgments, the Chilot of His Imperial Majesty granted a second appeal and
ordered this court to review the case.

In examining the case we found that At Haile Waqjira was a persm who
cofracts with tailors to get a definite number of clothes made. Ato Wolde-Giorgis
Kelbisa has a contract with Ato Haile Wacijira to tailor coats at a rate of $15 each.

Ato Wolde-Giorgis Kelbisa has hired a number of tailors who work under
him, raik)6g the coats of Ato Haile. As we understood the testimony of the
witnesses, it was Ato Wolde-Giorgis Kalbisa who employed Ato Gnna Gegere
to do he tailoring. However due to a disagreement betwem Ao Wolde-Giorgis
and Ato Gina on the question of payment, Ato Haile Wacjira began paying
Ato Girma Cegere dircly by deducting the wages due to him from the $15 per
coat due Ato Wolde-Giigis Kelbisa.

Ato Wolde-Giorgis dismissed Ato Girma Gepere on the ground tha the
quality of his wot had slipped and informed Ato Haile Waqjira not to pay Ato
Girma Gegere out of the money due him for work under the contract.
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At* Gima Gegec then instituted suit against Ato Haile Waqjira. claiming
compensation for dismissal. Let us now examine the kw.

Art, 2512 Civ. C. states; "A contract of employme= is a contract whereby
one party, the employee, undertakes to render to the other party, the employer.
under the latte's direction, for a determined or undeteanined ime, services of a
physical or intellectual namre, in consideration of wages which the employer under-
takes to pay him."

In accordace with this provision, there are two essential elements that should
be satisfied for the employer-employee relationship to exist,...

Firstly, -the employer in question must employ the worker.

Secondly, the employee must work under the direction of the employer. In
Lhe present case. Ato Haile Wacjira has not employed Ato Girma Gegere. FI, does
the -ailloring under -the direetion of Ato Wolde-Gforgis Kelbisa, his employer - not
under the direction oF kto Haile Wmqjira.

It was with Ato Wolde-Giorgis Kelbisa that Ato Haile Waqjira contracted
to pay S15 for each finished coat.

Even if Ato Haile Waqjira had been paying Ato Girma Gegere directly,
deducting from the amount he was to give to Ato WoldeGiorgis, it did no.t mean
that be worked under his direction.

Since Ato Wolde-Giorgis' contrad with Ate Hailo Wajira is for.a definite
piece of work, Ata Wolde-Giorgis is an independent c6ntractor according to Art.
2134 of the Civil Code.*

For all these reasons; w& have sustained decision of the Awradia Court .of
Addis Ababa. and we have dismissed the suit instituted by Ato Girma Gegere
against Ato Haile Wa4jira.

We have reversed the decision of the High Court on the ground that JE was
not in accordance with the law. Let the sum taken from Ato Haile be retraed to
him.

mEd. Note:

Artick- 2134 in discumsng "hIndependent Contractor' rcfs 0 afyoae commiting a fault
who is not subject to Sho forme's 'authority -and vvto has ictaned his indepvndeme That
Ato Wolde-Giorgis was an independent contractor is a factwa doterinaion, hvchk soens
.o be c1cxr (m the manner in which Ato Hv Wakjira contrcted with Ate Wotde-fioais
for a fixod amount of work to be done, i.- for a specifc number of ooats to .e tailomd
at $15 eaCh. This is a seis contract for work and labour wherein one party widetke to
produce a given result under his own rcsponsibility, i comsideration of a renmmerali that
the other party undertakes to pay him (Art- 2610)-
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SUPREME MPFERIAL COURT

Div. I A

Justices: APRIL 1!, 1967
Afenegus Kitaw Yirateku
Ato Tadesse Tekle Giorgis
Kegnazmatch Mulat Beyene

ETHIOPIAN CEMENT CORPORATION v. COMMERCIAL BANK OF
ETHIOPIA, INGRA. AND YUGOSLAV BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE

Civil Appeal No. 526/59

Civil Pmcedure - IFurildktfon - lqnjrstive relief.

Oblgations - Controniual - Suretyship - Accessory .obligalon - g4rmntor's rights and
responsibilities

A Yugoslav company contraed to build and supply a cmeat factory for the Ethiopian
Cement Corp., and the Commercial Banc of EfhioPia provide a guarantee for the Ceemnt
Coqp. in conformity with an earlier agreemet betwem the Bthiopian and Yugoslav govem-
ments. On appeal tror a I-Tgh Court deci.ion refusing to enjoin the guarantor for paying
the contractor pending the .esolution of c-,s-r .im between the cotractor and the CaMMe
Corp.

Held: Affirmed. *
* Ed. Note: Although the Supreme Court affinmed the High Corfs decision (in High

Court of Addls Ababa Civil Case No 552159) refusing injutctive nelief in this case the
reasoning of the two court is significantly divergent

The Supreme Cort exprcsy rejects the High Courts reason for dcnying injuctive
reief. The High Court decided that the muaranee "was not a simple guarantee by which the
payment of money due by [h Cenwmt Caorp.] was secured. It is a (prinutry) obliadon
undertaken by (the Commercial Bank) in favour of (the Yugoslav Bank Foreign Trade) "uider
a prior agreement between the govmrcmnts of Ethiopia and Yugoslavia. The Bank) is bound
to honour sucb obligation independetly of any dispute between the Ethiopin buyer and
the Yugoslav seller2"

Thus, the High Court decided that an injunction would be improper Siac the dspute
between the plaintiff Cement Corp. and Invn was not relevant to the gnrantor's obligation
to pay.

The Supreme Court ejects this position when it says 'Sureyhip is an aceWssoY obligation
to a primaay obligatmo The Pzimary obligation, in this casr, is the contract entered into
by the Elthiopian Cement Corporation for the construcion of the cement plant, and the
accesory obligation is the guarantee given by the State Bank of Ethioa on behalf of the
Ethiopian Ce-et Corporation for the same purpose-

The Supreme Court declines to rule on bow this principle that the guarate is an
accessory obligatix afcts the right of the Commercial Bank to pay the Yusoslav bank and
indemnify itsel fi= the principal debtor, bw the Code has seral ekar provisions on this.
Article 1942(1) and (2) provide:

The only real quVstion is whether we have here a case where the duty to set up the
debtor's detenses are "ecIuded by the nature of his guaaseC. It would seem proably not,
since this provision probably rfers simply to a case like that foreseen by Articl (1923(2)
and 1926(3) ) where the guaantor guarantes performanoce of an obligation with full knowletlge
of the fact that the parciple debtor is incapable.

The basis for the Supreme Court's refusal to grant injunctive relief would smm to be
that either (1) the Cement Comporation's inteue ts will not be adversely aff a, since he can
always refuse to indemnify the guarantor for payments he should not have made, or (2) the
guarantor is exempted ftroM aising these defeses of the debtor (under Attck 1942(2)) and
therefore should not be prvented from paying.
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1, The Ethiopian coun have juisietion over a sit for a injunction between an
Ethiopian guaxateed persom and an Ethiopian guarantor whewe thf plaintiff alleges that the
paoiglius of reaization in Ethicpi of his rights egainst the contracting party wiU bv
substantially prejudiced by paynrot by the guarantor.

2- A guarantee is an =cry obligato and thus dopeds on the pincipol contrat

3. An iniunction will not issue to prevent a guaanutor from payig a gurntee st
because the debtor disputs the maturity or the egitmacy of the claim by the oadir ccm ledn
party.

The petition filed at the High Court by Appellant against the thft Res-
pondets was that the first *t, the Commercial Bank of Ethiopia, be
enjoined from paying and amount .ro the third Respondent, the Yugoslav Bank
for Foreign Trade, under G(uaranly No. 211 given by the Commercial Bank.

The High Court. after considering the affidavit and other briefs ijied by
Plaintiff with the Cout on Hedar 24. 1959 (December 3, 1966), in its order given
on Hedar 24, 1959 (December 3. 1966). ordered the Commercial Bank of Ethiopia
not to remit or pay any esnount under the said Guaranty No. 211 to the third
Defendant, the Yugoslav Bank for Foreign Trade, until a further order is issued
by the Com

In its decision given on Ter 6. 1959 (January 14, 1967), the High Court dis-
solved the injunction order and dismissed the petition of the Plaintiff, Hence. this
appeal has been filed.

Appellant petitioned this Court to continue in effect the injunction order
granted by the High Court on Hdar 24, 1959 (Doeember 3, 1966) until the appeal
is beard. This Court acepted the petition of Appellant, and, in its temporary
order given on Ter 9. 1959 (January 17. 1967) ordered the injunction order granted
by the High Court to reman in effect until Ter 23. 1959 (January 31, 1967). The
Court then adjourned the case to Yekatit 23, 1959 (January 31, 1967) to hear
the appeal and for the Respondents to appear.

At the hearing on Yekait 23. 1959 (January 31. 1957).

The attorneys for Ethiopian Cement Corporation and the first Respondent.
Commercial Bank of Ethiopia, appeared.

The second Respondent, gra, did not appear.

The third Respondent, the Yugoslav Bank for Foreign Trade. did not appear.

Pursuant w the petition of attorney for Appeflnt. this Court ordered the
injunction granted by the High Court on Hedar 10, 1959 (November 19, 1966) to
remain in effect until a further order is issued from this Court. Thereafter, this
Cout heard the arguments preseted by the Ethiopian Cement Corporation and
the Commercial Bank of Ethiopia, and passed its decision thereon.

The second and third Respondents did not appear in the Court below. The
third Defendant sent the following cable to the High Court,

"We shall not apear in the High Court of Addi-5 Ababa CoonnedM
Dividia on the rd day of Tahsas (Decmbr 12, 1966) at 9 aM. Sto
We do not accept copeecef Coont nor justifiabiees of the peton
Stop Realisation the Guarantee No 211 is the mater of relations between
Cwnmevial Bank of Ethio0a ad our Bank only ap Yuglslav Bank for
Foreign Tra' e.
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The High Court re*cd the argument of the Yugoslav Bank for Foreign
Trade challenging the Cowtt s jrisdiction, and ruled that it has jurisdiction to
hear the case.

The High Court heard the arguments presented by the Plaintiff, Ethiian
Cement Corporation and the first Defmdant, the Commercial Bank of Ethiopia,
and in its decision given on Ter 6. 1959 (January 14. 1967). denied the petition of
Plaintiff. This Court, after considering the appeal filed from the decision of the
High Court, and after hearing the arguments presented by the Ethiopian Cement
Corporation and the Commercial Bank of Ethiopia, has rendered its decision
thereon.

Pursuant to the contracts, and supplements thereto, entered into by and
between Ethiopian Cement Corporation and Ingra, a Yugoslav Corporation,
Ingra understood to construct, install and put into operation a cement plant in
Addis Ababa. Prior to the completion of the construction of the oement plat.
the contcts were terminated. As a resut of such termination, a dispute arose
between the parties as to the amount Igra claims from the Ethiopian Cement
Corporation, and the Ethiopian Cement Coporation counter-claims fram Igra.

Ethiopian Cement Corporation alleged that the parties agreed 4o sade their
dispute by arbitration, and nominated arbitrators on their respective behalf.
Thereafter, the Yugoslav Bank for Foreign Trade, on Hidar 18, 1959 (November
28, 1966), sent the following cable to the Commercial Bank of Ethiopia with
respect to the payment to be made by Ethiopian Cement Corporation to Ingra:

"ne amount payable to IUn Zamgib, is -US$ 1,247,064 and we clan frn
you i=onteato paymnt of the guaranted amoumt plus inteest as per
eclosed amslidation of debL"

And Ingra. in its letter of 17th November 1966 (Hlidar 17, 1959), addressed to the

Imperial Ethiopian Govemnmat, Ministry of Finame, stated:

"Th t s two prmtissory notes wee issued in compliana twith aagrap

(b) and (c) of the Suppkmn1 Contract ooncuded on lt Fcbrmary, 1963.
btween the Mioisuy of Fanc and ngra (the Seller) for the delivery
of 2achny and equipmrtt for ,hD Coet Factor, Addis Abab, sad
for a-4rvma, instalition and tring of the said macinesy and equiprment
The interest accruig on the debt has been calcaed till November SO

1966. and we would be most obliged if your payment of the 115 51024141I
,Pold be cffeted untl the said dati The payment should be made in
favour of the account of hnga with, the Yugos Bank fur Foreign Trad"

Ethiopian Cement Corporation's oontention is that in all the contracts con-
cluded, it is provided That the Yugoslav Bank for Foreign Trade is the representa-
tive of Ingra for receiving money on behalf of Ipgra; that the Yugoslav Bank for
Foreign Trade is claiming payment of the disputed amount from the Commercial
Bank of Ethiopia in such a capacity: that prior to the etablishment of the liability
between Itgra and Ethiopian Cent Corporation and the amount payable to
Ingra is fixed and the question of set-off is settled, the payment of US$ 1247,0.47
demanded by the Yugoslav Bank for Foreign Trade on the Commercial Bank of
Ethiopia should not be made.

The foregoing contention of Ethiopian Cement Corporation was presented
before the High Court, and the High Comt delivered the decision hereinabove
mentiondL
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The case thus became one between Commercial Bank of Ethiopia and Ethiopian
Cement Corporation, the guaranteed Corporation. The position taken by the
Commercial Bank of Ethiopia is that it has to respect its guarantee and pay the
guaranteed i aount. Ethiopian Cement Corporation. on its part. took the position
that the Commercial Bank should not pay a debt which the Corration itself has
not accepted or admitted.

The Commercial Bank of Ethiopia argued that the dispute between Imgra and
Ethiopian Ceiment Corporation does not concern the Bank; that the guarantee given
by the Bank is to the Yugoslav Bank for Foreign Trade; and that the guaratee
is unconditional.

Ethiopian Cement Corporation argued that the payment demanded by the
Yugoslav Bank for Foreign Trade is related to and arises from the work contracted
for by Ethiopian Cement Corporation and Ingra and is payable to Ingra; that the
Yugoslav Bank for Foreign Trade is representative of Ingra for receiving money
on behalf o Tngra; that the Commercial Bank of Ethiopia should not pay the
amount demanded by the Yugoslav Bank for Foreign Trade prior to the claims
of Ingra and the counter-claims of Ethiopian Cement Corporation are determined
and the question of set-off is settted.

These are the facts of the case.

The claim of Ingra from Ethiopian Cement Corporation and the counter-
claim of Ethiopian Cement Corporation from Ingra is a case that shall not be
decided upon in the present case.

Article 1831 et seq. of the Ethiopian Cvil Code provide the rules of set-of.
Article 1831 provides;

"Where two persons owe debts to one anotr, set-off shall occur
and the obligation of both persons shall be extinguished in accord
ance with the provisions of the following Articles."

And Article 1836 provides:

"The debts shall extinguish each other as from the day when they
both exist and to the extent of the amount of the lesser debt."

Set-off then occurs when there are a creditor and a debtor and the creditor owes
the debtor a debt; and the debt (obligation) shall extinguish simultaneously to
the extent of the lse debt.

The Ethiopian Cement Corporation, in this action, alleged that the credior
is Ingra, and in evidence therefore cited a leter dalted Hedar 19, 1959 (November
28, 1966) addressed to -the General Manager of Ethiopian Cement Corporation
by the Comnnercial Bank of Ethiopia, which states:

"We quote heraunder contents of a letter rcmivad from Yugo6lav Bank for
Foreign Trade.

IRckfoce is made to t State Baik of Ethiopik, Addis Ababa, Letu of
Guarantee No. 211 of 4th January, 1961 isued in our favour, at the request
of Ethiopian Cement Corporation, in which you guarantte uncnditionafy
payment to us up to the amount of US$ 1,2406.- pu bitemrL
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'AS ihe last shipmcnt of maehnery and rqufmct was effected on 2nd
March, 1964 the Cement Factory was put into operation on 4th June, 1964
and no payment of due instalments has been effected up to date, we claim
from you immediate payment of the guaranted amount Plus inteTcnt as
per enclosed consolidadon of debt, i.c USS 1247,064,47 made by fgrg,
Zagreb,
The ntrrcst is cakulated tit 30th Novembe, 1966 when the paymcnt must
be effect d at the lafeaL
'Awaiting to receive your respective credit advice:

"Undcr the dirctmstarces we have no altoriaive but to ask you for settle-
ent of the whole obligadion aceordingly. Thaclore we hmrby dea- d

immediate payment from you of the entire amount under cIaim,

"COMMERCIAL BANK OF ETHIOPIA
-Export Ieartmnt
"'rordjM Branch"

Ethiopiau Cement Corporation's contention is that Ingra is the Creditor; that-
Ethiopian Cement Corporation also has a claim against ngra; and, therefore,.
pursuant to Article 1836 of the Civil Code,. has a right of set-off to extinguish
the debts.

In the case before us, argument is presented that the Commercial Bank of
Ethiopia has no obligation (debt) in the claim the Ethiopian Cememt Corporation
has against Ingra.

In our view. the main question to be determined are: Whether the payment
to be made to -the Yugoslav Bank for Foreign Trade by the Ethiopian Cement
Corporation, or the Comameial Bank of Ethiopia, by reason of its guarantee.
as mandatary or agret, is in fact payable to [ugra? And, does the payment arise
from the contract between Ingra and Ethiopian Cement Corporation for the
construction of the cement plant in Addis Ababa? And, is it Ingra or the Yugoslav
Bank for Foreign Trade who is the creditor that demands payment from Ethio-
pian Cement Corporation?

Guaranty No. 211, dated December 30. 1960, given by the State Bank of
Ethiopia to the Yugoslav Bank for Foreign Trade. and the letter of the Yugoslav
Bank for Foreign Trade, dated January 4, 1961. addressed to the Commercial
Bank of Ethiopia. make reference to the contract entered into by Ethiopian
Cemnt Corporation and Ingra for the construction of the cement plant.

As we stated hereinabove, Ethiopian Cement Corporation submitted hat on
the basis of the letter written by the Yugoslav Bank for Foreign Trade to the
State Bank of Ethiopia and the letter written by Ingra, the amount demanded
to be paid in the letter of the Commercial Bank of Ethiopia to the Ethiopiam
Cement Corporation arises from the said contract and is payable to Ingra. This
question. however. is not in issue in this case and this Court shall not give a

decision thereon.

in providing the principle of suretyship, Article 1920 of the Civil Code states:
"Whosoever guarantes an obligation shall undertake towards the

Creditor to discharge the obligation, should the debtor fail to
discharge it"

The words "should the debtor fail to discharge his obligation, the guarantor
undertakes to discharge such obligation" clearly indicate that suretyship is an
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accessory obligation to a primary obliation. The primary obligation, in this
case. is the contract entered into by Rhoian Ce-ment Corporation for the
construction of the cement plant; and the acessory obligation is the garantee
given by the State Bank of Ethiopia on behalf of Ethiopian Cement Corporation
for the same purpose.

The COmmeicial Bank must itself decide whether or not it has a right to make
the payment pursuant to its guarate when the principal debtor, Ethopian
Cement Corporation, objects to the payment.

We are not presented with and asked to decide on the question whether
the Commercial Bank of Ethiopia. as guarantor for the Ethiopian Cement Cor-
poration, has the right to subsiltute itsef for the principal debtor and make
payment of the amount demanded; and we shall not give a decision thereon.

Wherefore, we have deaied the injunctiv relief prayed for by the Ethiopian
Cement Corporatioin, pursuant to Article 2121 of the Civil Code, to enjoin the
Commercial Bank of Ethiopia from commiting an act damaging to the Ethiopian
Cement Corporation.

For the reasons stated above, the appeal is quashed.

The ijution order given by this Court on Ter 23. 1959 (January 31. 1967)
is dissolved

Delivered this 3rd day of Miazia 1959 (l1th day of April, 1967). A copy
of this decision shall be forwarded to the High Court
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HIGH COURT

Commercial Div. No. 1

Judges: JANUARY 25. 1962
D . William Rubagiar
Ato Araa Abegaz
Ato Mekuha Amare

TERESA FOCA AND ANGELINA FOCA

GALASSI v. MAMINO MARINI

Cvil Case No. 41/54

.un Asmadei - effec of lack of wjite comrct
Hel: The advame was a loan and so no aommting is padbbe.
i. A cituact of asociation must be in writing.
2. Wbee m is nioting in PdTfing& no ancociadim w create&
3. An action (or an accounting must be based on the cxi st c of an Asscation.

The haos as set t in he t.ateent of claim and which ar supported by
various dce nents submitted by the plaintiffs (Exhs. p/I -to p/8) may be sum-
marised as follows:

The defendant was acquainted with the second plaitiff in that he had taken
from her a room on lease; the defenant approached her and requested her to
ask her sister, the first plaiiff, for a loan of ES9,O0O; this sum was to be used
for the establishment of a bakery. There were proposals 4o the effect that a third
person was o be employed as a baker and Ut there would be an association of
the first plaintiff. the defendant and dhe third person. Anoni Natale, as three
partners; according to the suggestion of the defendant such assocation would take
place as soon as E$6.OO were repaid to the first plaintiff, this sum representing
the shares of the defendant and of Atoni Natale. of E 3000 The defendant has
in fact rweived $9M04) from the first plaintiff and he hasi acquirW the necessary
machiney for the bakery; -he also employed Anoni Natale as a baker. The
defendam has also taken on lease he premises fcr the bakery which is now known
as Painificio Royal. According to many letters which the defendant wrote to first
plaintiff the business has been a great sucess and very profitable.

A contraco, of associalion was never drawn up and Anoni Natae (known
to the parties as "Baffo") died in October. 1960 (Tekemt 1953). The plaintiffs
have submitted a document (Exh. p/8) dated February 15. 1960 (Yekatit 7, 1952)
ia which the defendant and the said Anoni Natale declare that "all the asses of
the "PANIFICIO ROYAL" - machinery, P-quipmcnL furniture and utensils in
accordance wit the inventory - xcluding £hat which is usd for the production
of "grissini" obtained from Mr. Perino who is the legkimate owner - beong to
Mrs. Gina Galassi -and to her sister Miss Teresa Foca, who are the persons who
paid up the whole sum of money which became necessary for the completion of
the establishment of the Bakery including the mechaic bakery acquired from
Mr. LoIfi"' This document then goes on to say that the defendeM and Anoni
Natale could become co-proprietors with equal rights of one third of the capital
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stock as soon as 256000 and the relevant interest will be paid on account of
the said capital of FS9.000 to -the said two ladies. The document also adds that
the defendant was to be the administrtor of the business and Anoni Natule
to be the technical manargr, and for such duties there would be a monthly
compensation.

Them facts as set out in the statemet, of claim are not denied by the defendant;
he alleges, however. in his defence that he has paid F_3.767. on account, to the
second plaintiff; no evidence has been produced in support of such alleged payment.

The dofendant also states in his defence tba he has presented to the plaintiffs
a proposal for the constiutioa of a parmership, that he was prepared to pay the
balance of the debF during the week on which the defence was lodged. and tha the
value of the business was not E9,000 but beyond E130,000 because of the con-
tributions made by him. The defence prays for ar adjournment to emable the part~s
to come to an amcable settlemmt

On these facts the legs] posiion is that althougb the parties bad in mind the
consruotion of a regular association, such association never came into being. There
is no doubt Ohat the first plaintiff gave the defendant E$9.000 towards the business;
from Exb P/9 it also seems that with this amount of E$9.000 the defendant had
acquired -the machinery necessary io start the bakery and that such machinery has
been credited to the plaintiffs towards the amount of E$9.000. Also it cannot be
denied that through the defendan's efforts the bakery has become a very prosperous
business. Now the plaintiffs' claim is for accounts to be made of the business since
its establishment in May 1960 (Gr. Cal) and for the restitution of the machinery
at the bakery.

As has been stated above. notwithstanding the prosposals for an association
between -the parties, such association never canme into beinT, there has beem nothing
done in writing which is an essential formaUty to bring an association into being.
The plaintiffs have, therefore, never been associkes and canmot ask for Ecounts.
Tt is true that the defendant has MWMaged to creete a goodwill for a business
which was started with the first plaintiff's money but the first plaintiff can only
claim her money back but in default of association cannot claim for accounts.
The plaintiffs, however, rely on the dechrution in Exh. P/S and do not claim the
repayment of the loan but for the delivery of the machinery which according to
that decartion belogs to them. If there bad been an association then under
Exh. P18 the defendant would be entitled to a remuneration from the association
for the work done by him in buiding up the goodwil. Th plaintiffs' claim can.
therefore, succeed only in so far as they claim for the immediate restitution to them
of the machinery mentioned in the said declaration Exh. PS, and in doing so the
firt plaintiff seems to have renounced the sum of ES9,000 with which this
machinery has been acquired

For the above reasons thtee shall be judgment for the plaintiffs, and the
defendant shall give to the plaintiffs The property mention in the first paragraph
of the declaration in Exh. P/8 that is machiney equipment. firnltru and
utensils in accordance with the inventory - exclwding that which is used for the
production of' "gtsii" obtaind fiom Mr. Perino - to the paintiffs: the machi-
nery rferred to a "mechanic bakery" aoqrd from Mr. Lolli is also to be included
in the property to be handed over. The defendant shall also pay the plaintiffs
Court fees according to receipt and casts of E100.
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HIGH COURT

Commercial Div. No. 1

Jusico.;: JUNE 3, 1965
Doctor William Buhagiar
Ate Abebe Awgitchew
Ato Mestin Berhe

NICOI.A PA PPASINOS v. THE INLAND REVENUE DEPARTMENT

Civil Appeal No. 403/58

Taxation - Turnover Tax -E t1nption of whofAle ss - Prc. No, 205 of 1963.
On appel from a dcsion of the Tax Appeal Commission holding that the appellnt,

a mufac t er of a saks, is required to pay a tumrnoy Ux on his sales to deaim in
coffe solt and mWr, such saTs not qualifying for the exemption on given to wholesale
saes by at manufaemr.

HeM; Decision rvcrsd.
HeMd- Dccisioa reversed
1. The Wae of sacks to dealer in cotfece, salt and su~gar wre 'wbolale sajasr 'within

ft nazi g of Artice 19(b) of the Trasacfin Taxes Proainmai0o Pmrc No. 205 of 196,
atd therefore are exempt from the trmover tax wuhat they a ma& by the la manaftacumr
of lbe sacks.

2. Where a smahant sell goods in a cotainer, the turmover tax is payale on the weal
value of the goods phLs the oontaim.

This is an appeal against an order given on Ter 4. 1958 E.C by the Tax
Appeal Commission in a matter relating to Tunxe Tax. The mater in issue
is whether the manufacturer of sacks is exempted or not from the payment of turn-
over tax when he sells the sacks to coffee, sugar and salt merchants. The Tax
Appeal Commission held that be was not.

The ground of appeal is that the Tax Appeal Commission was wrong in the
interpretation it gave to An. 1S(b) of the Transaction Taxes Procamatiom
(Proclamation No. 205 published in Negrit Gazeta No. 18 of the 22nd Year

The facts are not in dispute; the appellant is a manufacturer of sacks in
Fthiopia and he has sold sacks to merchants who deal in coffe sail and sugar.
The Tax Appeal Commission held that if the manufacturer of sacks sells the
sacks to oth dealers in sacks then he is exempt from tax if he complies with
the provisions of Art. 17 of the Transaction Taxes Regulamions (published as
Legal Notice No. 282 in Nep'it Gazeta No. 8 of the 23rd Year); but he is not
exempt from tax if the sale is to coffe sugar and salt merchants.

The law to be considered is contained in Art. 18 of the aforesaid Proclama-
tion which is as follows:

"18. The foklwing sales shall be exempted from the payment of Turnover Tax:

(a) sales of goods imported, if such sales have bem made by traders who
imported the goods or by their commission stes: provided, however,
-that this exemption shall be limited only to wholesale operatons, that
is to sales made to other traders, but not to consumers;
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(b) sales of goods manufactured locally if made by manufacturers who
manufactured the goods or by their commission agents; provided, however.
that this exemption shall also be inhed to wholesale sales only."

In the opinion of this Court the provisions of Art 18(b) are quite clear;
ther is exemption from tax when a manufacturer sells the goods manufactured
by him by wholesale sales to other traders; whether these ether traders sell the
manufactured goods to othm by ithemselves or as containers for other merchandise
makes no difference; Art 18(b) makes no difference and therfore no dis-
tinction can be made. It may be mentioned that when the trader sells the
manufactured goods (in this case sacks) as containers for other merchandise the
tunover tax is payable on the value of the merchandise which by them includes
•the value of the sacks. The manufacturer is, of course, always liable to comply
with the proWsions of Art. 17 of the above mentioned Regulations.

For the above reasons the Order of the Tax Appeal Commission of Ter 4,
1958 aC. is reversed and the appeal is alowed.

As this is a new point which has. not arisea before the Court tmder the
Transaction Taxes Proclamation, there shall be no order for costs.
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HIGH COURT

Commercial Div. No. 1

Judges: FEBRUARY 20, 1967
Doctor William Buhagiar
Ato Abebe Awgitchew
A.to Tadesse Mengesha

MOSVOLD (ETHICOPI) LTD. v. THE INLAND RFEVENUE DEPARTMENT

Civil Case No. 820/5g

Taxation -- Income Tax - Defiition of entry fDr incme a ppos.

Taxation - Income tax - Deductions - Deduction of other tax paid.

.-dministralive law - Judicial review of administrtive decisios.

On appeal from a decision of the Tax Apeal Caimnissa holding that the appell, t
company and a related company shound be treated as a single entity for income tax purposes,
disallowing the deduction of interest allegedy paid by die appellant company, and disallowing
d-dutilon of tranAtction taxes paid by the appellant company

Held: Decision reversed with respect to the first point and affirmed with respect to the
ecn and third poits

I. Companies organized separately under the Commorcial Code must be treated as
seprate enities for inone tax Purposes.

2. On appeal from the Tax Appeal Cboumion, a court may consider only questions of
law and may not consder questio;s of fact.

3 A payment of kansaction taxes for the preceding three yam is not a deductible
expense for income tax purposs, on the grounds that it is not an expenses wholly and
exclusively incured for the purpos of producing income and that the tnsetiom tax is
payable monthly and the taxpayer may not take advantage of his failur t o pay te tax
on ,me.*

This i.s an appeal against a decision given by the Tax AppeaI Commission
partly on Maskaram 12, 195S and partly on Ginbot 24. 1958. E.C

The appeal concerns three points, namely:

(a) whether the Tax Appeaa Commission was correct in law in clubbing the
income of Mosvold Company (Ethiopia) Ltd. and of Mosvold Wood works
Ltd. which are two separate and distinct entities for income tax purposes;

(b) whether the Tax Appeal Commission was correct in law in disallowing
an item of E$97,630 being intert of a loan which is shoii in the books
of the appellant company; and

Ed. note: Article 9 of the 1958 (G.C) regulations corresponds to Article 0 of the
present regulations, L Not, No. 258, 1962, Neg. Gat., year 22, no. 1.

Article S(f) of the 195 (GC) regulations corresponds to Article l(b)Iv) of the presmt
regulatiosns, cited above.

Artile 17 of the loomc Tax PocUmation a lows. the deduction from business income
of "all expenses wholly and exclusively in red for the purpos of canyig on such bus.neta'
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(c) whether the Tax Appeal Commission was correct in law in dilmloing
an item of E$86,544 being Federal Transaction Tax Telat g to 1951. 1952,
and 1953 EJC. which was paid in 1954. EC.

On the first point, the argument of the respodent is the appellant company
dad the Mosvold Woodkorks Ltd. we zegisMtered under dr am es for the
purpose of avoiding taxation but in fact they are one in ,ixrest and work and are
owned by the same shardolders. On behalf of the appellam it is submitted that
the two companies are different persons and tax should be assessed sqmratdy.
Thee is no question that the appellant company and the Mosvoid Woodworks
Ltd. are two companies registered as such with the Ministry of Caxnmerce and
Indusuy; under the general prncile of the Commercial Code these two companies
are two different entities or bodies; The Income Tax Proclamation (No. 173--
Negarit Gazeta No. 13 of the 20th Year) defines "taxpayer" as any pms or
body eceiving income and makes no distinctio as there may be in other lesgis.
tion, between two separate bodies and two bodies one of which is dependent
fmani lty on the other or two bodies which have th, same shardAokm. In ddaul
of such distinction two separate bodies like the two companies mentioned above
are subject 'to be -taxed separately. In view of the state of the Law it cannot be
said that the appellant company is evading payment of taxes; the true position
is that here is a loophole in the law if it was the iatention of the legislator, in a
case like the present. to club the inome of two bodies for the purpose of assessing
tax.

On the second point, the appellant has submitted in detail the history of the
alleged loan on which the item of E$97,630 has been disallowed. The court has
nothing bore it conc.rning these points of fact: furthermore the decision of the
Tax Appeal Commission was based on the provisions of Art. 17 of the Inome
Tax Proclamation, Nothing is stated in the decision about the alleged inflation of
prices and the consequent reduction of profits, this was submitted as an argument by
the Tax Authority before the Commission, but the Comnission did not base its
decision on such argwmcnL In the memorandun of apeal, the appellant states that
no loan was in fact s~curtd and that no interest was ever paid. On these facts, the
Court has nothing before it to enable it to say what the positio, actually was. The
Commission found this amount as being intered. This is a question of fact into
which this Court cannot intervene. As regards the conclusion arrived at by the
Commission in disregarding this item under Art. 17 of the Proclamation, this
Court cannot find any mor in law.

The third point concerns the transaction tax for the years 1951, 1952 and 1953 E.
C. which was paid in 1954 E-C., amounting to ES6,544. The Tax Appeal Commis-
sion held that this amount was not deductible because such tax is collected from the
public and furthermore in accordance with Art. 9 of the Income Tax Regulations
(Negarit Gazeta No. 7 of the 17th Year) a loss sustained in one accoumiug period
is not transferable to another period. The appellant submits that Art. 9 does not
apply to transaction tax but to losses incu in one accounting year which cannot
be transferred to another period: furtthermore he submits the only tax which is
disalIowed is inome tax - see Art. 8(f) of the said Regulations. On the other
hand, the respondent submits that "tax" in Art. 8(f) is a generic tem for all
kinds of -taxes and as such includes excise, transactiom. income etc. On this poit
it is to be pointed out that Art 8(f) clearly qualifies the t3W of tax intended
and that is ".tax, or penalty or fine under he Decree No. 19" which is die Incoe
Tax Decree. On the other hand, the items mentoned under the second part of
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Art. 8 (being irems of expendiure wbich shall not be allowed) are not exclusive;
the items therin mentioned are some "among other items" In the opinion ofthis

bu-rt ansacdom tax should not be allowed for the rea o that it is not an
expeoditure wholly or exclusively incurned for the purpose of produc ng incmne.
fI the present case the item of E$96 4 should not be allowed becu wider
Art. 9 of the Federal Transaction Decree (as am=ded by Decree No. 35 -
Negarit Gazeta No. 14 of the 18th Year) the tax is payable monthly within 3D
days from the end of each month; the appeliant paid the amount for the previous
three years in 1954 and he cannot, therore take advamtge of his own faul.

For the above reasons, the Court allows em appeal only in respect of the fint
point mationed above and holds that for purposes o asssmt Moold Company
(Ethiopia) Ltd. and Mosvold Woodwork Ltd. must be onidered as two separae
bodies. The Court dismissts the appeal on the other poh=ns.
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HIGH COURT

Commeruiti Div. No. 1, Add Ababa

.Judges: JANIJARY 14, 1967
Dr. William Buhagiar
Ato Abebe Awgichew
Aao Zeleke Desta

ETHIOPIAN CEMENT CORPORATION v. COMMERCIAL BANK OF
ETHIOPIA. ]NGRA. YUGOSLAV BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE

Civil Case No. 552/59

Civil Procedure - JudsEio and Wbjmet maer jurisdicon - Art. 10 Ov. Pro. C
Conactal Obligims - Cmranwe - Stmpe. Joint and NmoosdtoC guarantee - Art.
1933 clv. C.

In an action to eujcin the Commexcia Bank of Etbiopa in zmkin any payment to
-the Yugostav Bank For Foreign Trade with rospet to a guarantee it had made tor the
plaintiff pending the -ttaneot of a disuc betweem INORA and the plainift.
Hed: - Injwiction donied and temporary inunction already gmt lined

1. The High Court has jnridicio over a petition for iajttice onccrig also a
defendant who is out&ae Edmiopa where the amount of money involved ii Lo exm of
S5,000.

2. Wlvae a pm-ao agrees to a guarantee a debt unccuditionaly, the undermkin like
a primary obligation and must be undwenuxd to entitle th creditor to dwtad paymentt frcnt
the guarntor irrespective of a disute between the debtor and lbahnslf.

3- A person who guarante a debt untonditionally is a joint guwaatr within [be
meaning of Art. 1933 of the Civ. C.

The plaintiff is praying for an injunction restraining the first defendant,
the Commercial Bank of Ethiopia, from making any payment with respect to a
guarantee. No. 211. to the third defendant, the Yugoslav Bank for Foreign Trade,
in any amount, pending the issuance of a final award by an arbitration tribunal
with respecl to the disute between the second defendant. INGRA. and the plain-
tiff or pending further order of [his Court. The plaintiff bad also asked for a
temporary injtmction pending the hearing of this action; having seen the affidavit
dated Hedar 24. 1959 E. C. (December 3. 1966 G.C) and the other dotuments
submitted by the plaintiff, this Court granted a temporary injunction on Hedar
24. 1959, restraining the first defendant from transferring any money or making any
payment to the third defendant under guarantee No. 211, without a previous order
of CourL-

The defendants were summoned to appear in court; the first defendant
appeared and filed a defence on Tahsts 3, 1959 (E.C.) (Dewmnber 12, 1966
GCC.); the second defendant did not appear, the third defendant sent a telegram
addressed to the Egh Court of Ethiopia in the following terms:

"We shall not appear in the High Court of Addis Ababa Commercial Division
on the 3rd day of Tahsas (December 12, 1966) at 9 a.m. We do not aepVt
competence of that Court nor justifiableness of the petitim Realisation of
the guarantee No. 211 is the matter of relations between Commercial Bank
of Ethiopia and our Bank only.

"4Yugoslav Bank for Foreign Trade,"
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In the statement of claim the plaintiff allegcs that under a contract. and
and supplements thereto, betwme the plaintiff and INGRA, INGRA undertook
to supply, erect and put into operation a cement plant at Addis Ababa and that
on November 16. 1964 (G.C) the prospectiv effect of the contract, with supple.
ments, was terminated by the plaintiff. reserving to the parties all rights accrued
under the contract prior to mrrmination; as a result of such termination disputes
arose between the parties as to the amounts due to INGRA: the parties agreed
that failing an amicable settlement the dispute would be submitted to arbitration
and in fact on September 19, 1966, [NGRA communicated to the plaintiff a request
for arbitration naming an arbitrator on their behalf and on November 1, 1966.
the plaintiff responded to such request by naming an arbitrator on its behalf.
The plaintiff also states that under Artie 7 of the original contract, dated April
27, 1960 (G.C.) the Imperial Ethiopian Government caused the predecessor of the
Commercial Bank of Ethiopia to produce a guarantee, Guarantee No. 211, to the
Yugoslav Bank for Foreign Trade. such guartee being dated January 4, 1961,
and that under this guarantee the third defendant demanded from the first
defendant payment of US$1,247,064.47; according to the allegation of the plaintiff
no amounts are presently due or will become due to INGRA until the dispute is
determined by arbitration and therefore until that moment the debt to which
guarantee No. 211 might apply is unmatured and the said guarantee remains
executory. If payment is made by the first defendant to the third defendant the
plaintifs rights to obtain an arbitration award, subject to execution in Ethiopia
would be irretrievably lost and any remedy elsewhere would be inadequte to
protect the plaintiffs rights. On these facts as set out in the statement of claim
the plaintiff has paid for the injunction.

In the defence dated Tahsas 3, 1959 (EJC) (December 12. 1966 G,QC).
the first defendant opposed the continuation of the injunction and the main ground
is that the first defendant has given an unconditional guarantee of payment to the
third defendant based on the sales contract of April 27, 1960 between the ptainftiff
and the second defendant but to which the first defendant was not a party; this
guarantee is not an obligation to the second defendant, there is no money payable
to the second defendant and there is no attachable interest of the sond defendant
in, to or under the said unconditional guarantee No. 211; the said guarantee is
for payment of machinery and equipment shipped and received by the plaintiff
with tile under credit financing by the third defendant to the second defendant
the obligation under the said unconditional guarantee is only to the third defendant,
the Yugoslav Bank for Foreign Trade

It should be mentioned that from the documents submitted by the parties it
appears that on Jme 6. 1959. a Credit Agreement was cocluded in Beograd
between the Government of the Federal People's Republic of Yugoslavia and the
Government of the Empire of Ethiopia comnri the delivery of capital and
other goods on credit basis and in order to enable the hnplementatin of such
Agreement an arrangement was concluded between the Yugoslav Bank for Foreign,
Trade. Beograd. and the State Bank of Ethiopia, Addis Ababa, concerning the
technical and financial methods for impkmenting the Agreement; this Arrangement
was concluded on February 19, 1960. in Addis Ababa; this Arrangement provides
for the procedure to be followed for each business transaction that may be agreed
upon by the Minister of Finance or Vice Minister of F nace of the Imperial
Ethiopian Government as regards any aothorised Ethiopian buyer and a Yugoslav
economic organization: in accordance with the provision of this Arragement
the Yugoslav Bank for Foreign Trade would inform the State Bank of Ethiopia
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if they consider that they could undertake the financing of the specific business;
but the State Bank of Ethiopia would guarantee for each contract uncoiditional
payment of all sums in the manner provided for in the contract between the
Ethiopian buyer and the Yugoslav seller (art, 7). A-tkle 9 of ,the ,Arrangement
also provides for the procedure to be followed in the delivery of the goods from
the Yugoslav seller to the Ethiopian buyer.

The contract of April 27, 1960. between the plaintiff and LNGRA was one of
the transactions which came within tie provides of the Arrangement, and. on
December 30, 1960, the State Bank of Ethiopia (the pred=cessor in interest to the
first defendant) issued its cable unconditional guarantee No. 211 in favour of
the third defendant reading as follows:

"In compliance with the terms of article I of the Arrangement between
your Bank and ours and in accordance with Article 7 of the purchase iontract
dated 27th April. 1960. between the Ministry of Commerce and Industry of the
Imperial Ethiopian Government and ICRA Associated Manufacturers of Power
and industrial Plants Zagreb and at the request of the Ethiopian Cement Corpora-
tion we guarantee unconditionally payment to you of up to United States Dollars
one million one hundred and twenty four thousand four hundred and six plus
interest insurance cost and freight for purhase of machinery and equipment for
a cement factory by Ethiopian Cement Corporation from INGRA4 All shipping
documents covering said machinery -nust be forwarded to Indiustrial and Com-
mercial Section State Bank of Ethiopia, Addis Ababa'

On the strength of this guarantee, on or about November 26, 1966, the first
defendant received from the third defendant L demand for payment in the following
terms:

"Reference is made to the State Bank of Ethiopia. Addis Ababa, Letter of
Guarantee No. 211 of 4th January 1961, issued in our favor, at the request of
Ethiopian Cement Corporation. in which you guarantee uncondftionally paymern
to us of up to the amount of US$1,124,406 - plus interest.

As the last shipment of machinery and equipment was effected on 2 March,
1964. the Cem t Factory was put into operation on 4 June. 1964. and no
payment of instalments due has been effected up to date, we claim from you
immediate paymet of the guaranteed amount plus interest as per enclosed
consolidation of debt, i.e. US$1,247,064.47 made by INGRA. Zagreb.

The interest is calculated till 30th November, 1966. when payment mist be
effected at the latest.

Awaiting to receive your respective credit advice."

It is this payment demanded by the third defendant that the plaintiff now seeks
to stop by injunction.

As regards the telegram addressed to the Court by the third defendant, this
amounts to a plea of lack of jurisdiction of this Court to take cognizance of this
petition for injunction. The Court holds that it has jurisdiction: the fact that the
third defendant is otWde Ethiopia is no- objection and in fact Art. 108 of the
Civil Procedure Code makes provision for the summons of a defendant who is outside
Ethiopia; furtbermore the subjeot-matier affected by the injunction pmYied for is
within -te jurisdiction of this Cota If the said telegram is intended to mean that this
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Court is not competent to grant the injunction because the realization of guarantee
No. 211 is a matter of relations between the first and third defendants that is a
question of the merits of the case and this Court is competent to decide on such
merits.

The main argument of the plaintiff is that the first defendants relationship
with the plaintiff is that of guarantor to the plaintiff (debtor) in favour of INGRA
(Creditor) or to the third defendant as creditor: whoever the creditor is, the first
defendant's liability (as guamator) to pay arises only upon failure of the debtor
(plaintiff) to pay an existing debt; it is alleged that the long term credit set out in
the contract between the plaintiff and INGRA was still of an indefinite amount and
because of the disputed claim and couuterclaims arising out of INGRA's per-
fonnance could not be said to be due or in default; the plaintiff submits that the
first defendant's guarantee is a simple guarantee and the adjective "unconditionan
does not convert a guarantee into a promise to pay on deman& The plaintiff als
adds that there is as yet no consolidated debt as contemplated in the contract of
April 27. 1960. and this cannot be established until the arbitration tribunal has
given a valid award.

Now it is true that in principal a guarantee assumes the existence of a
principal obligation but in the present case the so called guarantee given by the
first defendant is tied up only with the contract bietween the plaintiff and the
second defendant. INGRA: it is also the result of the Agreement concluded between
the Government of the Empire of Ethiopia and the Government of the Federal
People's Republic of Yugoslavia and the Arrangement between the first defendant
and the third defendant. Under the Aurangement (article 7) the first defendant
agreed to guarantee, for each contract- unconditional payment of all sums due
in the manner provided for in the contract between the buyer in Ethiopia and the
seller in Yugoslavia. The exact relationship between the Government of Yugosavia.
the Yugoslav Bank for Foreign Trade and INGRA are not in evidence, but, from
th examination of the terms of the Arrangement between the two Banks. (the
Ethiopian and the Yugoslav) made in pursuance of the Arrangement between the
Government of Ethiopia and the Government of Yugoslavia, it is clear, that, because
of the different state organization existing in Yugoslavia as regards economic
matters, all payments for exports by any corporation in Yugoslavia had to be
guaranteed for, and payments were to be made, to the Yugoslav Bank for Foreign
Trade. Under this Arrangement the first defendant undetook, as a primary obliga-
tion, to pay to the third defendant for anything supplied under the contract between
the first defendant and INGRA: such undertaking was given unconditionally and
this must be interpreted to mean that payment was to be independent of any
conflict or disagreement betwwn the plaintiff and INGRA. The immediate cause
of this undertaking is the contract between the plaintiff and INGRA but its main
source is the Agreement between Ethiopia and Yugoslavia and the Arrangement
between the first defendant and the third defendant; in fact without such under-
taking any contract between a buyer in Ethiopia and a seller in Yugoslavia would
not be possible. Guarantee No. 211 is not, therefore, a simple guarantee by which
the payment of money due by the plaintiff was secured; it is an obligation under-
taken by the first defendant in favour of the third defendant under the Arrangement
resulting from the Agreement between the Government of Ethiopia and the
Goverament of Yugoslavia and the first defendant is bound to honour such
obligation independently of any dispute between the Ethiopia buyer and the
Yugoslav seller. But even if for the sake of argument the first defendant were to
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be considered as a guarantor f he plaintiff (that is even if we were to ignor the
primary obligation of the first defendant towards the third defendant), then the
fact that the first defendant gave an unconditional guarantee amounts to a joint
guarantee in terms of article 1933 of the Civil Code of Ethiopia. It should be
made clear that in this case the Court is not concerned with the question whether
the amount of money demanded by the third defendant is, in fac due or not;
it is for the first defendant to decide whether or not it is bound to make the payment,
the issue before the Court is whether or not an injunction should be granted to
restrain the fist defendant from making payment with respect to guarantee No.
211.

The plaintiff is praying for an injunction on the gronad that if the first defendant
makes the payment to the third defendant the plaintiff corporation's rights againast
INGRA would be prejudicc. But as the first defendant pleaded in the -defence,
there is no obligation on the part of the first defeadant to INGRA and there is
no money payable by the first defendant to INGRA. The first defendant has an
obligation to the third defendant and if the first defendant considers itself bound
to make the payment demanded by the third defendant, the third defendant cannot
be prejudiced in his rights becaue of disagreement between the plaintiff and
INGRA.

For the above reasons the petition for injunction is heby dismissed and the
temporary injunction given by this Court on Hedar 24, 1959 (FC) (December
3. 1966 G.C.) is hereby lifted.
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TAX APPEA L (ODMMISSION

Addis Ababa

Commission Members: SEPTEMBER 22, 1965

President: Ato Haile Leul Habte Giorgis
Ato Gebre Egzjabher Gebru
Ao Assefa Haw=
Ato Wold Ammanuel Mulat
Ato Negga Fanta
Mister I-LA. Mahta

MOSVOLD (ETHIOIA) LTD. v. THE DNLAND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
File No. 1130156

Taxatito - Incomo tax - Defihtioantity for income tax urpoes.
On appeal from an income tax asses&nent by the Inland Rnmec Deparn t, which

arra)t t appellaz copany and a related company as a single enity fir inome tax

Held; Assument uphel&.
Whe tn starms of one omany ame held excIusively by a second company and the

foend _
Vher one company and its fKbnd= ar ft sole owners a( the shares ol a smand

company, the two companire undertake sales Uan=sactions joinuy, and it appears that the
snomd company was foneod in order to reduce the income tax liability f the entipfise
as a whole, the incomes of the two companies will be consolidated for purpces of applying
the income tax, notwithstanding the tact ta they are organized as seprate companies
under the Commercial Code.

Counsel for the appellant Company is Mr. G. HamawL. The Inland Revenue
Department is represented by Ate Makoane Jembere This is an appeal against
Notice No. 169/56 whereby the Inland Revenue Department charged the Company
with income tax of RS103.892.22 on its import business for the year 1954 (E.C).
The main grounds of appeal are that whereas:

I. Mosvold (Ethiopia) S.C. and Mosvold Wood Works S.C. are two separate
entities. The Inland Revenue Depanlmeu eff-ed in considering them as a
single entity for income tax purpose....

In reply to a question put by the panel. the counsel for the appellant stated
that Mosvold (Pdt.) S.C. and Mosvold Wood Works S.C were each formed by
separate memoranda of association: that prior to 1954 (E.C) they were taxed
as different entiies; that they have different business purposes since one is engaged
in commercial acivities while the other is engaged in manufacturing enterprise
('industry'); that the Inland Revenue Department in 1954 (-C4. first examined
the records and books of acounts of the two companies separately and then
consolidated their incomes; that it is an error and there is no law enabling the
Revenue Department to consider two entities as if they are main office and branch
where they were separately registered with the Ministry of Commerce and Industry.

The Counsel for the Inland Revenue Deprment replied that even if the
Compnies were formed and registered Eeparately for tax avoidance purpose their
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income must not be treated separately since their activities are related and
Mosvold (Eth.) S.C. gets all the benefit, and Mosvold Wood Works is owned
exclusively by Moavold (Edh.) S.C. and its share holders. He also poimed out that
in a similar case with Sanadatd Vacum the Ministcy of Comnmenze and Industry
was consuted and replied that the question of -tax does not concern it and rests
with the Ministry of Finance to take any appropriate action. Finally the counse
stated that even if the companies had been paying income tax in the past as
separate entities there is nothing in the law to preve t the Revenue Department
from making a, consolidation in a mannor suitable for collection of the tax after
being aware of the tax avoidance scheme.

Atetr considering the memoranda of assoiation of the two split companies
and after deliberation the panel gave the following majority decision Corder")

The main argument raised by the appellant is that -the two companies are
separate entities and mut therefore be taxed separately. The respondent on the other
hand, argued that consoliauon is proper sin Mosvold (Eth.) S.C. and Mosvold
Wood Works were registered separately as a tax avoidance sc ne while the two
are the sane as regards shareholders, business activities, even in benefit and name.
In studying the case. we have learned that originally Mosvold (Eth) S.C. was
can-yig out the Wood Works activity. Later on the Wood Works was separated
and a share company of E$300.300 capital was formed and registered under
the name of Mosvold Wood Works S.C Out of the total capital Mosvold (EAb)
S.C owned E$294..500 while the remaining ES6.OO were owned by founders
of Mosvo4d (Eth.) S.C. Since the registration fee is much less than the tax that could
be avoided by having the two companies separate. the formation of the second
company is indicative of tax avoidance scheme. Even if the two companies were
registered separaty the share hoklers in the second oompany are exclusively the
founders of the original company. Whereas thie two companies undertake sale
transactims jointly and also share the profit, the argtmenL brought up to keep
the comparies separate for tax purpose is not propar. The income of two companies
must therefore be consolidated. ...

Dissenting Opinion:

Ato Gebre Egziabher Gebra dissented on the ground that the two companies
are separate entities registered in accordance with the Commercial Code of Ethiopia.
The law does not authorize the Revenue Department to consolidate the income
of two entities. Siwe the two companies are registered with the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry as separate entities, they must be charged tax on their
separate income in accordance with die ihit of the law.
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ADMINiSTRATIVE CONTRACTS LN THE ETHIOPIAN CIVIL CODE*

by Ren David"5

The title of this article may seem paradoxical. The term -administrative con-
tract" is not used in all legal systems, but where it is used it designates contracts
beyond the civil code's purview, contracts that are subject to special adtinistrative
law rules. Administrative contracts are, therefore., never dealt with in civil codes.

The Civil Code of Ethiopia is exceptional in this respect.' Book V of the
Code, dealing with "Special Contracts,": includes a title on " tAdministrative Con-
tracts" (Title XIX, Art. 3136-306).a This title is preceded in Book V by titles dealing
with "Contracts Relating to the Transfer of Rights" (XV)P "Contracts for the
Performace of Services" (XVI), "Contracts for the Custody. Use or Possession
of Things" (XVH),c and "Contracts Relating to lImmovables" (XVfII); it is followed
by a final title, which treats "Compromise and Arbitral Submission."

Why this anomaly in the Ethiopian Civil Code? Having prepared the pre-
liminary draft of the Code, I may be able to an.wer the question. To a French
jurist such as I, the distinction between public law and private law, and more
particularly between civil law and administrative law, seems essential to legal
classification. Government administrators are to represent and defend the public
iterest, and whether it is acknowledged or not, they are in fact in a different
position from private individuMs. It is in confo-mity with just Ez, properly under-

* Thi- artle= was prepared in French for publication in the Mihznges SayaguLs-Lxsa and
has. been translated into English by Michael Kindred, Assistant Professor and Assistant
Dean, Faculty of Law, Ha~ie Sollasia I University, for publication in the Joumal of
Ethinpian Law,
Foomotes added by the translator are indicated by letters; the arabic unumbered foot-
notet appear in the articles as written by Professor David-

*v Professor of Law, Facultj de droit et des sciences 6contuniqueos de Paris.
1. The Civil Code wa s promulatcd on May 5, 1960 and came into force. on September

H. 1960. It was published in Arnharic and in English in an extraordinary issue of the
Negarir Gazera. Ethiopia's official Icgislative rcporer. Both of thes vrsions, however,
-arc transattions from French, the language of the preliminary draft of she Code, which
we had the honor of preparing. The Code was later published in French a4 the Code
civil de tEhziopie (Librairie gnrale de droit et de jurispruden e. 1962). A de-tailed
aiphabelical index that was omitted in tie Amharic and English editions is included in
the French edition.

2. The Ethiopian Code is divided into fivc books: I - Persons, It - Family and Succes-
sions, III - Goods, IV - Obligations, V - Special Contracts. It is complemente5d by
a Commcial Code which also came into force on September 11, l1960. The Commercial
Code has ben published in French as the Code de Commerce de tEmpire dcElhiopie de
1960 (Librairie gndrale de droit et de jurisprudence. 1965). The p-e!iminary draft of
the Conmercial Code was prepared by two French jurists. Professors Escazra and
Jauffret.

As this Article contains references to numerous specific provisions of Title XIX, the reader
should have the Civil Code of Ethlopia available for eofsultatiot

b, Des contran$ vis.n! a, un transfert de droirt. translated a- "Contracts Relating to the
A-signment of Rights" in the English versicn of the Code

. Des conrrais visanr a la grade. rusage, on la /ouissance d"une chase, translated as
'Contracts for the Custody, Usc, or Possession of Chattels" in the English version of the
Cod .
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stood. to subject contracts concLuded by them to special rules, other than those of the
civil law, at least when these contracts have the chayacteristics 'peculiar to "admini-
strative contracts,"3

Al legal systemts have had to develop such special ru!es. The only diffetence
among various systems is that this development is less apparent in some than in
&,hers. either because administrative law or administraivc contracts are not dealt
with i.n specialized treatises, or simply because there are special administrative courts
with jurisdiction over litigation concerning these contracts.

This was the situation in Ethiopia when codification was undertaken. There
were not, and still are not, special administrative courts, although both the High
Court and the Supreme Court in Addis Ababa contain a division that deals with
government cases. In addition, since there were no treatises co Ethiopian law.5 one
could not be sure to what extent any of the western categories existed in Ethiopia.
The choice was open as to wh ther or not to use the concept of .adr inistrative
contract

Given this option and conditions in Ethiopia, it seemed to me that one of
two things would happen. Either rules relating 'to administrative contrac:s would
be set forth in the Civil Code as a guide in this area, or no such rules would be
included in the Code and great uncertainty would result, But the silence of the
Code would not prevent these contracts from being subject to special rules; the
special rules would simply not be stated in a statute.

It was very desirable to clarify the law in this area. Because of the increased
functions assumed by the state and its administrative authorities, administrative
contracts have become more important in all countries in recent years. True as
this is in France, the United Kingdom, and even the United States, it is even more
so in the developing countries, The economic development of these countries
must cone from public and semi-public undertakings as much as or more than from
private enterprise. Even in the framework of a "liberal" economy, it will often be
necessary to use administrative contracts to stimulatc private enterprise.

This situation clearly prevails in Ethiopia. as in all countries where capital
is scarce. The country's dewvdopment must be aided by concessions given to
domestic and foreign enterprises; it will require many public works, which will
often involve contracts with private businesses. It would have been possible. of

3- Although e, consider all contracts concluded by administrative authorities to be subject
to administrative law, there is no reason why administrative law cannot treat some of
these contracts one way and others another. It can subject som to the civil law and
and create special rules for othcrs as French IaN%- has done. The only problem them is
to decide what criteria should be used to distinguish between the two classm of contracts.

4. Cf , for the common law, I- Mitchell, The Consrects of Publk Aurhotlttes (19E5): H,
Strcct, Governmnlat Liabilty (Cambridge 1953); 0. Langrod, -Adminisartir'e Cm-
tracts, A Comparative Study," American IL of Comparatve L., voL 4 (1955), pp 325-64L

5. Before codification, Ethiopian law verged on chaos, While theoretically recognizing the
authority of ar atcent nomoeanoti, the Ferla Nqgas, for r on-Muslims and of Islamic
law for Muslims, Ethiopians in fact lived according to customs that varied from community
to communily, customs whose content was often unclear and whose authority was impaired
by instability due to social change. Concerning Ethiopian customary law, cL C. Conti-
Rossini. Dirirro consuezudinaria ddrErtlrea (Roma 1916) and F. Ostini, Diritt con-
swenidnarin dedfEritrea (Asmara 1956), The work of N. Marein, The Judicial System and
the Laws of Erhiopia (Rotterdam 1951), only deals with certain modem laws, partiularly
in the areas of government administration, commerce, customs and the like,
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course, to draw up individual "charters" for each concession, as was done years
ago for Eniglish "'o rions" and French "compagnies." Each ministry could
develop "rorm contracts" to be used for contracts of public works. These solutions,
acceptable when the government's role in the economy was limited to regulation,
seem outmoded now. Modem states have abandoned this approach and become
more systematic, regulating by Iegislation things that were formely left to'charters
or to ordinary contracts. The shortage of trained lawyers in Ethiopia and lack
of trained personnel in the government required that general rules be drawn up
to deal with administrative contracts. A framework had to be provided, with the
understandiag that within this framework there would be room for adaptation by
the administrative authorities and the persons with whom they contract.

Thus it was decided to provide in the Civil Code itself rules that would ,pply
to administrative contracts. This decision was motivated by the feeling that it
would lead to a security in contractual relations with the government that would
enhance the country's development It was particularly hoped that the clarification
of the rules on administrative contracts would help attract foreign enterprises
and capital to Ethiopia.

Once the decision was made, how was it to be carried out? It was soon
apparent that it would not be enough to insert a few rules here and there in the
title on '"Contracts in General" and in the various titles dealing with the special
contracts. Because of the particularity of administrative contracts and the im-
portance of providing a clear and coherent system of rules for them, -it was apparent
that, like contracts relating to immv<ableks, they should be dealt with in a special
title.

But where could one find a model for such a set of rules? No previoris legisla-
tion had dealt with it;6 in France there had been no "'consolidation" of the case-
law of the Council of Stated into a statute or code. As in some other titles and
chapters of the Ethiopian Civil Code." the basis here had to be scholarly writing.
An excellent treatise on administrative contracts had just appeared in France.5

We had only to put into legislative terms the propositions formulated by this work,
and then of course to ask if the solutions adopted by the Council of State and
French writers needed to be modified on account of conditions peculiar to Ethiopia.

In many respects. Ethiopia differs from the countries of Western Eumrope.
No rule of any foreign law whatsoever went into the Ethiopian Civil Code without
our asking whether it was suitable for Ethiopia. We asked this question in drafting
the title on administrative contracts just as we did for all the other titles of the

6. Since the enactment of thc Ethiopian Civil Code, administrative cortracts have been
deait with in cornprchcrnsive ,tALute or codes in Czechoslovakia and the Dnmcfatic
Repubic of Genu , These statutes did not exist, howcvcr, when the Ethiopian Civil
Code was being prcparecL In any case, they would not have bezn suitable as models
since they were pred for hsh.ijt" j ountics, which by virtue of their ectobOnif
structur and political pbiosophies arc vcry diffoent from EthioOia

d. The Cons,eij jfEia is the highest court in the Frmwb hierarchy of administrative court&
These €ouit art indkpadent of ie civil omrts.

7. We are ferrning in particular to the chapter on "Extra-coantrct al Iiablity" in Title
XIII. Two works were used etnsiey in drafting this haptcr Of 13r3 artiles: R-
Rodirc, La responsabllrid civil (Paris 1952) and E. Jenks, Djigt of English Civil Law
(4th cdi, London 1947).

8. A. Laubadqre, Tralt thdoriquw el pratique des con ran admaitiflrti&, (3 vols, Paris 1956)
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Code. This is evident from the .rules that were finally adopted; the regulation
of administrative contracts in the Ethiopian Civil Code differs in many reqects
from that in French administrative law. In its Organization, the concepts it uses,
the style of formulation of its rules, and the method of interpretation and application
that it presupposes, the Ethiopian Civil Code is a product of French legal science,
bnt in terms of the content of the rules it contains, is is no more French than Greek,
Swiss, Egyptian, or English. Necessarily, it is an Ethiopian code from end to end.

Fortunately, there were checks to assure that the rules of the code would
correspond -to the needs and sentiments of the Ethiopian nation. I did not work
alone on the codification. I prepared the preliminary draft of the Code, but this
drart, after it was translated into Amharic, was studied and revised, first by a
Codification Commission made up of Ethiopians and then by the Ethiopian
Parliament. which had the frmal power to adopt the text of the Civil Code.

For many of the titles of the Code,. this procedure worked, wellY The task
of the Commission was often fucii t.-aed by an exposg des motifs that I submitted
with the text of the preliminary draft. This procedure was not followed, however,
for the title dealing with administrative contracts,. The title "Administrative
Contracts" was one of the last that I drafted for submission to the Codification
Commission'0 and was not accompanied by an expost des motifs. It was tmaslated
into Amharic, but the Commission was otherwise occupied" and apparently
-did not have time to go over the text in detail. At least, no comments or questions
were sent to me concerning this title and it was not discussed with me. The
preliminary draft became the proposal of the Commission without change, and
it was adopted by Parliament without amendment,' This should not cause undue
surprise or alarm, however, since the subject is highly technical and is not one
on which thare would be any customary law or any peculiarly Ethiopan feeling
of what is just.

Nevertheless, this was clearly regrettable. In ,the ase oa the other titles, the
discussion with the Commission resulted in improvements on the preliminaty draft.
Quite apart from critical obscrvations made by the Commission, imperfections
in my wrk became apparent lo me as I was called upon to present it and discus it
with others. rtle XIX was not the subject of such a discussion, and cirvum.tanees
also prevented n-r from revising my preliminary draft six months or a year after

9, The Commission and ParliAment thus revised very considerably Title IV (Bonds of
Relationship by Consanginity and by Affinity"), Title V11 ("Individual Ownearsip"),
Title IX (QCollective Exploitation of Proprty"), and Title XIII C'Extra t al
Liability and Unjust Enrichmt"). Without making such adical changs, ti Com-
mitn and Parliament reised and improved aiweciahly the majority of the other
titlcs of the Civil Code.

e A statement of the background of and rcaons for the provisons romnmende&.

i0- Document C. Civ. 64, sent to the Ethiopian Ministry of Justice on July 2. 1957.
11- It ,bould br remembered that a conunerdal code had to be prepared for promulgation

at the same iime s the Civil Code.
12. This happeard to only a very fe titles. In addition to Title XIX, I can cite only Title

Ift ( Bodies Cmrporae and Propcrty with a Specfir D tinationu'. Title X (Rs&ivn
of Immovable Propecty"), Thic XIV ("-Aaucy" and Thit XX ("Comptiroisc ad
Arbitral Submiwnl. Even for t w itles, it should be pointed iout that the Cora-
mission is responsible for Chapwt IV of Title II. but on the whole the modifigcas
indc by the Cbminunion in these titles were uiinat
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finishing it. Thus. a mere -preliminary draft, rather than a true proposal, became law.
and it is beyond doubt that various imperfections resulted fiom this proedaraI
failing. Even so,; i is fortunate that Tile XIX was included in -the Ethiopian Code."3
This title can be improved at an approm-iate ,time, but as it stands it can play a
useful role in making legal relations nore secure auc, thus, in the economic develop-
ment of Ethiopia.

The provisions of Title XIX of the Civil Code do not apply to all contracts
concluded by the administrative authorities. As in France, the specialized rules
only apply where they are needed, to *contracts termed "administrative ontracts
by the law. Sub-articles 3132(b) and (c) provide a general definition of admini-
st-ative conracts, for the interpretation of which one can refer to French treatises.
This definition cannot, however, eliminate all uncertainly, so Sub-article 3132(a)
invites contracting parties to eliminate any possible doubt by expressly calli g
their contract an "admmistrative contract" where they wish the rules of Title
XIX to apply,

Chapter I of Title XIX, entitled "General Provisions," .after setting forth prin-
ciples and definitioas, is divided into two Sections, devoted respectively to the
formatioc (Arts. 3134-71) and the effects (Arts. 3172-206) of administrative contracts.

In Paragraph 1 of Section 1. on "Consent," Article 3134 states the principle
that silence is not acceptance. either where an administrative athority concludes
a contract or where his approval is required for the validity of the contract. Article
3134 reiterates for administrative contracts the rule given for all contras by
Article 1682. Its purpose is to exclude, with respect to administrative contracts.
the exceptions to Article 1682 that are provided in Articles 1683-86.

Article 1686, in the title on "Contracts In Gneraln" deals with general terms
of business applied' by a contracting pary, a matter of particular inportazc in
administrative contracts. It is largely by having recourse to general terms of bminess
that England has created the appearance that there is no special set of rules for
contracts with the govern ment Articles 3135-39 define the various types of general
terms to which administrative contracts may be subject and make an undisgaised
appeal to the various administrative authorities to develop such general terms.
adapted to the various types of contracts 'that they have to conclude. The Code
could not go further in the establishment of rules on this subject, since such rules
must be appropriate to the needs of very different administrative bodies. Articles
3137-39 deal with the effect of general terms. Their effect differs according to
whether they relate to the conclusion of the contract (Art. 3137) or to the inter-
pretation, content and execution of the contract (Art. 3138). General terms have

13, This statement is inspired by a regret. There was not time to translate and examine the
last titles that I sent to the Ethiopian Ministry of Justice: Title XXI on 'The Application
of Laws" (C CW. 86, of Pebruary 15, 1958) and ftle =II on the coming into forc and
the application of the Civil Code (C Civ. 92, of Apl 15, 1958). Titles XXI and XXH
of the Civil Code, as promulgated, are not related to thiese documents and were not
prcpared by the author of the preiminary dmAft As a esut, the Ethiopian Civil Code
doms not inelud.-, a5 had bvcn plamned, provisions on pivate intnational law and the
aplication o*f lws in time, and its transit y provisions arc f-r from adequate Oc
cati only hope that these gaps will be titled in Ur rot too distant future

. "'General tern of business" are standard clauses printed in a form contract A genaal
term may dea with a partcular problem or it my inooporate by referem a whole
set of legslative or administrative rule
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the force of government regulations in the first case. while in the second they
must be expressly incorporated by the contract in order to have obligatory force.
On re-reading the Code, this distinction does not seem justified. In addition.
Article 3138 is hard to reconcile with Article 1686, according to which general
terms of business obligate a party even if they were unknown to him whenever they
have been perscribed by the public authority. Article 3138 may be due to a iapsus
calami on my part. This example and this confession show how useful a &son
between the expert and the commission could have been and how much it was
missedt Article 3139 provides that a peson contracting with an administrative
authority shall not be affected by the authodty's modifications of the gteeral
terms after the contract is concluded; it requires no comment.

The next few articles clarify certain points concerning the administration's
freedom to contract and the time when a contract is concluded where approval
by a supervisory authority is required- Among these provisions, one should note
Article 3142, which provides that a contract concluded by an administrative autho-
rity is valid even in the absence of the appropriation necessary for the perfortmame
of the coatract This article is included so as to exclude the adoption of a
tine of English cases that might seem to reach the contrary result." Similarly note-
worthy is Article 3145, which permits a person contracting with an administrative
authority to withdraw from a contract where approval by a supervisory authority
is required, if such approval is not forthcoming within six months. In Ethiopia as
in other countries, it is useful to protect against excessive bureaucratic delays.
Finally, Article 3146 gives a right of compensation to one who has incurred certain
expenses with a view to contracting with the administrative authorities where the
contract is not conluded. In such a situation compensafion can be granted on either
of two grounds, fault (cupa in coalrahendu) or unjust enrichment of the administra-
tive authorities.

Articles 3147-69 deal with the allocation of contracts by tender. Although
the Code itsef never requires the use of this procedure, it regulates it where the
admi istrative authority, whether or not required to do so by law, does decide to
use it. On this subject, the Ethiopian Code reproduces the rules of French law.
which seemed satisfactory.

Articles 3170 and 3171. on cause. are designed to protect the public interest
against administrative carelessness and against collusion between administrators
and scoundrels. These articles may seem incomplete, but it seemed impassible to
develop them more fully with the present aspirations for a liberal economy. The
courts can interpret the the principles set forth here as extensively as appears
appropriate to them.

Articles 3172-78, in the section relating to the effect of contracts, include
two noteworthy rules. Article 3177 provides that ordinarily a person who has con-
tracted with jhe administrative authorities may not invoke the exceprio non adimp-
et contravins. atd Article 3178 denies to a co-ntra ctaut of the government the

possibility of setting off tax debts owing to him- Article 3175 should also be noted:

14. Churbward V. Rvgina (Eng. 1865), L, Rept. Queen's Bench, vol, 1, p- 173; Street. work
cited at note 4, pp. 85 ff- Mithefl, work rited at note 4. p- 69.

g. The sight of a perso to mftfus to periokm his obligatis under a bilatfal ontract
where th other party has not performed his obliions even though they are due.
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if the contract so provides. the administrative authorities may unilaterally iaqose
on the other party by requisition orders a time limit for the performance of his
obligations. Artice 3175 is intended to call to the attntion of the authorities, at
the time the contract is being made. the possible usefulness of such a stipulation.

The modification of countries is deal with in the fii&e ,n "o , In Gen-
eral." in Articles 1763-70 of the Civil Code, The corresponding rules conmmang
administrative contracts appear in Articles 3179-93 and differ considerably from
thcse general rules. Articles 3179-93 grant certain prerogatives to the administrative
authoritie adopt the theory of imprevision,h and deal wit acts of the government
affecting administrative contracts,

Arcles 3180 and 3181 incorporate the princile of -governznental effective-
nss." of which Professor Mitchell has been the advocate in the United Kingdoa.
The authorities may terminate a contract in the absence of any fault by the other
party where the contract has become useless to the public service or unsuited to
its requirements. Although they do not commit a "breach of contract" in so doiAg.
since they are only exercising a right given them by law, compensation must be
paid to the other party. On re-reading Article 3181, the basis for compensation
seems too generous. Herm again, the preliminary draft might have been improved
by a discussion in the Codification Commission.

The administrative authorities' rights are not limited to the termination of the
contract. They may unilaterally impose modifications of its terms (Art. 3179), but
again the other party has a right to compensation am. in some cases to tnmzina-
tion of the contract (Art. 3182).

Articles 3183-89 adopt for Ethiopia the chewy of imprevision. The law sped-
ties the cirumstances in which this theory can be invoked and the measure of com-
pensation due from the authorities The equitable compenation provided for by
the law here differs greatly from the case, considered above, where the modifica-
tion or termination of the contract results from a unilateral decision of the admini-
strative authorities.

Finally, Articles 3190-93 specfy die cosequenczs of new legislation or
admtini ive reguwions (ails du prinoe) that upset the balance of a corat
concluded by the administrative authorities. Since these measures are not a direct
termination or modification of the contract, the situation is different from that
provided for in Articles 3179-82. Neverthless, it seems impossible to ignore the
fact that they emanate from an organ of the same State as the contracting
authority. The cornunity of interests of the various organs of the State jusfifies
some protection for a person who has contracted with the administrative autho-
rides. To go too far in this direction. however, might create instability in all govern.
ment contracts, so the Ethiopian Civil Code seeks a comprouse position by
distinguishing between general and pericular measures. For the former, a further
distinction is made according to whether they affect the very terms of the contract
or just make performance more onerous. For the latter. a distinction is made
according to the authority from which they emanate: it may be the contracting
administrative authority itself (acting by a procedure other thas the direct modifica-

h. A doctrine according to which a ontrat uay be modified by the court whct unforrer-
able o rmu ns ailtr radlklUy the conditions for perfonnanAc of the contract- See A.
Van Mehren. The Civil L w Syskem (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1957). pp. 705-24,
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tion of the contract, provided for in Article 3179). or it may be a different administra-
five or governmental authority.

Ariic]es 3194-200 clarify and modify, for administrative contracts, the general
rulo concerning the effects of non-performance of contracts. Speciefic perfonnance
may not be ordered against the administxative authorities (Art. 3194). just as in
the common law orders of mandamus cannot be used to force the Crown to perform
contractual obligations. Ethiopian law thus resembles both English and French
law in this respect, Articles 3196 and 3197 are inspired by the same concern as
Article 3135. Bureaucratic procrastination is as conmon in Ethiopia as in other
countries, and the Code realistically acknowledges and deals with this universally
deplored situation. Damages for delay in performance are thus made to run auto-
rnatically against administrative authorities in various circumstances without a
preliminary mise en demeure.i In addition, only limited effect is given to clauses
which pretend to free the administrative authorities from liabil[ty for such damage.

Tardy perforname by a person who contracts with the administrative autho-
ri'les is dealt with in Articles 3198 and 3199. which protect the public interest by
excluding certain claims and tactics such a person might employ. He does not
profit from delay by the administrative authorities in applying. sanctions for i.te
performance (Art. 3198). and delay by his suppliers do not excuse his own tardi-
ness, unless the suppliers were previously approved by the administrative autho.-
rifles (Article 3199)) Finally, Article 3200 provides that the administrative autho-
rities may not impose a penalty on the other party without the latter having a righi
-to appeal to a court This rule is reaffirmed at various points in Title XTX.

Articles 3201 to 3206 close the chapter of "General Provisions" by dealing
with sub-contracts and the assignment of contracts-

The three following chapters of Title XIX are devoted, respetively, to the
thTe principal types of administrative contracts: the -Cocssion of Public Service"
(Arts. 3207-43), the "Contract of Public Works" (ArTs. 3244-96), and the -Conlract
of Supplies" (Arts. 3297-306).

The Code defines the concession of public service in Article 3207 and then
begins the regulation of this kind of contract by considering the relations between
the administrative authority and the grantee of the concession, It deals with the
right of the authority to control the way the grantee performs his obligations. There
are rules for the interpretation and application of concession clauses allowing the
modification of prices and rates in certain circumstances, and others dealing with
modificatioas that the administrative authorities may make unilaterally in the
original terms of the conesion. These provisions simultaneously grant admini-
strative authorities certain prerogatives and limit the possibility of arbitrary action.
They specify that sonic kinds of clauses in the concession may be modified but that
others may not. and they establish the grantee's right to compensation where the

L. A fowmal act ordinarily rcqaired by the Code bcforn damages for delay ia perormance
begin to run. See Civ, C, Arts. 1772-75 aad 1803,

j, This last phraw is a contet parpbrasing of the Freh version of Article 3199(2). but
3199(2) is completcly different in the English and Amhic vr'sion of the Ckde, whetc
it simply ropets 319Kft) in slightly differont language. Thus, in the English and Amharic
%r-sions of Article 3199, no expton is provided for ft ease where the Suppliers
w=re approved by the administA.ive authorite.
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modification of the contract increass his costs. Thcsc dispositions dearly sho%
that the concession of public service cannot be treated as an ordinary contract.
Becaue its function is the fulfillment of a public interest, it differs from thoe
whcrc the parties simply seek profit or pursue a personal interest.

The concession of public service requires rules that derogate in another respect
from the general law of contracts. Ordinarily, contracts involve only the contracting
parfice- Ethiopian law, like French law (French Civil Code, Art. 1145) and English
doctrine (privity of contract), provides that ordinarily cow.racts only affect the
contracting parties (Civ. C. Art 1952). The concession of public service, however.
though concluded between the administrative authorities and the grantee- of the
concession, is designed to satisfy needs of other persons, the users of the service.
The administrative authorities stipulate for their benefit, although it cannot
technically be said to represent them. A second group of provisions in the Chapter
regulating tbc concession of public service deals with the position of these third
persons. In particular, it is provided that users must be treated equally by the
grantee (Arts, 3223-24), and users are given the right to se in place of the admini-
strative authorities in certain circumstances (Ars. 3225-26).

Articles 3227 and 3228 deal with the duration and extension of the concession.
Afticle 3227 declares that the concession may not exceed sixty years, but this is not
a provision of Constitutional force. It only means that an administrative act is
insufficient to grat a concession for more than sixty years; the approval of Parlia-
ment must be obtained.

The winding up of the concession raises difficult problems which are dealt
with in Articles 3229-35. It is not enough to protect the legitimate interests of the
grantee. Neglect of the concession by the grantee as he sees its expiration approach-
ing, must bI prev ented, and the coninuadon of the public service uder the best
possible bonditions. either by the State or by a new granutee, must be assured. The
subrogation by Article 3234 of the grantor of the concession to the grantee in the
performance of contracts passed by the latter with third persons accentuate-s again
the uniqueness of this administrative contract in relation to ordinary contracts-

The right to redee concessions, given to the administrative authority by
Articles 3236 and 3237, is similar to its genera] right under Article 3180 to
terminate unilaterally any administrative contract. The possibility of redemption
of a concession is not limited, however, to the cases provided in Article 3180, and
compensation is not fixed according to the rules of Article 3181.

Loss of rigt (dichance) and sequestmrton are provided for in dhe closing
articles of Chapte IL These are sanctions that the administrative authorities can
orderi, but the courts have the final task of deciding if they are justified. The court
may cancel the sanctions and, if necessary, order the authorities to compensate the
grantee for any loss sustained (Art. 3243).

Chapter m, on the -Coitact of Public Works:* also begins by defining and
specifying the contracts to which it applies (Arts. 3244-45): It then deals with the
formation of the contract where the authorities, hold a competiion to choose their
contractor (Arts. 3246-49).

The administration is given a right of direction as well as of supervision in the
case of contracts of public works. The uniqueness of this contract, resulting fro
its being an administrative contrac, is evident from a comparision of Articles
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3250-60 with Articles 3019-40. which are generally applicable to contracts of work
am labour relating to immovables. The administrative authority, even as it enters
into contracts, is unlike private contracting parties. The contracts it concludes affect
the public interest and should not be treated as if this were of no importance. Of
course one must not permit arbivary aotion, but the balance established between
the contracting parties must take into account the fact that it is an administrative
contract. The authorily must remain master of the undertaking in some Circum-
stances where an ordinary individual would not remain in charge of a project he
cotacted to have done. Special provisions seem to be justified for administrative
contracts with respect to the timing and supervision of the work to be done. The
Ethiopian Civil Code has attempted to formulate these rules.

Articles 3261-73 contain niles relating to payment. Various methods of paymet
are first defined. The Articles that follow guarantee a person who contracts with
the administrative authorities against certain delays (Art. 3268) and give him the
right ordinarily to require the payment of installments to the extent that he has
performed his obligations (Arts. 3269 and 3270). On the other hand, de Code
limits the possibility of obtaining advances for work that has not yet been done
(Art. 3271).

Acceptance of work done is dealt with in Articles 3274-81. Also deat with
in these articles is the warranty of the contractor against defects of construction.

In Section mE1 of the chapter various possibilities for the modification of
contracts of public works are set forth. Modifications can result from a unilateral
decision of tie authorities (Arts. 3283-85). It can also occur in case of "unforeseen
difficulties" (Arts. 3286-871, wheae the contractor encounters in the performance
of his contract abnormal material difficulties that could not reasonably be foreseen
at the time of the conclusion of the contract. The contractor's tight 4o terminate
the contract and the amount of compensation he may claim are dealt with in the
Code at this point.

Articles 3288-92 provide sanctions that the administrative authorkies may take
against their contractor wben he does not perform his obligations as he should:
plac*g the undetaking under State control, or re-allocation of the contract by
auotion. These sanctions are subject to The cwtro& of 4e comrts. who. however, cannt
cacel them. If the sanctions are not justified, the court may only order the adminism-
tive authorities to compensate the contractor (Art. 3292).

Section V of Chapter m deals with assignment of the contract and giving it
as security. These operatiors are frequently used to finance work and to speed its
performance. The distinction has been made here again betwee- the position of
the a nif and that of the sub-contactor.

The con act of supples presents fewer peculiaritim than the ooession of
public service and the contract of public workt Nevertheless, it has received special
attention in the Code Ten articls ar d-voted toit in a last chapter of the itle on
"Administrative Contracts."

In brief, this is how administrative contracts have beea dealt with in the
Ehiopian Civil Code. These provisions certainly are far from perfect and we have
pointed out one of the reasons for diis. 'In addition, one might ask whether the
subject is not insufficiently settled. too much in flux, to be able to be regulated in
a code. This argument is fqMueatly invoked to explain why administrative law has
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not been codified in countries where, for other areas of the law, codification is the
norm. Is the agumeint not valid a foruiori for a country like Ethiopia wher eiaer
case-law nor administrative practice affords a solid basis for codification?

We considered this problem at length, but concluded that these objections
must be ignored. Because administrative law has only been in existenc, evea
in France, for about 100 years. it is a relativc newcomer to legal study. No doubt
it lacks, for this reason, the stability of some branches of civil law. The transformt-
Lion of the State's role in recent years has upset the foundations of administrative
law at the very moment when it seemed to be reaching maturity, and no one knows.
in the uncertainty of tis world, what is its destiny. Is that. however a reason to
refuse to try to develop it? And is the legislator not as able as judges to establish
its general rules, for the present conditions of society?

A negative answer to this last question must rest on an assumption that statutes
inhibit the evolution of the law more than do customs and case-law. This assump-
tion. on which Savigy based his opposition - actually of circumstance more than
of principle - to codification in general, is unproved; quite the contrary, Legislation
of the kind we have tried to elaborate for Ethiopia includes enough general formulas
and leaves sufficient room for the contractual practice of the administrative autho-
rities to be not unduly restrictive.

In a country like Ethiopia. where there is no tradition to guide the admini-
strative authoritie and where judges are still usually not jurists, it is particularly
important to establish a framework for administrative action. Ethiopia has neither
the rime nor the means to elaborate its own law judicially as the common law has
done and as France has done in the area of administrative law.

Codification is an imperative for a country that wants to renovate its structure
rapidly in order to modernize and raise its standard of living. This is as true for
administrative law as for civil law. Formation of the law by judges might result
in a law richer in nuances and better adapted to the society for which it is made.
although even this advantage is far from established. The plodding of judges has
cost much in certain periods and in the common law countries the law would be
filled with archaic concepts and rules if the legislator had not frequently intervene&
In any case, Ethiopia canaot wait the several centuries that would be needed for the
elaboration of a judge-made law just so it will fit like a custom-made suit.

We have, therefore, given her one ready-made. We are no more ashamed
of having done it than we were hesitant to undertake it. And the way is certainly
not closed to the developmett of the law. Judges and jurists will be able in Ethiopia,
as they have been in other countries, to adapt the code to cicumstances. We only
hope. and firmly believe, that we have assisted them in providing a foundation
on which they can build, principles on which they can base their reasoning, a
framework in which they will be able to move. That is all a code ever is.
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EMPLOYEES WHO MAY NOT STRIKE

by Robert C Means

Faculty of Law, Haile Selassic I University

For most employees in Ethiopia the Labour Relations Proclamation has
conferred or preserved the right to struie. This right is not an unqualified one
under the Proclamation. Only a union may exercise itl and even a union may
not do so unless the dispute has been submitted to the Labour Relations Board
at least siXt days pMviously? Subject to thes and other conditions, however.
the strike is generally recognized in the Proclamation as a proe weapon on labor's
side in labour-management relations.

There are two important groups of employees to whom this general principle
does not extend. The first are "public servanU" a term defined to incltude virtuafly
all govenment employees other than those working in profit-making eterprises.
The scond arc employees of enterprises that provide public services such as
transportation and electricity.

Public Servan"

The position of public servants can be stated easily: They may not strike under
any circumutances. This prohibition raises no apparent legal issues of any import-
ance. but an examination of the legal provisions from which the prohibition results
is worthwbile for the light that it sheds on the structure of the Labour Relations
Proclamation and on the importance of several of its definitions.

The Proclamation does not itself prohibit strikes by public servants. What
it does iL to exclude public servants from its defmition of "employee." That term
is defined genietally by Article 2(f) to include any "person bound under a contract
of employment as defined in Artick 2512 of the Civil Code . This general
definition is followed by the enumeration of four groups of persons who, although
working under a contract of employment are not to be considered employees
for purposes of the Proclamation: managment personmel, domestic servants,
agricultural employcs on farms having fewer than ten permanent employees, and
public sevants.

The exclusion of these employees (in the ordinary sense of the word) from the
Proclamation's special definition of employee has a number of immediate con-
sequence, two of which are of concern to us at this point. First. none of these
persons may form a union, since the Proclamation defines a union as "an

I Proc. Na 210 of 1963, Neg. Ga. year 23, no. 3. The $tfAteo amlmty was romwilgatt;
as an Imperial decae Dec. No. 49. 1962, N*. Gaz, yca 21, mo. 18. It was approved
by Parliamnt the following year, with minor ancadmtb and redeiguatcd Prooantio
Na. 210.

:Art. 2(sXi'XZ)A All rfertcce in tbecw footaooks orc to doe Labour Relalions Prmaduon
except wbre indiated otherwi

3 Art 2(s)GWZ)D.
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organisation ... in which employeas oim'% (Empbasis added,) Public servants
and the other excluded groups are not barred by the Labour Relations Proclamation
from forming organizations to represet them in their dealings with their employers.
bu no organization that they might form can be regarded as union for purposes
of the Proclamation. Accordingy, because the Proclamation allows only unions
to conduct a strike, a strike by persons falling within one of these groups would
necessarily be unlawful under the Proclamation.

However. -strike'" alo is a term specially defined by the Proclamation. It is
a temporary cC=stos of work by the concted action of aL group of employen."'
(Emphasis added.) Since the excluded groups are not "employees," any concerted
cessation of work on their part -what one would ordinarily ca a strike - is
not a strike within the meaning of the Proclamation, and none of the limits imposed
on stzikes by the Proclamalion is applicable. In particular. there is no basis for
applying the provision making it unlawful for anyone other than a union to conduct
a strike.

So far as Lhese four excluded groups are concerned, it is for most purposes
as if the Labour Relation-& Proclamation had never been enacted. No provision
of the Proclamation that is based directly or indirectly on the status of employee
is of any effect for them.

The effect of being thus removed from the scope of most of the provisions
of the Proclamation is not the same for public servants as it is for the other excluded
groups, however. For the other, the effect is to leave them under the provisions
of the Civil Code governing the relations between employer and employee'i Of
these provisions, only one. Article 25S1. places any leal limitations on the right
to strike. It provides as follows,

(1) The participation of the employee in a strike shall constitute for the
employer good cause for cancellation where the strike has been instigated
with the sole purposc of injuring the employer or has been declared
unlawful by law or the public authorities.

(2) It shall in no other case constitute good cause for cancellation.

The limifation imposed by Articke 2581(1) is not very rmsutcive. Of the three
cases in which the provision applies, only the third - where the strike has been
declured unlawfud by the public authorities - is of any practical importance at
presem. Employees seldom if ever strike for the sole purpose of injuring tleir
employer; the injury done to the employer by the strike ordinarily is only a mcanN
of achieving such othzr ends as higher wages. As to the second case - declaration
of the strike's unlawfulness by law - there appears not to be any such law at
present apart from the Labour Relations Proclamation (which does not apply to
these excluded groups of employees) and the special legislation applicable only
to public servants.

4 Ar- 2(i.
Amt 2(q).

6 There appear not to be any provisions of criminal law dealing Sencrally with srikc5
as surch, although a partcular strike might be unlawful by reason of its object or the
methods used by the strikers (such as destructio of ompany proqery. For example,
the stkers in the EAL ca. dcussed below, wet held by a court to have siolatred
Article 499 of the Peal Code and Article 733 of the C4d of Petty Offences. See Tadt
Abdi, Public Sevi-ce Strikes in Ethiupi . (unpublishd, Fnuity of Law. 1967).
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In addition, even where Article 258 1(1) does apply, it does not forbid employees
to strike. Employees who strike under the circumstances enumerated in it are not,
at least by force of that provision? subject to criminal penalties or even to a civil
order directing them to return to work. They are merely subject to dismissal with-
out the compensation that would otherwise We due to them and, if the strike
constitutes a breach of the employment comtract, liable to the employer for the
damage caused by the strike,3

The case is quite otherwise for public servants. In this and other respes they
are governed by special legislation, the 1%l Central Personnel Agency and Public
Servants Order and the regulations issued under it in 1962.9 Article 83 of- the
regulations flatly forbids -public servants to engage in concerted refusals to work.
For public servants employed in profit-making enterprises this prohibition prob-
ably was implicitly repealed by the Labour Relations Proclamation. Those public
servants are not excluded from the Proclamation's definition of employee and
therefore may form organizations having the rights given to unions by the Pro-
clamation. apparently including the right to strike40t For the great majority of public
servans, bowever, the prohibition still stand.

Employees in Public Services

The right to, strike of public service employees is restricted by the Labour
Relations Proclamation itself. The controlling provision is Article 24Xi)2)C,
which makes it an "unfair labour practice" - aad therefore unlawful" - for
employees or a labour union to conduct a strike that is

7 Article 2591(1) is applicable becauo- ihe strike has been dcdarcd ultawfu by law, that
law may carry its own civil or penal conequenot& However, if it is applicable because the
strike has bcen deared unlawful by "the public authorities, it scans that no civil
or penal qucnca (other than the appliction of Article =.81(1)) cMd foflow
unless the declaration was made pursuant to a statutory authorization that provided for
such consequences. Indeed, it may even be questioned whethex it was intended that
Aricle 2581(1) itself should apply unless the phablc authority making the dcclaratior was
cnipcocefd to do so by some other legislaon.

8 Article 2581 appears also to control for employe wiho are subject to the Labur
Relations Proclamation, and for them it gives at tot a partial answer to an important
question left unanswered by the Proctamtion: What are the rights of strikrs relative to
workers that the employer may have hired to replace them dring the strikre. Artcle
2591(2) appears to require the employer either to rdiire the strikers at the end of the
strike or pay them the compensation due to them for a disMissal without good cause.

9 Order No. 23, 1961. Neg. CT, year 21, no. 3, and L Not No. 269, 1962, Neg4 Oaz,,
year 22, no. & The provisions of the Civil Code governing employment contracts are
expressly declared to be inwpplicabie to p blic serwants by Code Article 2513.

10 Article 20(a) allows labour unions to "ergage in all lawfl activit." While this Cmd
be rad to leave standing the earlier prohibition of Article 83 cevn as public servants
who arc employees for purposcs ot the Labour Relations Proclamation, it sems more
reasonable to read it as allowing strikes by unions in iumstances prolibi:ted by the
Proclamation itsof. This issue is largely academu in any event, since most or perhaps
all public. servaas working in the governmenfs profit-making enterprises have ben
excluded from the ea-goy of public servant, and thus from the scope of Article 83,
by legal notice. See, eg., L, Not No. 285 of 1964, Neg- Gcz,. year 23, no- 12, doig
,Lo for Ethiopian Airlines employees.

II Art_ 2 .
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"likely by reasons of the vital public nature of the enterprise
concerned or the essential character a te sexvice being rendered,
such. as without Iniltaicm, the provision of electrcity, water and
other public utility services telephone and teegr hic com-
munications aud t sportation services. to produce serious public
injury."

The meaning of this provision is in one sense quite dear. Strikes coming
within the terms of the provision are unlawful, and a strike comes within the terms
of the provision if it is likely to produce serious public injury by reason of the
importance of the enterprist or the service rendered. The princpal. question of
interpretation that has arisen is with. respect to the central issue of "serious public
injury." Or, to be eact, the questio has been wheier that issue is an imsse when
a case under mgaph G comes bfore the Labour Relations Board. To this
question two answers have been given.

The -ir inlerprethio: in this author's view. a cosclusion that a strie can-
sfitutm an unfair labour practie under sub-paragraph G requires two findings
of fact by the Board. (The reason fcr =mphasirig the last womb will appear
shortly.) They are: (1) that the strike is likely to cause serious public injury and
(2) that the reason for the likely injury is either the "vital public nature of the
enterprise concerned or the essential character of the services being rendered."
Th second fiailing is tlikely to cause much difficulty, since almost any strike
that would be liely to cause serious public injury would be likely to do so for
the reasons stated in sub-paragraph G. The essential inquky for the Board, under
this interpretation, is as to whether serious public injury is ikely.

The secomd interpreration: The other view, which probably has been adopted
by the Board. centers on the specific enumeration of certain services, such as
tramsportation, in sub-paragraph G. On this view, their enumeration constitutes
a determiation by the ekst Ware that strikes against such senvices axe lil y to
causet serious public injury. There thus is geanera-ly no aeed for inquiry by tie
Board as to whether the strike involved in a particular case is likely to do so.
So long as the strike is against one of the enumerated services - and nearly all
of the cases likely to arise under sub-paragraph G will involve strikes of this
kind - the Board can dispose of the case by relying on the leg4slattreN
determination.

Probably neither inepretation does really great violence to the language
or purpoe of sub-paragraph G. and the second terpreaion does hav the
advantage of rendering unnecessary in most cases a factual inquiry that is certain
to be complex in some instances. However, the first interpretation appears to
accord more closely with the provisions wordig.

Perhaps this point will appear more strongly if the clauses of sub-paragraph
G are rearrange somewhat, so that it refers to strikes that are

"likely to produe serious public injury by reasoms of the vital

public nature of the enterprise concerned or the esstmial
character of the services being rendered, such as, without
limitation, the provision of electricity, water and other public
utility services, telephone and telegraphic communications and
transportation services."
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Thus. rearranged, the provision commaenc by referring to strikes "likely to
produce serious public injury.' If the provision stopped at this point there could
be no doubt but that it required the Board to make a determination of the likeli-
hood of such injury in each case. What then is the significance of the rest of the
provision? Apparcr y, it further limits the sovpe of the prowisicc by restricing
it to strikes in which the serious public injury is Ikey for particular rrasons:
either the Lvital public nature of the enterprise concerned or the essential character
of the services being rendered." It is ia the context of this limitazion that dhe
enumeration of particular services appears. The enumeration does constitute a
determination by the legislature, but the determination is that the enumerated
services are "essential," not that any strike against them would by definition be
likely to cause s ious public injury.

Let us take, for example, bus service between Addis Ababa and Jimma, a
service provided by a number of different individuals ard companies. How should
the Labour Relations Board deal with a strike against one of these companies?
If we adopt the second interpretation the answer is clear: The legislature has
determined that strikes against transportation (as one of the enumerated services)
are likely to cause serious public injury. The company that has been struck
provides transportation. Therefore, the strike is Ulawful under sub-paragraph G.

The case takes quite a different course, however, if we a2sume that the
legislature had determined only that transportation is an essential service and has
left the qutsion of likely serious public injury to the Board. A strike against
an essenial service may or may not be likely to produce =ious public injury. To
determine whether it would be likely to do so in this hypothetical casc, it would
be necessmry to consider the amount of traffic moving by bus between Addis Ababa
and Jimma, the proportion of the traffic carried by the company threatened by the
strike, and the ability of the other cariers to absorb the traffic.

Although the position of the Labour Relations Board as between the two
competing interpretations has not yet become entirely clear - in part because
it has not had to deal with a case as doubtful as the hypothetical Addis Ababa -
Jimma bus case - the Board appears probably to have adopted the second interpre-
tation. Two cases involving sub-paragra-ph G have so fa come before the Board,
Ethiopian Airlines v. Fthiopian Airlinc Union (the EAL case) and General Ethio-
pian Transpottion Share Company, v. General Ethiopian Transport Share Com-
pany Union2 (the General Transport case). On Otober 20. 1964, the employees of
EAL went on strike, stopping the airline's domestic but not is international
service. On the same day the Labour Relations Board met in emergency session
and gave the following decision:

"Whereas the employees of EAL did not submit their grievances
to the Board in accordance with the Labour Relations Proclama-
tion 210/1963: whereas the EAL's activity is public transporta-
tion services; whereas the stopping of such activity produces
serious harm to the public; and whereas under Artice 2(s)(iW2)(g)
the EAL employees have no right to go on strike under any
circumstances; therefore the Board orders:

12 The account of the two cases is tk from Tadcsw Abdi, hork cited abovc at notc 6-
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(1) In accordance with the authority vested in it by Article 12(a) (ii). that the
EAL employees shalt cease striking and return to their work...."

The General Transport Case arose somewhat more than a year later. The
:General Transport company operates the municipal bus system in Addis Ababa.
Its employees staged a two-day strike in Decanber 1965, totally halting bus
service within Addis Ababa- In its decision some months later, the Board
tated that

"the Petitioner Company parries people throughout the Govern-

orates-General of Ethiopia and in the capital city; its function is
to provide transportation service. Employees in transportation
servies are forbidden to strike by Article 2(sXiX2XG).. '"

'Citing the EAL case as prccedent, the Board then held that the employees were
guilty of an unfair labour practice.

Taken by itself, the EAL case gives conflictLing clues as to the Board's
position in interpreting sub-paragraph G. The Board expressly found that the
triko was likely to cause serious public injury, which suggests that it had

adopted the first interpretation. On the other hand, its statement that EAL
.mployees "have no right to go on strike under any circumstances" points in
Lhe opposite direction, since it indicates that at lea.st so far as EAL is concerned
[here is no need to consider the likelihood of public injury in each case.

It is in the General Transport case that we find our warrant for concluding
that the Board probably has adopted the second inte-rpretation. Fist, unlike its
,decision in EAL, the Board's decision in General Transport contains no express
finding that the strike was likely to cause serious public injury. Second, the
Board again describod the prohibition in -no-exceptiof' terms and this time did
not confine itself to referring to the single company involved in the case before it It
stated simply that "employees in transportation services are forbidden to strike.. "
If this statement can be taken at face value, it reflects a full adoption of the second
interpretation of sub-paragraph 3.

The Significance of the Limitation

Public servants and public service -employees stand in similar positions with
respect :o the right -to strike. Public servants may not strike under any circumstances.
Neither may public service employees under the second interpretatien of sub-
paragraph 6. and even under the first interpretation they are forbidden to strike
under many. perhaps most, circumstances. The sigificance of the limitation is not
the same in each case, however. Public service employees, even if we aqsume
that sub-paragraph G constitutes an absolute ban on strikes, stand in a considerably
sitronger legal position in bargaining with their employers than do public servants,
and the difference between their position and that of ordinary employees is com-
Siderably less.

Alchough public service employees are, perhaps, absolutely forbidden to strike.
they are otherwise free to take advantage of the rights given to employees by the
Labour Relations Proclamation. They may organize themselves into unions, and
if a union of public service employees includes a majority of the employees in the
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enterprise, the employer probably is under a legal obligation to enter into collective
bargaining with i.'3

These rights are important in themselves, They become more so by reason
of the broad powers given to the Labour Relations Board. The role of the Board
is in part the essentially judicial one of adjudicating legal rights and duties, Its
power -o consider complaints of unfair labour practice"4 is in effect a power to
enforce the duties imposed by the Labour Relations Proclamation'5 and its powr
to arbilrate labour disputes6 apparently includes the power to enforce the duties
chat employers and employees have imposed on themselves in their collective
agreements.' Given the Proclamation's broad definition of labour disputes. how-
ever, the Board's jurisdiction over such disputes allows it also to settle bargaining
disputes - d-sputes a to what the parties' rights and duties will be in a proposed
agreement

The Board's power to arbitrate bargaining disputes is at least potentially a
partial substitute for the right to strike. A union of public service employees can
lawfully threaten a strike in order to obtain cmcessions from their employer in
at most a limited number of cases, but in all cases it can submit the bargaining
dispute to the Labour Relations Board. Through the threat to submit the dispute
to the Board or through actually submitting it, the union has the prospect of obtain-
ing concessions that go beyond those obtainable by mere argument and appeals
To the employer's sense of fairness.

A strang union is not likely to regard This righ to go to the Board as a
satisfactory substitute for an unrestricted right to strike.

It mus_ be remembered, however, that no union in Ethiopia has an unrestricted
right to strike2s The right to strike is subject to a number of restrictions, of which

13 This obligation perhaps may be inferred fron sub-Articles 22(b) and (d). which impose
a duty o "negodte freely" and -to settle tabour disputes by peaceful mmans whenever
pos-ibie. The poini iS hardly beycod dispute however. since these provisons refer
to unioms and erployeW associatons but riot to individual employcrs. It bomld be noted
That shc obligation cannot be grounded directly on ArUcle 26 and 27, both of which
deal with the dutiim of the patfics once dey arc engaged in colective bargaining
The question here is whether they are rqquir-d to engpg in such bargaining, 0,t how
they must behave if they do so.

14 ArL 32(ai (ilh
1A A violation by an umplo.,ee, uon. employer or empkwcr' as sociatiOn of any duty

imposmd by the Labour Relations Prc=lamadon is an unfair tabour practice. Art. 2(s
(iU) an-d (ih) (JL

16 A.T 122(a~i
L7 it has been suggestod that Ar 12(a6i} was intended only to allow the Board to arbitrate

bargan.An disputes and not disutes as to the terms of existing contracts. but it is
difficL to find any basis for this imitaton in the Pructawatiou. Indeed, it would
appea. frorn the Proclamatln that the Board has jurisdiction over disputes concerning
The inter-pretation of dtividuai contras of employment (unls we can inifer otherwjse
from Article 33). Throughout the area of labour relations it is going Lo be ytoacssan'
to dtermine (1 where the Labour Relations Board has exclusive jurisdiction. (21
where it and the vurts have cmurrent jrisdicton, and (3) where only the courts
hav jurisdic:ior On the face of it. the Courts and the Board haw conrurrn jurisdiction
througost the arrea, except in the matter of arbltratins di"pu& Bargaiirg disputes
ordinarly cannot be resolved by the adjudication Of rights; they thdrefor are not an
appropriate. matter for the eourts

1.5 The closest thing to in unrestricted right to strike may be that o by prsons
iotter than public servants) who ore excluded from the definition of employe in the
Labour Relationse Proclamation.
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the most important has proved to be the sixty-day rule - the requirement that a
labour dispute have been submitted to the Labour Relations Board for a period
of at least sixty days before the union goes on strike. The effect of this rule is to
give the Labour Relations Board the opportunity to arbitrate a bargaining dispute
before the union may strike to enforce its demands, and if the Board does arbitrate
the dispute within the sixty day period," the union may not subsequently strike,
since the strike would then be an attack on the Board's arbitral award and therefore
unlawfulY

In sum, the difference between the bargaining position of public service emplo-
yees and that of other employees se ms o cocne down to this: A union repesenting
a group of ordimary employees may strike if the Labour Relations Board fai
to settle the bargaining dispute within sixty days. but a union representing -a group
of public service employees may not strike even then. In practice. considering the
Board's apparcot detenmmatbon to presetve indtistial peace. the contingency on
which -the formet wion's right to strike depends is not likely to occur in many case.

When we turn to pubiic servants we are again immediately confronted by
the fact that they stand outside the Labour Relaton Proclamaticn. Because they
are excluded from the Prolamation's definition of employee, their employer, the
government, is under no legal duty to bargain with themn and the Labour
Relations Board has no jurisdiction over their disputes with the government.=
In place of individual or collective bargaining the Central Personnel Agency Order
has provided for the promulgation of uniform pay scales for the entire public
serviceP and in place of the Labour Relations Board the Order has created the
Central Personnel Agency, which is jointly respomsible with the Minister of
Finance for establishing the pay scales.-4

Superfically the establishment of pay scales by the Central Personnel Agency
may not appear too dissimilar from the resolution of bargaining disputes by the
Labour Relations Board. In each case a specialized government agency is determin-
ing the pay or other labour conditions for certain employees. In the case of pro-
ceedings before the Labour Relations Board, however, the legal framework is
that of an adversary proceeding There must be a hearing, of which the parties
must be notified and in which they must have an opportunity to be heard.25 The
Board is placed in the position of an impartial arbiter of the dispute berwecn the
employer and union.

19 Where the Board is perorming a. quasi-judicial function., it presumably is under an
obligation to band down a decision: ILegal rights axr of no value unless the app ate
body is willing to enforce them. It is not clear that it is trnder any similar obligation
where it is called on to acbitrate a bargaining dismte. Arguably in the laattc ms
it might simply tell thr parties to work out thdr own skuion.

20 Art. 2(sXi2)E.
21 This comkion can be reached b-y sevetal differemt lines of armguenL For eampt:

(1) the governmeat is not an cnloyer for pwirpoes of the Labour Relations Proclamations
so far as public servants are vonced. sne an empIoyaX is defined as "an)y pcm
who has work done by an employe

" 
(2) Bargaining between the government and an

organization rrprcwendUng poblic servants would tnt be "colietive bargaining" b eaure
it would not be between the proper parte for uch bargAining (Art 23) antid it "oIld
not coneern "labour onditions" ArL 2(c). (d) and (kA)

22 Tho Board bas juwidiica over "abomr diepates" and "unfair labour prat6c" (Art
12(a). Both of thoew terms ame defind wo as to eoncem onmly employers and employcm

23 Cetral Personnel Agency Order. cited above at note 9, Art. 28F2'.
24 IN&.
25 Ar 14-15.
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No hearing is required before the Central Pcrsonnel Aamcy takm acton witb
respect to te labour con tkona of public servants.26 Nor can it be said that the
Agency is placed by the law in the position of an impartial arbiter. Its reonsibilities
in many respects make it more akin to the personnel department of a private
employer.

The importance m practice of these differenwes in law between the Labour
Relations Board and the Central Personnel Agency has yet to be seem The first
schedule of pay scales has not yet been officially promulgated by the Agency
and Minister of Finance. More important, there appears not yet to have been any
serious attempt on the part of public servants to form an organization to represent
their intcrcsts before the Agency. Until such an organization is formed it would be
virtually impossible to hold a useful hearing on such matters as pay scales even
if the Agency wished to do so.

26 A bcariag Is rcquiwd in sme n-nstances bWom drplinary a dt is tnktn aaint an
individual public crvant. Pbiv SeAce Reukions No. 1 of 1962, cited above at note
9, Arts. 92 if. Hlwerer, nuwe is required for acdvns affecting pubic servamnt ge nrally.
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CURRENT ISSUES
AUTHENTICATION AND VALIDATION OF WILLS

Peter H. Sand
Faculty of Law, Haile Sellassie I University

The power of free testamentary disposition implics, according to Sir Henry
Sumner Maine, "the gretest latitude ever given in the history of the world to
the volition or caprice of the incividual. " t A legislator who grants this power
to the individual - as the Ethiopian Con 6tutioa does in Article 442 - must also
guarantee that an individual's will can be preserved and ascertained after the death
of its author. However, formal safeguards for the authenticity and clarity of
wilts not only serve the interests of the individual testator, or the interests of his
heirs - they also ct a standard of legal certainty reflecting the interests of the
.community at large.

1. Aufihenticaion of Ws. A Procedural Compariso
At the beginning there is a problem of legislative technique: In -order to

*"atahenticate" the w'ill of an individual for le-l purposes - a process compared
by Ihering to the official coinage whereby a piece of metal is authenticiated as
legal currency3 - certain formal procedures are prescribed by law, sometimes
called the "procedural law of succession." This does not imply that the forms
prescribed must be part of .the law of civil procedure; the legislator may decide
.to achieve his objective by substantive rules of civit law. or by a combination of
procedural and substanftive rulcsft

(a) Civil Law
The rsramenwum is nt a creation o Ronan law - certain forms of testa-

mentary disposition were recognized in many other legal systems. including early
Ethiopian law6 - but it was Roman jurisprudence which turned the will into
one of the most refined instruments of individual volition or even "private law-
making" While providing an optional public procedure of authentication, the
so-called "pablic will," 7 Roman law at -the same time permitted the making of

I -S. Maine, Village Communities in the East and West (3rd ed., New York 1876), pAl
2 "Everyone has the right, within the limits of the law, to own and dspose of property."

This articlo would seem to cover dispositions nmolis cusa.
3 R. von Ib eing, Der Geist des r~mixchen Rechs ('The Spirit of Roman Law) (7th ed.

Leipzig 1923), voL 2, sec. 45, pp. 480 ff.; for an English translation sf L Fuller,
Basic Controcr Law (SL Paul, Minn., 1947, p. 300.

4 T_ Kipp, Erbr4chf ("law of Succesdon") (12th el by H. Coiug, Tilbingm 1965), p. 139.
5 Sigaitly, the 1961 French daft civil code refes to the cvil procedure coode for

certain parts of the law of sucession; sec Avant-proj e A code civi, pt. 2. book 2.
("Des succeions et des libdralitd") (Paris 1962) y p 189-91; we also (for Loislaz)
L. Oppenlhom, "Suutneic and Procdufr: The C1i Code as Affected by the Code of
Civil Procedure in Matters of Succession," Tulamne Law Review, Vol. 35 (1961L p. 475.

6 In the chronicle of King Maine Sagad in the 16th century, the is the story of a chief
who upon his death nominated -the King as his heir; see F Ostini, Trraflo di diritro
consuetudinario deltEritrea (Asmara 1956), p. 95.

.7 The *public will" (testamenrum apud acia condirum), which probably found it way
into ,pot-clasice Roman law under Greek influence, was enterd in die rooord s of a
court or other government authocity, or oonsigned to the enpcrl " (zeflainenturn principi
oblatum). Note tat the so-called "public will" of the EthiopLan Civil Code (ASt& 881-83)
may bc eidier a "notwAa will", or a mare private will attestwd by a. certain umber of
witmssm. As distirwt from hologrph and oral wils, a public s-iwi do% not "lpse afte"
a ertain petiod of inritation (Arts. 902-03), a distinction made by Profesor Ren6 David
in order to encourage the u-se of "public. wills"; see Ethiopian Codificatijn Commidon,
Minutes of Meeting Held on JUnuarsy 13, 1958 (Document C Civ. 70), p. 4.
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"privae will&,- .which were valid ipso facto and withom any siamp of official
approval, provided certin formalities (particularly, the presence of a certain
number of witnessest ) were observed by the testator.

Modem civil law has retained these alternative ways of auhentication. While
further developing the institution of the "public will" (i.e., the will declared in
court or in a notary's office) and while offering offichl authentication by neans
of an optional "certificae of leir" (certificar d'httrtdi& Erbschin). it still re-
cognizes the full legal validity or private wills made without participation of state
authorities. Private doe ments are thus recognized as "pre-apointed evidence."
to use Bentham's ie-m' provided they comply with certain rigid standards of
form.

This system ha., obvious advantages and disadvantages. On the one. hiand.
it greatly facilitates the execution of wills by private individuals, witbout pro-
fessional assistance from lawyers and without official approval from courts. On
the other hand. it offers no remedy far deficient wills: once a form requirement
is nt observed, lkhe will is invalid ab initlo - regardless of extranous evkence
as to the true intentions o the testator - and no court can "repair" iL

(b) Conmon Law
The Anglo-American law of wills is generally considered as less formal.

leaving a greater degree of discretion to individual testators. What is usually
overlooked, though, i5 the probate prccedure, without which the beneficiaries
under a will cannot establish their rights. This proedural method of authentication
iwhich ordinarily requires special witness testimony in addition to the will itseif)

.originated wiih the ecclesiastical courts in England, and originally was not required,
nor even permitted, for wills coocerning devises of land.10 Since 1857, however.
the English law has required all wills to be probated in the newly created "court
of probte"It (also called "courts of ordinary." "surrogre's," 4* orphans' or "Pre-
rogative coarts" in some Anerican states11). Not the private will, but the court-
stamped probate copy, constitutes the recognized legal evidence of the right of
succe5sion. The fomalifies thus required are no less -rigid than in the civil law.
but they are sanctione d by procedural - rather than substantive - rules of
authentication.

This svs tm, too, has its advantages and disadvantages. On the one hand, it
offers a remedy for deficient drafting of private wills, which in many cases can be
"grepaired'" on probate witl the help of other'evidence. On the other hand, the lack
of absolute f'3rmr requirements and the considerable discretiw left to probate

8 The.making of an ordinary wilt under Roman Law (C 6.21321) required se ve tnesm,
a number which is also found in aneint Ethiopian law aording to OsfL work citd
above ai now 6. The post-etas.sicU holograph will (tesmmnm per holographam
scripturan), which rcquired no witnesws, was onDfined to the western nart of the Roman
Fmpre, froT where jE found its way into modern Frn law, ard subsequen*d into the
Ethiopian Civil Code (Art, 8R4).

9 The Works of lepemy Uentham (. Bowring ad., Edinbmgh 1843), vol 6. pp. 508-585.
(rRationale of Judicial Evidence," ch. IV.

ID TtA. Atkinson, Handbook of the Law of Wills (2d ed. SL Paul, Min". 1953), p. 481.
11 20 & 21 VioL, . 77, ms. 13-
L2 L.M. Simes and P_-E Ekye Lrhe Organitm of fe Probt Cu= in Anica4"

Michigan L Rev.. vol. 42 (1943-44), p. 965; Vol. 43 (1944-45), p. 113.
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courts combine to increase uncertainty, burden the courts with non-conlentious
business, and turn the simple act of will-making into an "art" for legal experts
and professional estate-planners.

(c) Mixed Systems
In the Canadian province of Quebec, the English and French law of wills

has been combined in the Civil Code of 1866. While notairial or "anthe" wills
(i.e. wills made in a notry's office, under rigid formalities) are valid ipso facto.
holograph wills and "those mande in the form derived frain the laws of England"
(i.e., in writing and in the presence of witnesses) must be probated (Quebec Civil
Code, Art 857). The probate procedure (vrificalon) was imported from England
in 1774.' Since there are no special probate courts in Quebec, wills are probated
by the ordinary civil courts) 4 Although there are certain differences as to the
evidentiary effects of probate in Quebec,5 it fulflls c.ssent ally the same purpas
as in a common law country: on the one hand, it makes the right of succession
dependent on formal court approval: on the other hand. the Code allows for
.ubsequcnt "repair" of deficient private wills at a cou's d4iaetioa.1'

The Ethiopian Civil Code of 1960 follows the civil law system of authentica-
tion. An heir may obtain hom the court a "certifate of heir" in order to have
a will officially authenticated,7 but neither the Civil Code nor the Code of Civil
Procedure requires him to do so. In practie, however, courts in Addis Ababa
appear to treat the cerificate of heir as a genera! prerequisite at least for testate
succession, thus following a quasiprobate procedure which originated in the years
before the Civil Code was enacted."I Yet the right of testate succession under the
Civil Code clearly does not depend on such subsequent judicial authentication.
but on the will, and only on the will; oonsequently, lost or destroyed wills camnot
be autheoticated by other means of evidence, such as witnesses (Art. 897(2)). In this
respect Ethiopian law differs sharply from Anglo-American and Ouebec law) 9

While there is no need for an heir to obtain court approval of a will which
complies with the formal requirements of the Civil Code, there is also no discretion
for a court to "repair" and salvage a will which is deficient in form.

13 &, Fabre-tSury, Jn cas d'iaZgnce des lols angaies dan noat Code CiviV Rev,
du Barrta, vol. t3 (1953), p. 245.

14 41 Gcta I1, c. 452 (1801).
15 ignaut v. Malo, (Eng. 1872), L4 Reports (PnVy Counci), 4. A-C. 123. at 139; -

L Baudouin. Le drr civil de la province de Quabec (Montreal 1953L p. 1151; .a.
Casel, The Civi Law System of the Province of Quebec (Tronto 1962). p. 101.

16 S= partcularly Article 862 (QuAe Civil Code (probate of los or destroyed wM by
witftss testimony), and GS. ChaUie "Coditiom de validit du testament an Quibec
et en Frane," Rev. du Ba'reau. vol 20 (1960t pp. 373, 385 (cidng cases).

17 ArL 996; compare Art 2353 German Civil Code, Ar 557 Rsda Civil Cod and Art.
1956 Greek Civil Code. The "'oefivave of heir" (which is available both for testate
and fiw intestate aceeska) offws a highr degree of bona f id s progeion to third
parlics than the French acee & notorfdM or the Swisn artestaton de la q=u'lM thiiaer
(A& 559 Swiss Cvii Code See CJt Beecher, WiW and Rtates Under German Law:
A Comparadie Trearis of Civl and Common Law (Berln 1958), pp. 33-34; and
P. Drakids -Des problbnes ns de l'applicaiou du certificat d'hdhier,- Revue Interna-
tionatle de Droit Caompar, voL I8 (196W p. 593.

18 Successn cas4% we s6l] kcpt in Probae and Administrafion Fu.'" and the third
schedule attached to the Civil Procedure Code (196 p. 42, cowtim a lkam Nmc 20
entitled "Pedtim for Probate of WiU and Order of Parfitim."

19 Sec note 16 aboe
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II. Validation of Deficient Wills: A Survey of Judieial Attitudes

Any legal system which establishes rigid form requirements is bound to
encounter 'hardship cases." As loring says,

"It stanls with fonmalini as with so many other arrangements - everyone

feels its pinch, no one its bemefits, because the latter are purely negative
in nature, that is to say, consist in avoiding evil. A single case. in which the
disadvantages of form are presented in dramatic form to the public (as for
example, when a testament is declared void for a defect in form or a suit
is lost because of some formal neglect) causes more talk than the thousands
of cases in which -the course of events was a normal one, and form fulfilled
its beneficial purpose."2 '

The Ethiopian ca5e of Avakian v. Avakian is a good illustration 0f this
problem, which confronted the judges of many other countries before: A public
will made in the presence of three witnesses was htd invalid by the High Court
of Addis Ababa. because Civil Code Article 887 clearly requires four witnesses.
The Supreme Imperial Court reversed the decision on the ground that. in spite of
the formal defect the indubitable inter.tion of the testator ws clear, and "It is
more the intention of the testator than the form of the will that is the real aim
of the legislator.'t2

As MCDougal arid HaheT put i, the is sue is one of "individual volition vW
community control."2 Should the law always honour the wishes of individual
tentaors - however defk ienlly expressed - or are there legitimate interests of the
community at large, demanding strict and general compliance with standards of
form?

(a) Berdgna lNJerpretatio

Quite early in the history of tho law of wills we notice a tendency of judges
towards liberal interpretation. Whereas in classical Roman law wills had to be
interpreted strictly in conformity with the objective meaning of their wording.23

'he influence of Greek rhetoric theory led to a gradual recognition of "subjective"
interpretation relying mainly on the presumed intentions of the testator. In the
"Causa Curiana." a famous succession case decided during Cicero's tiuts, the
Roman Ceniumviral Court followed the subiective theory - against the opinion
pleaded by one o the list-knlowal jurists of the rime. 0. Muciu Scsevolt

In post-classical Roman law the principle of benigna interpretatio or favor
testamenfi gained general recognition, establishing the true intention of the testator
as the principal guideline for interpretatioOn Medieval canon law had further
reason to interpret wills liberally (in order to facilitate donatin s mortis caua

20 Ihrng, work citcd above at note 3.
21 Chake A vakian v, A rrin Avak/an, ( Sup- Im Ct., 1963, Civil Appeal n 14155). .EthDL,

va. 1, (1964) p. 26; for the High Court decision s= Fraew of Setrak Avakian (1963,
P-robate and Adminislratim Casw 107155), 1. EAh. L., vl I, (1964), p. 32.

22 MS. MDOuI4ta and D. Habr, PrOpeny' Wealth, Land: Ailocolion. Planning and Dev-
elopment (Charlottville. M, 1948). pp. 24649.

23 Cum in verbis tuia arbiguita efl, non debet admfil votunta&t qwzesfo"' (D 3225.1).
24 "In t snz enf& pletnus voluntaei tantium intrpretamw' (D 50.1712). XCzm in e.-

mento ambigue aui etia perpenan scriprum et, benigne intrrmfari ei asecundum id
quod credibile est cogntum, credendum esf' (D 34.5.24 See alo D 50.17.192 and
D 28.4.3.
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made for the benefit of the church), resulting in the maxim "veritu praevalet
solemnrtat", i.e.. truth is more important than solemnity of form. The ubje tive
theory of interpretation thus found its way into civil law codifications, stich as the
civil codes of Germany (Art. 2084) and Ethiopia (ArLt. 910(t)).

Nor was this trend limited to civil cods. It found expression in casc-s dccided
by courts in both civil law and common law countries, as the following examples
may show:

-- LThere is one rule of construction ... viz_. that when a testator has executed
a will in solemn form you must assume that he did not intend to make it a
sqolemn farce - that he did not intend to die intestate when he has gone
through the ,orm of making a will. You ought, if possible, to read the will
so as to lead to a testacy, not an intestacy. This is a golden rule--
(In rc Harrison, English Court of Appeal. 1885)2'

- "lt is against sound -public policy to permit a pure mistake to defeat the
duly solemnized and completely competent testamentary act. [it is mono
important that the probate of the wils of dead people be effectively shielded
from the attacks of a multitude of fictitiow .mistakes _han that it be purged
of wills containing a few real ones- The latter a testator may, by due care,
avoid in his lifetime. Against the rormer he would be helpless."
(In re Gluckman's Will, New Jersey Court of Errors and AppeaL. 1917F

-- "The form requirements [of a public will] have not been made for thei- own
sake, but in order to secure the last will of the deceased. They must not,
therefore, bccc.me :raps; the intention of the testator. provided it is somehow
co.npalible with the content of the form requirements, must be assured
of recognition."
(Appellate Decision of the Berlin Kamnergericht, October 1, 1936)-

"Consid6rant qu'il incombe aux tribunaux Tinterprdter libdralemera les
dispositions Idgales concernant ]a foarme des testaments, en vue de respecter
er de donne effet aux derni~res volont6.s dvidentes du testateur."
(Loraxe v. Eidt, Supreme Court of Canada. 1945)n

These decsions characteristicaly reflect judicial attitudes: First. the judges'
concern with the equitable decision of individual cases, even in spite of a general
rule; stcoId. their belief that a will always is a better way to settle a succession
than ..he schematic rics- of intestacy; third, the tendency to "validate." a legal
transaction wherever possible.

Lord Atkin once made the revealing statement: "I antlicipate w~th satisfaction
that henceforth the group of ghosts of dissatisfied testators who, according to a
late Chancery judge, wait on the other bank of the Styx to receive the judicial
personages who have misconstrued their wills may be considerably dcminised."'
T'he. trauinalic judicial maxim never to frustrate a dead mans wishes ha_, given the

25 Chancery Dip., vol. 30, p. 390, Li. Chancery, vol. 55, p. 799. L. Times; voL 53, p. 799
(per Lord Esher, M.R.)

26 New Jersey Equfty, vol. 87, p. 638, 641, Atlantic Rep., vol. 1O. p- 295, 296.
27 ., vol. 14, p. 165, 167.
23 Sup- C1. Reps. (1945), p. 276 (per Dr-nicau, 1).
Z9 In Frrti v- Mcrgan (Eng. 1943), A-C. 399, 415.
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law of wills its distinctly "individualistic character."3 The question is whether
such a "subjcctive" approach adequately takes into account the general interests
of the community.

Sb) Linits of Judicial Discretion

Excessive concern with "ecuitable" decisioms inevitably leads to Casuistic
interpretation. with its concomitant "erosion effect" on general rules of law. By
interpreting form provisions liberally, a judge undermines the certainty of the
original standard without substituting a better one 1 - thus neglecting the
omnipresent -social interes"l in the security of legal transactions, as formulated
by Cardozo: "The finality of the rule is in itself a jttral end7 '- If the judiclaI
attitude toward compliance with form is too lenient, testators will be encouraged to
take a chance with the hope that an indulgent judge will uphold their will in spite
of its defects. As Clafee il]ustmted. "on the same pinciple, if trains habitually left
late, more people would miss trains than under a system of rigid punctuality.' -

The predictable result of a general judicial discretion to repair would be an increase
in the incidence of litigation.

The liberal principle of benigna inerpretaio in Roman law did not extend
to the execution of wills, i.e.. their external formalism (as opposed to their internal
content): The violation of external requiremnns of form invalidated the whole will
even though the testalor's intention which was directd 4o a will having a specfic
con tent was certain," Similarly, courts of common law counries have held that

"A will must be executed in accordance with the statutory requirements or
it ls etirely void, Courts cannot supply defects, nor can they hold statutory
requirements to be mere formalities which may be waivcd. The r"le that the
intention must govern, which rule applies to the interpretation of wills, does
not apply to their cxccuticn.' 3

There appears to be general agreement at least with respect to one principle:
Even the most "liberal" judicial interpretation cannot depart from clear legislative
provisions. Cicero's classical statement to this effect - "Cam scriplum est aperte
turn judicenz /egen parere, non inerpretare legi oporlet ' - has been followed
by both the civil law and the common law.' Even those continental jurists who
advocated a maximum of judicial discretion within the framework of the codes,

30 A.W. Scott. " Cntrol of Property by the Dead," University of Pennsyfania L. Rev.,
vol 65 (1917), p. 656.

31 See F. von Hippl, Fvnnalismus and Rechtsdogmatik C'Formallsm and Legal Dogma-
tis") (Bcrlia 1935), where the caustic interpretation of wills by Gnan corts is
analyzed Similar Swiss oases are cited in P. Tuor. L4 code civil smtne (2d edL of the
French tranasl. by H. Deschcoaux, Zirich 1950), pp. 335 (t 23) and 137 (r. 25).

32 B. Cardozo, The Paradoxes ol Lep, Science (New York 1928), p 67; see also nJbiig.
work cited above at note 3.

33 Z Chafe "Amc ion Provisions in Time Papor," Harvrd L Revy- v0L 32 (1919),
p. 750.

34 R.W. Powor, "Wills. A Primr of Il-Trc ation and Ccustmction," Iawn L. Rev,,
voL 51 (1965), p. 104.

35 M_ Kaser., Rman Privae Law (3d ad., Hamburg 1964, Eaoislh Eransi. bv R, Danmmbring.
Durban 19i5) P- 294

36 I re Taylor's E4 t (Ros v. Taylor), (Sup, C., South Dakota, 1917), South Dakota Reps,,
vol. 39, p 60, North Wetern Rep. voL 165, p- 1079.

37 T cero. De lnvenmfone. Book IT, 12,13,
38 M, Radin, 'A Shar- Way ith Stati es Harvard L Rcr, vl. 56 (1942)Y p- 403, men-

liMS onc medieval English exception: Egerton's dworse on "Construtfion de Statute
Cotber Ics PaSII."
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•suc as Giny in France and the 'free law" movement in Gemany, never supported
interpretation contra )egema9 Although the Ethiopian Civil Code, regrettably,
does not contain rules on statutory interpretation.* we may legitimately draw an
analogy from Article 910(2) (corcerning ,the interpretation of wills) to -the inter-
pretation of the Code itself: Where -the terms of Ohe legislation are clear, they
may not be departed from to seek by means of interpretation the true intention
of the legislator. This bring us close to the famous maxim formulated in the
French Project of the Year VIII: "Quand une lot en claire, il ne faux point en
e.uder la letre sonus prlexte d'en respecter l'esprit,"4'

It is one thing for a judge to fill gaps in a code by progressive interpretion -
it is another thing to disregard or discad clear code provisions. Article 881 of the
Ethiopian Civil Code is clear: Where four witnesses are required for the making
of a will, threc just are -not enough.42 Amd a judge is under a omnstiutiocal duty to
follow the JawYO By departing from a clear code provision he actually hnfinges
on l--he prerogatives of 1he legislator.

4Cosndilon

It has been suggested by a learned commentator that the Supreme Court's
decision in Avakian v. Avakian "should rank among those Wich would ease the
contact between modern legislatio ai an unsophisticated soety," and tat
the flexiibiity thus introduced -could be the best way of overcoming the difficulties
in the introduction of modern codes into underdeveloped coutxies"A I respectfu ly
take exception to this view. There is at least one warning foreign example where
such a "flexible" judicial approach ultimately led, to total failure: the Chinese
Civil Code of 1929-1931. which was based on modern European models and rated
as a mosnt successful oodification, 'but was applied by the courts only so far as
it did not hurt their tradhiional sense of equity:" The result was that in practice
judges continued to follow Confucian equity concepts instead of the written code.

39 See F. G&ny, Mithode d'intrprilation et sources en droit privt poasitf (2nd ol Ntis
1954), vol. 1. pp. 300 ff. (Eng. iransl. by Losia a Stlt Law Institute, 196 , pp. 206 M),
and H. Kantorowics, Rechtswisrenschaft und Soziologie (Kar|is-he 1962)1 pp. 3-4 CMDi1
Centr Legem Faber').

40 Title XXI (The Applicalio of Laws) proposed by Profes"or Rend David (Docwnt
CLOIv. 86, of Febrtuy 15, 1958) was not adoptcd by tbe Etbiaran legiatn.L

41 In Fenet, Recueii complea des travaux prdpamtofres da code civil (Paris 1827); &cc
M. Ptxa iol & 1. Ripert, Treatise on the Civil Law (12i ed. Pars 1939, English aL
by Liiana State Law Institute, 1959), vol. 1, pt 1, pA 159.

42 This rule is no more rid than that of chapter 41, siction 1. of th FeiM Negat:
"If possible, [the witnusscs] should be seven or five in numbwr if not, thrc or two
witneses will suffice' According to the Supirem Imperial Coitrs inturpre on in
Esane of Beyenech A ba Nebro (1964, Civil Appeal 227/56), J.h.L., voL 2 (1965),
p, 247, thi's rmeaps that LLnO less than five witnesses were required by our customary law,
unles the times were suh that one could not gather that many witaess" (mavphu
supplied). There is no indication in the facts of the Avakian case (supia, not 21) thU
the will was mado under such emegency cdtioc.

4-3 Se Revised Constittion of Ethipia (1955. articles IN0 ad 110.
44 J. Vandcrliadn, "Civil law and Ccmmon Law Influences (m the Developing Law of

Ethlopia" Buffalo Law Review, vol. 16 (1966), pp. 264, 265.
45 Se R. Pound, *Comparative Law and History as Bases for Chinese. Law," Harvard Law

Review, Vol. 61 (948), p. 749; R. Poumd, "The Chinese Civil Code in Avicm," nuan
Law Review, vol. 29 (1955), p. 277.

46 See R. David, LZs Grands Systanr de Droit Contemporains (Paris 1964), p. 527.
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which thcmefome never took a real ho d in- the cnscieice of 'he people and was
readily abandoned after the Communist take-over.47

Thee may wclI be a temptation for Ethiopian judges to regard the Civil
Code as an utopian Ideal law" to which, as to the Fetha Negost, one ought to
aspire but which cannot always be followed in practiceA However. "a modern
Code is not destined to remain indfnitely in an ideal sphere."' If Ethiopian
citizens are expected to conform with rules governing the authentication of wls.
Ethiopian judge must be expeced to cnfowe them, to - or dse they will neglect
what Proftsor Fuller has called "the most oomplex of al the deskierata that
make up the internal moiraity of the law: congrecc between offidal actkc
and the law."50°

41 David, work cited above, p. 530; €£ Wang Tze-cbibL, "Die Aufahs det europlachen
Rechts in China" (The f epa of nEopean Law in Otian Awhtv for dIe Cl*v0itcw,
Praxfs. VOL. 166 (1965), p. 351.

48 According to IL David, "Le oode divi &hiopiem de 3960," Rabei Zdtshft, vdl 26
(1961). p. 668, tie Fetha Negasr represmts -scaxely more than tfe idml o ought to
follow if one were perfectly virtuous - but then who is?- (trasltioa sulied).

49 G Kr o cz, 'The Ethiopian Civil Code: Its Usfulnest Relation to CUtm and
Appliability," Jowraa of African Low, voL 7 (1963), p. 176,

50 L Puller, The Moralty of Law (Ncw Haven 1964), p. 1.
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THE DISSOLUTION OF RELIGIOUS MARRIAGES IN ETHIOPIA

by Norman J. Sin:'*

Faculty of Law. I-aile Sellassic I University

The judgmern in the case of Shewwt Ghizaw Ingida Work v- Nigatu Yhner'
deals with a problem of great concern -to Ethiopians, and of importance for the
dcvelopment of legal systems generally. It concerns the relationship between a
newly promulgated co& and the religious law that previously governed some of
the matters dealt with by the code: how. if at all, is the religious law displaced
by the new code?

The situatio*n as it ariscs in the Ethiopian context is as follows: Prior to the
promulgation of the Civil Code* a body of laws known as the FeTha Negast was
the basis of Christian Ethiopian law. rnt contained both religious and temporal
laws. but with religious overones throughout. The Fetha Negasn makes specific
rc!Fcrnces to the holiness of any marriage contracted under the authority of the
Etbiopian Orthodox Church. Any Christian Ethiopian who entered into such a
marriage understood that, according to the precepts embraced by the faith and
emibodied in the Fetha Neas-, dissolution of his marriage would be possible in
only a few limited eases, where grounds existed to justify annulment of the
marriage bond"-I And, he understood, determination that such grounds existed could
be made, and his marriage could be dissolved, only by Church authorities. Civil
authori es would play no role.

This religious form of marriage was not the only one recognized in the Empire
prior to the Code. however. One could also enter into a marriage by complying
with the custom of a given community (a customary marriage), by following the
prescribed rites of another religion, or by having the proper local governmental
authority sanctify the marriage on behalf of the State (a civil marriage). Dissolution
of thesc marriages, likewise, was governed by the institutions which had contributed
to their formation.

In. its articles relating to marriage, the Civil Code has drawn from the more
stable rules of Ethiopian "customary"-s laws. In doing this the Code has recognized

Faculty of Law, Ha.le Selassic I Univrsity.
I Journal of Ethiopian Luw, Vo4. 1I (1966) 390-
2 Prcclamation No. 165 of 1960 Negadr Gazeta extraordimry issue
3 See, LowUeitD. The Pal Systm of Eftiopba, Vc 11 (190) 383.

Graven I., The Penal Code of the Empire of Ethiopia, Iournl ot Eidhiopifa Law, VoL 1,
(1964) 207.

4 Chaptn- XXIV Sction 6, The marriage which may be dinsoved (Engtish ranslation Abba
Paios Tsadua, editrd by Mr. Peter L Strauss, under the auspices of Faculty of law,
Haile Sela s-it I Unversity, 1967) the ground cited are
I) If the husband and wife cboose a rligima life;
2) If one of the spouse refused to perfoam the marital union:
31 A manage in which mutual help is not atmined, that is:

, - performance of adultery;
b) damage to the life of one of the &pouse.

5 Scc ArTs. 666, 668 and 676-680. These are the Artiles tht inTdue the .amily arbhiw-
tOrs The at] trtors, wre a strong institution under the costmary law of Rdhiopia,
known as the "shimikjob" litenfly, "old men." but implying older men of the comn-
nunitv who knew how dcisions involving persoral status should be made.
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all three of the above-mentioned forms of marriagA set down specific coaditions
common to all forms of marriage7 and dealt with the problem of dissolution of a
marriage.

In dealing with the problem of dissolution, the Code has incorporated what
may appear to be contradictory principles regarding thc continued function of
religious bodies and rules. Art- 662 states.

(1) The causes and effects of dissolution of marriage shall be the same which-
ever the form of celebration of the marriage,

(2) In this respect, no distinction shall be made as to whether the marriage
was celebrated before an officer of civil status or according to the for-
malities prescribed by religion or custom-

This provision, read alone, seems to state that religious authorities have no role
whatsoever when issues regarding dissolution of marriage arise, It also seems to
state that any married person, whatever the origin of his marriage bond, can avail
himself of the grounds and procedures for dissolution set out in the Code. These
grounds and procedures would lead to dissolution of marriage in a far greater
numbe7 of cases than those of, for evample. the Ethiopian Orthodox Church.

On the other hand, in Art 671, ic has provided that

-There is also a serious cause for divorce when a marriage contracted
according to the formalities of a religion has been declared null by the
religioux authority."

This might be taken to suggesit that the relevant religious authorities are the ones
who must decide any issue of dissolution regarding a religious marrage. and
that they may do so in accordance with the relevant religious rules.

The apparent conflict between these provisions was before the Supreme
Imperial Court in the Shewan Ghizav lngida Work case. The petition<r filed her

6 David, Le Droit d4 la Famife dans le Code civil dthiopiart (1967) p. 5,
Art 577. Various kinds of mnage-
1) Marriagcs may be oonn-ted befoe an officer of civil Satus,
2) Marriages contracted acoordiag to the religion of the partics or to local custom sball

also be valiAd under this Code
Art. 578 Civil marriage.

A civil mariage shall take place w hn a man and a woman have apwed before
the office of civil status for the piropc of contacting marriage and the officer of dvil
status has received thebr respective conseinL
Art. 579. Religious mar-riage.

A religious mariage shall Etake p iae when a, uan and a. wnan have performed such
act- or rites as are deemed to constitute a valid mardage by their religion or the religion
of anee of then
Art 5SO. Marriage according to custom

A etstuxary mariage h5-mll -take place when a man and a woman perform such rita
as consitute a permanar union btween such man and woman uider the rues of the
community to wth they belcug or to which one of them belmogs.
Ats. 581-596 Civil Code. These prviions inchide rfe s to ae, (c-
sangiirdty or affinity), bigamy e,,
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ptitioo for the terminAtion of her marriage with the Fig Court.8 On disputed
facts, the court found that her marriage, cetbrated before the Invasion. had been
in accordance with the rites of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church. From this, the
Court held. it followed that she must go to the religious authorities, who, in its
view, had the poywer to deal with dissolution issues. Only if these authorities found
religifOus grounds for action would a divore be possible. On appeal the Supreme
Impeial Court affirmed the High Court's decision, with one judge dissenfin.

The court dealt eloquently with 'the problem at hand. and in fact went beyond
the petition for divorce to consider the general problem of what law now cmtrols
a matter previously considered as coming under the jurisdiction of the religious
authorities, but presenly tinted in detail in the Civil Code. The majority took
the position that where a petition for divorce involves a religious marrias, Art.
671 controls. Its interpretation was thus the second mentioned above, that one who
enters a religious marriaw is required by Art. 671 to take his case for dissolution
to the religious authorities and establish his right to disolutioa in teras of the
governing religious dogma. In the case of Woizero Shewan Ghizaw. married under
the rites of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church, this meant that she must go to the
Ecclesiasticmal Council and seek to obtain an annulment. Then and only then coud
she seek through the High Court. and the family arbitrators she would appoint
to obtain a civil dissolution, or divorce. under Art. 671. Art. 671 was thus inter-
preted as bringing re-Code religio*s praice. bodily into the Code, and continuing
it as the only source of dissolution for one who had contracted his marriage in
religious rites. The Court phrased this conclusion in terms of jurisdiction, stating
that, at least in the first instance, it is to the religious authorities -here the
Ecclesiastical Counil - rather than the High Court that the petitioner for dis-
solution of a religious marriage must go.

The presiding Justice in his dissent. on the other hand, arud that no matter
what the previous law had been, one now must go direcly to the most relevant
articles of the Civil Code, which in his view were Art. 673 and those following
it.9 He. too, based his opinion on a concept of "jurisdiction" but his conclusion.
basud in large part on Art. 662. quoted above, was that only the courts have
ijrisdietion over issues of dissolution. Kowing that this conclusion that Civil
Law predominates over rligious dogma on issues of dissoMion, might offend
many, he was at pains to note that it was the law - and not his own personal
prejudices - which required the conclusion he reached.

The jurisdictional aspects of the dispute permeate the arguments. The majority
opinion referst to that part of the Fel/a Negas: which gives py'ietsts the authority
to make judicial decisions. However. as ft Fatha Negagt and the Civil Code borh
refer to the dissolution of maTriages, it is not clear on its faem whether the religious
authorities still have the authority to dissolve a marriae for civil purposes. The
minority also makes reference to the Fetha Negat, but only to illustrme the

8 It would have seemed that the petitioner should have fied with the family arbitrators
in amordanee with Arts. 674-676. but it also semnm that the reason the pefdluu ed
with the ig Court immediately was to ask the own-t as a matter of law wher she
sioiild insdtute the petition for divorom

9 Art. 673 ff. rfcer to te functions of the family arbitrator and th procdus through
which one must go in order to dissolve a mariage

10 Journal of Ethiopian Law, VoL I (1966) p. 393.
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.rnited type of jurisdiction that. in the view of the dissenting Justice, the religious
authorities may assume over a case involviag the dissolution of a marriagc. The
minority opinion states that only where a religious issue - such as, for example,
marriage within a religiously prohibited degree - is involved may the religious
authorities assume jurisdiction. But even then the religious authorities may amna]
the marriage only for the purpoes of the Church; it must still be considered by
the temporal authority if it is to be dissolved for civil 'purposes. Once the religious
authorities do annul, their action is to be considemd a srious caise for divorce"
and dealt with immediately.'2 However if a petitioner can sawiR' somc other
conditions for divorce, he. is not required to obtain an order of annulment, even
1hough his marriage is a religious one.

The majority also refer to Art. 10 oaf Decree 2 of 1942 - to show that "the
Church has a private jurisdiction over the congregation wnder which it can deal
with the members by way of confession and inflict penalties," They intrpret this
to mean that in any dispute involving the Church, the religious authority has
exclusive jurisdiction. However. the majority refused to interpret a later part of
the same article, which refers matters of civil (temporal) jurisdiction to the
government courts. The majority dismisses that passage by saying that the petition
at hand is not the type of conflict that is meant by that passage, even though in
other types of conflicts that are truly temporal but have religious overtones. "'the
Ecclesiastical Council may propose men who are capable of civil (temporal)
jurisdiction but they shall be appointed by the Emperor."

This last-quoted language would seem by itself to destroy the argument of
the majority. It seems to mean that there are problems that arise in the Ethiopian
law for which the basic jurisdiction is the government-appoinued court, but in
which a special knowledge of the religious sources of -he law is most relevant;
in such cases the Ecclesiastical Council may exercise their power to recommend
persons for judicial positions where they might exercise this special knowledge.
but it is the temporal law and the temporal courts which govern. In thus relieving
the Church of its former judicial power, Art. 10 formed part of the complete
judicial reform that started when Emperor Haile Sellassie I returned from his
Fascist-impomed exile in the United Kingdom. It was soon after his retrn - early
in a period of reform which has extended through the promulgation of the Revised
Constitution of 1955 and following Codes to the pcesent'4 - that the Church lost

II Art. 671. Civ. C.
12 Under a scrious cause for divorce the nily a'bitrtuts have only one month within

which to make an order for divorce; whereas'if it is a "otir caue" for divonr, which
would be anything that is not "serWivu the arbitltors ean take tip to a ywr bdorc
Acting.

13 Regulations for the administration of the Church De- No- 2 of 1943 Art. t0, Negarlt
Gazeta of November 30, I942. This Articde is entitled "lgl Jurisdictn"; It tn goes
on to say that "private' jasictxm exists over the congregato, but differentiata this
rm iurisdiction in matters that they call -ivil (temporal) juctio,

14 Penal Code of 1957.
Civil Code of 1960,
Commercial Code of 1961,
Maritime Code of 1961.
Criminal Procedure Code of 1961,
Civil Procedure Cod Of 196 and
Code of Evide.c now in preparation.
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a great deal of its former power. The above mentioned Ar. 10 seems to be the-
single most important factor in this withdrawal of power. The fact that the
majority opinion merely questions what that Aeticle did cannot obscure that the
COurLq were abiding by its language long before this case was decided. It seems
clear that the purely religious jurisdiction left to the Church would only be over
those matters that could be classified as religious in nature, where the Church
imposes only spiritual pealities. such -as prayer, fasts, meditation and the like.' 5 :

The basic issue is complicated by the special legal recognition which had been
given in Ethiopia to a religious minority, Islam. Special courts were set up to
deal with disputes involving the personal relations of a Muslim.16 The specia
rules of Islam were incorporated into the law of Ethiopia becaur of thfe number
of Muslims who am nationals of the Empire. The majority in Shewan Chizaw-
argued that, because special religious oriented rules were allowed for Muslims.
Chdsimians should equally be allowed to fall back upon their religious dogma in..
legal matters. It may be noted however, that tho Court's equal treatment logic
may be correct, and yet not support its result. The articles we have been referring
to refer even-handedly -o "religious marriages." They do not specify the Ethiopian
Orthodox Religion, the Islamic Religion or any other. Thus, the Code probably
does have equal respect for all religions. This is not to say, however, that the
rule the Code adopts regarding religious practice is the one the majority chooses .
that religious grounds and procedures are the only bases for dissolution of religious
marriages. It is perfoctly consistent with the equality notion to argue, as did the
dissent, that all persons, whatever their religion. may obtain a dissolution not
only when an annulment has been proclaimed by the relevat religious authority,
but a so on any other basis recognized by the Civil Code. This. indeed, is exactly
what Art. 662 appears to mean when it states

(1) The causes and effects of dissolution of marriage shall be the same which-
ever the form of celebration of the marriage.

(2) In this respect, no distinction shall be made to whebther the marrage was
celebrated before an officer of civil status or according to the formalities-
prescribed by religion or custom.

One would think that this language would put an end to the assertion that
only the Church authorities can exercise authority over dissolution of religious
marriages. Howevenr, the religious authorities feel that the basis of their authority
comes from a set Ct religius law (Ferha Negan) that remains supreme. One must
agree with their contention that the religious dogma does have a certain "mystical'"
quality which controls the actions of its adherents; but it is the government's body
of laws that declares the legal effect of dissolution of marriage and this same body
of laws declares through the whole of these provisions, that dissolution is in the-
competence of the civil authodty.'

15 Journal of Ethiopiau Law, VoL UT (1966) p- 396. This Is as the minority Co*nsirs iL
16 Naibas and Kadis Cowiclis Proclamsion No. 62 of 1944, Negrift Gazeca of May 29,

1944. Art. 2 dacrminod Sdictiqa
al. any quesdon rcetrdin marage, including divonz and maintenana, gSurdiansip-

of minrs, azid family relationshp, provided that the marriage to whic the question
reatd was concuded In accardane with Mohammdan law or (he partih a l1
M0haMftdiS.

17 Art. I0 of Decree No. 2 of 1942 and Art. 662 Civ C.
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With all respect. the author feels that "jurisdiction" as such is not the dis-
•positive issue. In his view, Art. 662 and 671 can be reconcled in a way that gives
appropriate scope to both civil and religious authority. Ar 662, establishes the
primacy of the .temporal legal systm and its agencies, in governing what is,
at least insofer e!s that system is concered, a temporal legal relationship -
marriage, It creates rules of general applicability to all. and emtablishevs the
important principle, recognized by the majority, of equal treatment under the law.
In Art. 671, on the other hand, there is embodied a recgnition that parties to
religious marriages may on occasion wish to seek dissolution on religious grounds-
that these grounds, reflecting the dfest of human feelings, arm deserving of
recognition by temporal as well as religious authorities and that the presence or
absence of such grounds is most appropriately to be determined by a religious
tribunal rather than a temporal court.

It is to be remembered that the Decree which withdrew power over temporal
affair. from the Ethiopian Orthodox Church reaffirmed its powers in siritual
affairs. If the Church is unable to prevent its members from obtaining legally
effective divorces on grounds that are not spiritually recognized, it is in no way
required to recognize these temporally valid dissolutions as effective for spiritual
purposes, That is, it is free to condemn such dissolutions as "invalid" and to
inflict "penalties" within its private spiritual jurisdiction over what it considers to
be erring m mben of the Church. The temporal law, even if it validates the
dissolution for temporal purposes. requires no contrary conclusion.

What one comes to ultimately, is the conclusion that the previous hegemony
of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church (or any other religious body) over the marital
status of its members has been replaced by the provisions of the Civil Code - in
case of dissolution, by -Arts. 662 ff. This does not affect the Church authorities'
power to annul marriage whier the parties deem it proper to bring their case
to these church authorities. However, it must also be understood that, according
to the Civil Code, even when the Church authorities are called on .to anmul a
religiously celebrated marriage, the parties must still go to the 5adiciary exercising
temporal jurisdiction, who have the final say on whether the marriage is dissolved
for civil purposes.'s In Ethiopia today if a peson who has been marnied according
to his religion (in the case discussed the Ethiopian Orthodox Church) wants to
dissolve his marriage, the ultimate power for the dissolutiom rests with the
temporal authorities and the ultimate basis for the dissolution will be a temporal
rule. In the eyes of the law, marriage ndr Ethiopian law today is prinarily a
temporal rather than a spirimal relationship.

IS One could argue hat if a person consults the Church audthoritie, who give him a
decii, that decsion if abided by in society hs a binding effect that would be legaL
Howear, it is. inevitable that corrolary questions that arise would in some way come
before the temporal anthoitis who have acmtlly bee vested with the power t make
legal dcisons. Thus, it would ccly be a mnr of time untl tie authority ohe church
would be dilted by the actiity of the Civil Corts.
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FORMAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE CONCLUSION AND

MODIFICATION OF CONTRACTS UNDER THE ETHIOPIAN

(WM CODE OF 19601

by Michael J Kindrd*

Itrzvduetiom

The Civil Code of 1960 in general recognizes the validity of coatracts regardless
of whether they ar, cocluded orally or in writing.2 Similarly, modifications of a
contract ordinarily need not be in writing to be valid. Nevertheless, in some cases
the Civil Code requires that a contract be made. or modified in writing in order for
the contract or the modification to be valid. The general rule and the exceptions to
it are gives ia Articles 1719-27 of the Code.

In Bayeusa Jammo v. Ass/a Wolde Giorgis, published in the preceding issue
of the Journal of Ethiopian Law,? the Supreme Imperial Court has construed Arcile
1722, which deals with the formal requirements for the modification of contracts.
The import of this decision is not completely clear, but we wish to discuss briefly
Articles 1719-27, and incidentally the Court's decision in Bayessa Janmo.

We shall first set forth the law's formal requirements for the conclusion of
contracs in terms of four types of contractual situations. Then we will discuss the
formal requirments for the modification of contracts in terms of these same four
type-cases. We shall consider Bayesa Jamnmo ia light of this general discussion.

A. Formal Reqg for the Coudsim oF Contracts.

Article 1719(1) provides that "Unless otherwise provided, no special form shall
be required and a contract shall be valid where the parties agree." The remainder
of Articles 1719-27 are concerned with the exceptional cases in which the law
requires a special form4 or enforces a preliminary "stipulation" by the parties
establishing, a special form.'

Let us now consider those provisions in terms of four illustrative type-cases.

* Facalty of Law, Hae SlUls I Uhveruty.
1 The author i5 idebted to Ato Hailu Makone, wnior tdet icn t Faflty of Law,

WaEl Sell[ae I University, for tn help wh te probl of Ambac terminoloy
discumsid bow.

2 Civ C., Art 1719(1).
3 (Sup. Imp. Ct 1965), 1. EFh L. vol. 3. p, 40-
4 Cfv C, Art& 1719(2), 1720(1), 1723-25, and 1727.
S Cv. C., Arcs. 1719(3) ard 1726.
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1. A and B conclude a contri-t of insurance. For the validity of this contract,.
Aracles 1719(3), 1725(b) and 1727(2) require a written intrument signed by the
parties and attested by two witnessesfi

2. A and B enter into an oral contract for the sale of A's horse to B, This
is clearly a valid oral contract under the principle expressed in Article 1719(1)
that generally parties are free to contract in any form whatsoever. The law does not
"require" the oral form here in any sense

3. A and B enter into a written contract for the sale of A's horse to B, This
is clearly a valid written contract. The law does not require a special form for the
sale of a borse, so the parties are free to conclude the contract orally or in writing.
The law does not require the use of the written form for this contract any more
than it requires the use of the oral form in the second type-case.

4. A and B are involved in complicated negotiations concerning the establish-
ment of a business enterprise. They enter into a preliminary agreement that their
contract will not be complete until it is incorporated in a written contract This
is clearly a situation in which Articles 1719(3) and 1726 provide that their pre-
liminary agreement shail preclude a valid final oral contract. Their final contract
must be in writing.

B. Formal Requireent for the Modificato of Contracts.

The Supreme Court in Bayessa Jammo v. Assefa WoWd Giorgis dealt with
the question of whether a special form is required for the modificatioa of a
written contract. We shall consider this problem by examining first the language
of Article 1722 and then the meaning of this article in terms of the type-cases set
forth above.
French: "Les modifications au contrat originaire doivent WIre faites dans la forme

prescrite pour cM contraL"

English: "A contract made in a special form shall be varied in the san form."
Anmharic: ' qgli wA txflw(&A CM t-l0' z Alt- s waA A ' z 1 *sg

(Ccr), auwI* ..- hA1f+ =
Our ateMion must center on the phrase fnme presite in the French vAion
and its Amharic and Eaglib counterparts. f 4pylgq1 t zi, x (betedeneegaw¢
atsaus) and "speeiai form." The question to be answered is- In what cases does
the law require a particular form the modification of a contract? The awwer is:
In the cares where there is a forme prewite or fl J gjaqp z hqj i; r(beedenegegaw
atsaaf) for the conclusion of the main contract. We must therefore determine the
import of these phrases.

Ote8 0 5  in which a spedal form is required for the corchiion of a valid covtract
are: 0ontts r-e ting, extinguishing, or transferring certain rights in immovabics (Art-
1723). contacb binding the Government or a public administration (Art 1724), and
ooqn s of guarante (Art 1725(a)). The form required is not always the samr, since
rcgistration of the contract with a paTdcular body is required in sae casts and not
oftesrs This requirwaca of recistration will affwt the validity of the contract unles
it is inwpreted to be a "measure of pnblltimd" (See Civ. C., Art 1720(S).

It is important to note that in all cases where the law requires that a omct be in
writing. Article 1727(2) requires, in addilion, that the contrat bc attested by two witnesss
It is ckarly desirable that indMdual articles requiing the writtem form be techmically
amended to ref' lt this additional rcquirement of Arde 1727(2) and thus avoid oouuon
on the pLM of the vamma Qcde reader.
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The English version of the Code renders this phrase "special forn," but this
is ciealY a bad translation and does not carry the same meaning as the French
and Amharic phrases used. A betuer English transation from the French would be
-A contract imay be varied only in the form required (or prcibed) for the original
contract." The divergence oe the English from the Amharic version is ,probably even
greater than from the French. The word Il% +Jtllw i, : (beiedenegega) is the verbal,
form of the noun lIq,; (denegag). which means "decree.'7 Thus, a reasonable
English translation of the Ambaric version might be: Coatacts made in a legally
reqrrffiCd (Wr decreed) $-nm shall be modified in the same form. In the rest of our
discussion we shall use the French phrase forne prefite.3

Let us now rum to the question of the applicability of Article 1722 to the four
types of situations outlined above and thus tO the situation that confxonted the
Court in Bavssa Jamnmo. In which of the four type-cases is there a fonne prescrite?
Clearly there is a fornne prescrie in the first type-case. that of the iisurance
contract, since the law imperatively requires the written form. Equally clearly in
the second case, that of the oral contract to sell a horse, there is no prescribed
form. In no sense can one say that the oral form is required.

The third type-case, -that of the written contract to sell a horse, should be no
more difficult than the second, but it seems to give rise to confusion. The law in no
sense requires the use of a written form for the conclusion of such a coptract. There
is no legal provision saying that sales of horses, movables, must be writing. Neither
-do Articles 1719(3) and 1726 apply to this case. since the parties did not stipulate
or agree that their contxact must be in a special form. They simply put it in writing.
In interpreting Article 1722, it would make as much sme to say that a contract
made orally may only be modified orally as to say that a contract made in writing
may only be modifed in writing. In the absence of a preliminary agreement con-
cerning the form of the agreement one cannot say that 'the law requires, in any
sense, the use of a parotksn form for the conclusion of sudh a cmtract Thus,
Article 1722 does not require the use of a particular form for the modification of
such a contract.

This third type-case seems to represent the type of the situation the Court was
dealing with in Bayessa Jaramo. The apparent issue in the case was whether it is
possible to have a valid oral modification of a written contract of work and labour
relating to immovables. No particular form is required by the law for the conclusion
of such a contractft The Court does not state that the contract was put in writing
because of a preliminary agreement to do so It was merely put in writing, There-
fore. unless there are crucial omissions in the Court's statement of facts, there
seems to be no basis for saying that the law required the modification of the con-
tract to be in writing. The Court stated, however, that "if the principal contract
is in writing, it must be modified in writing" and decided that evidence of oral
modification was not admissible.

Let us now go on to the fourth type-case, the only situation in which there can
be arny doubt as to the meaning of Article 1722; and even this case doe not seem
very doubtful to this writer.

7 see Rev- Con.. Art. 64 (Aniharic vcNson)
8 The Amharic version of 1he Cedo should ordinanly be the eomtroting one, since Amharic

is the official lanShxan of Ethiop (Rev. Co., Art- 125) and is the version used in the
court Tr French version may be of use in some cases, since it is the lwnguaW of the
avanr projel. The English version is clearly without eathority when in conflict with both
-the Amharic and French verosn.

9 See Civ. C_ Arts 1719(1) and 3020(1).
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A and B, negotiating the establishment of a business, agree that their contract
winl not be validly concluded until it is embodied in a signed written document
In the absence of such a preliminary agreement. the law does not require any sp6cial
fo-m for this kind of a contract, but Articles 1719c3) and 1726 state explicitly
that the preliminary agreement of the parties shall be enforced by treating any later
oral contract as invalid. Thus, in one sense the law requires no special form, but
in another sense it does by requiring the form agreed to by the parties. Should
Article 1722 when it refers -o "forme prescrfte- be interpreted to include a form
agreed upon by the parties in preliminary negotiations 'and enforced by the law,
or to include only those cases where the law itself prescribes a particular lbrm?

Clearly, the language of Article 1722 does not contain the answer to this
question, and if the Court in Bayessa Jammo was dealing with this kind of a
situation it has -taken an arguably correct position. This writer prefers the narrower
interpretation, however.

A narrow interpretation of Article 1722, to include only the first type-case
above, seems preferable for the following reason. In the first type-case. that of
the contract of insurance, the same policies that lead the legislature to insist that
the original contract be in writing (fear of undue influence, de&ire fbr great certainty
concevrning the parties' respective obligations) require that any modifications to
the original contract comply with the same form. In the fourth type-case, on the
other hand, the law has no policy reason of its own for forcing the parties to
conclude the original contract or any modifications to it in a particular form;
-the function of Articles 1719(3) and 1726 is sinply to enforce the will of the
parties. Thust the imposition in tiis kind of case dit a special form for modifications
is only j nstified if one can reasonably infer that the parties themselves intended
by their preliminary agreement to restrict their own freedom not only with respect
to the form for their original contract but also with respect to the form for any
modification.

In order to decide what inferenes regarding the parties' intention one can
remasonably draw from a preliminary agreement that a contract must be concluded
in a particular form, we must envision the situation in which the parties make
such a preliminary agreement. It will ordinarily be a situation where there are
complicated negotiations or planning discussions involving the exchange of
documents that might be taken to indicate the existence of a contractual relation-
ship. The parties want to be sure that their correspondence and these preliminary
negotiations will not be misinterpreted as evidence of an already existing contract;
they guarantee this by a preliminary agreement that no contract will be concluded
except in writing.

Should such a preliminary agreement be held to preclude oral modifications
of the contract? It is hard to see why it ordinarily should. The parties may, of
course, always provide in their cntract -hat modifications must be made in a
particular form, or a court might legitimately decide in a particular case that suc
an intention is to be inerred from particular surrounding facts. However, in the
absence of peculiar circumstances justifying such an interpretation. ordinarily
there is no reason to think that a preliminary agreement on the form for conclusion
of the principal contract would be intended also to require the same form for
modification, The ftmtion of the preliminary agreement is to make perfectly clear
the time at which the principal contract was concluded and the contents of the
principal contract. The parties wish to avoid confusion that is particularly likely
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to result from protracted precontractual negotiations. Once the negotiations art
finished and thc principal contract concluded. the function of the preliminary
agreement is fulfilled and the need for it is over.

Naturally, testimony concerning, oral modifications of written contracts may
be viewed with circumspetction, but there is no valid reason to exclude the evidence
completely and to say -that even if there was a cIearly-proved oral agreement of
modification it is ineffective because of Article 1722.

Conclusion

-It is important to note that these Code articles are complex. It is also importan
to repat that it is possible that Bayesra Jammv A.ssrfa Wode Giorigs dealt
with a situation like the fourth type-case rather Than the third, in which case the
decision would be arguably correct in this writer's view. It remains true, however,
that the judgment of the Court indicates that this is a case similar to the third
typq-case above, in which case, in this writer's opinio, the Court's decision is
clearly incorrect.
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BOOK REVIE"

Steven Lowenstein, Materialh for the Study of the Penal Law of Ethiopia.

Addis Ababa, 1965. 425 pp.. SIO

Students of Ethiopian law can now start to chee-. A,*er the ntense cod thcatsu-n
of Ethiopian law, which was initiated in 1954 and is still going on, publication
new juridical materials is developing in Ethiopia. Some brief luridical itudie,
have already been published in the Journal of Ethiopian StLudies of the lbastitute
of Ethiopian Studies (the Institute is part of the Haile Sellassie I University). Nom
we have the bi-annual publication of a Journal of Ethiopian Law in wh-h not
only juridical studies, but also interesting ,udgments of Ethiopian courts are
published. Above all, the fact that the judgment of the courts had never before
been published was a gap sorely felt by jurists. Since law lives in the way it I
daily practiced in courts, it is to be hoped that the publication of judgment '*tIl
be not only continued, but further expanded. The program far mentioned
due to the activities of the Faculty of Law of the Haile Sclla!.sie I Unnivers-ty.
which is to be praised from all points of view.

Although the regularity and accelerated rhythm ot these publicatiom is
a source of satisfaction to all those who are interested in Ethiopian law. there is
particular cause for satisfaction on the part of those who are primarily interested
in penal law. In the summer of 1965 the Faculty of Law published, one after
another, two works on the penal law of Ethiopia. One is the work of a former
professor at the same faculty, Steven Lowenstein 4,hich is the book under reviewl
The other is by the former legal advisor of the Ministry of Justice in Addis Ababa
Philippe Graven. The latter's book. An Introduction to Ethiopian Penal Law.
is a detailed commentary on the first 84 articles of the Penal Code of Ethiopia.
Since others have undertaken ,he task of reviewing Graven's commentary, the scope
of this review is limited to the work of Lowenstein.

The general character of Lowenstein's work is well summarized by the word
-materials." which he modestly inserled in its title. The work in fact consists of
materials which the author thought useful to compile for the purposes of teaching
the main elements of penal law to the students of the University tas he points
out in the introduction). These materials are of a quite diversified nature: Ethiopian
and foreign judgments (the recourse to foreign judgments is justified by the
unavailability of Ethiopian judgments): selected passages from the Penal Code
of Ethiopia. both from the official English version and the French versions (avant-
projet) from which the English was translated: and in addition passages from the
preliminary draft compiled by Professor Jean Graven of Geneva. It also contains
texts of foreign legislation by which the Ethiopian legislator may have been

I Since the Revised Constitution of 1955, the following codes have been promultptri t$tz
Penal Code (which came into force in 1958), the Civil Code (in ftore as of 1960), th
Cominercial Code (in tforce as of 1960). the Criminal Procedure Code lin force as ol
1961), the Civil Procedure Code (in force as of 1965). The Code of Fidenc is yet w, be
promulgated.
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lpeti¢d; doctrinal excerpts (almost entirely of Anglo-Saxon origin); practical
itrnples of crimes; series of questions which students are invited to answer, etc.

"lltc mass of material is undoubtedly abundant. In fact, one is justified to
4,k whether all of it was entirely necessary, and particularly whether a student
Will not be at a loss. In order to provide an answer to this question, it is necessary
to e.atnine the volume very closely.

'e extensive reports of the main judgments of Ethiopian courts relating to
penal law undoubtedly constitute a precious contribution, for which we must be
palefttl to Lowenstein, However, none of the judgments is followed by critical
acynnientary. Such commentary would have been very useful because, with due
Mpect to the judiciary, it has never been claimed that courts are necessarily
tfallible, or that their decisions should be always and unconditionally approved.
Credit must also be given to Lowenstein for the collection of documents relating
the successivc phases of the creation of the Code (extracts from the preliminary
tiroft, the avant-projet in French. the official Enplish version and excerpts from
the ninutes of the Codification Commission).

T lhc choice of the remainder of the materials, however, gives rise to perplexity.
In a book primarily meant for beginners, was it at all necessary to resort

to a large number of judgments from Australia. Canada, England. Ghana, India,
,brael, Kenya, New Zealand, Nigeria, Sudan, Tanzania, United States and Zambia?
It seems that one is justified in having doubts on this question. In fact, the majority
ol the countries mentioned have legal systems based on concepts which are basically
diflerent front those on which the Ethiopian codification, and in particular the
Eithiopian Penal Code, was founded. The question whether such vast and elaborate
n aterials are comparable is debatable. In any event, the comparisons are so
difficult that the reviewer feels that it would have been advisable to reserve them
w specialists rather than presenting them ex abrupto and with almost no explana-

tion to Ethiopian beginners.
The abundant extracts of doctrine cited in the text raise similar doubts. We

must definitely approve the citation of the writings of the "father" of the Code,
Professor Jean Graven (who, though to date he has not published any doctrinal
study on Ethiopian penal law, has in various writings traced the historical back-
gound up to the coming of the Penal Code, which he drafted), and of Logoz
tauthor of a well-known commentary on the Swiss Penal Code) in addition to the
recourse to the "Fiches juridiques suisses." But the recourse to large extracts of
Ang.lo-Saxon doctrines of penal law (notwithstanding the use of such great names
as lart, Hall, and Harno) for defining basic concepts of the penal law of Ethiopia
often leaves one puzzled. This is the more so when one recalls that the purpose
of the materials is to explain to beginners the basic principles of Ethiopian penal
law, a law which certainly is not based on Anglo-Saxon principles.

At this juncture it can be argued that Ethiopian penal science is in its infancy,
ad that in the absence of works devoted specifically to the penal law of Ethiopia,
W' ourse to elaborations of foreign doctrine was inevitable. This argument is
Ml'Y partly correct, however. To start with, to have recourse to foreign doctrine
efMot mean that a series of excerpts, even if written by famous authors, should
be wholly transported. After a careful choice of the doctrine which can be used.
it should be elaborated, so that the fundamental concepts to be provided to the
lthiopian students may be extracted in a clear and concise form. But there is
MO to It: Whoever decides to undertake this delicate and tiresome doctrinal
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elaboration must beforehand hase caeiully selected he foreign penal law dtxltnc
h.ich he proposes to utilize in order to contribute toards the formation of the

Ethiopian one. This imposes the preliminary requirement of deciding upon the
models which are to be mostly referred to in portraying the e%,ential line% of the

physiogomy of the Ethiopian penal sys;tem. The Ethioptan Penal C4ode undoubtedly
has adopted a system similar to that which i% referred to a- the "Continental"
type. A quick glance at the Ethiopian Penal Code will suffice for a European
jurist to recognise in it a propagation of the vast family of codes that originate
from the great French codification of the early 19th century. However, such an
observation will not in itself be enough. To be sure, the French Penal Code of
1810 (even if it has undergone profound modifications.) is still in force, but for the
penal codes of a majority of the western nations, that Code is no more than a
distant ancestor. So much so that it hardly resembles any of the continental penal
codes, and comparing it to any of them would be of little use.

Which are the codes, then, that are the nearest to the Ethiopian Code? The
models which the Ethiopian legislator has referred to in the codification of Ethio-
pian penal law are innumerable;: but those from which the legislator derived a
major inspiration are well-knon. In an article written by Professor Jean Graven
(and cited by Lowenstein on page 63) it is stated that "certainly the continental
system, and its great French model in particular, has been retained with respect
to general juridical method.... The most modern codes and projects which are
generally considered the best - the S%,iss, German, and Italian among others -
%ere precious sources providing numerous suggestions and solutions." This is
a significant statement. Jurists know that the three above-mentioned codes (and
others closly related to them) constitute a well-defined family, despite differences
in detail, and for many decades they have worked together in identifying and
defining -,ith scientific rigour, concepts and problems which are substantially
identical. The scientific literature of the three countries mentioned above is so
,ast that it can be said to be almost endless: from Stoosc to Hafter in Switzerland.
from von Liszt to Welzel in Germany, from Carrara to Bettiol in Italy. the spectrum
is quite vast; monographs, manuals and treatises are innumerable. And when one
undertakes to write a book in which the fundamental lines of the Ethiopian Penal
Code are to be identified and exposed, one must resort primarily to this doctrinal
stream. It is unnecessary to state that this observation is not intended to imply
that the Ethiopian Code was not inspired by any conparision of Anglo-Saxon and
continental doctrines of penal law. Nor is it a matter of passing judgment on
whether one is superior to the other or vice versa; such comparisons of scientific
materials are both useless and insignificant. It is primarily only a matter of
establishing which penal laws are closest to the Ethiopian one, and later of
making use of the doctrines deriving from these laws, in order to explain and
expose - with an appropriate elaboration - the outlines of the penal law of
Ethiopia-

I do not want the preceding observations to sound critical of the efforts of
Lowenstein. which are to be esteemed for being the first laborious study published
in a difficult and unexplored area. The observations are meant only to be a
modest contribution by way of pointing out an important track, or rather the main
track, which Ethiopian penal science will in the future be unable to avoid.

2 See the Lit of main foreign penal law provisions consulted in the drafting sif the Ethio-
pia. Penal Code in she appendix to P. Graven, An Introduction to Ethiopian Penal Law
(Addis Alkt, 1965I. pp. 271-274
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My observations arc not at all "theoretical," in fact they are very practical.
Thus, his having set aside the above-mentioned continental doctrines (the German.
Italian and largely also the Swiss one) has led Lowenstein to omit treatment of
even some fundamental questions of penal law. The author says that the main
purpose of the method followed by him is "to encourage students to think for
themselves carefully and creatively" - "to help to train the penal law student in
the essential thought patterns of the lawyer: the ability to isolate material facts.
to apply abstract legal principles to these facts, to be relevant and to work hard and
independently." Such are observations which distinguish a really good educator.
But, in order for the student, espec;ally a beginner, to fulfill these auspicated acti-
vities, is it not primarily necessary to provide him with a book (a "textbook" as
the Anglo-Saxons call it) in which he may find the fundamental principles of the
penal law of Ethiopia unified and set in an orderly manner in one homogeneous
treatment? Lowenstein's book, rich in (foreign) doctrinal citations and judgments.
presents itself as a fragmentary work which may definitely give rise to useful
thoughts to someone who has solid notions of penal law. But how will the Ethiopian
student, on his own, fill the gaps and solve the doubts that are bound to spring to
a beginner's mind?

The following are examples of some of the gaps which may be pointed out
in the book under review:

(1) Some fundamental principles of Ethiopian penal law are contained in the
Ethiopian Constitution of 1955. It would be superfluous to note how important
consitutional penal dispositions are in modern states. In the volume under review
no trace will be found of these principles - nor is there a hint of the importance
of their "constitutionality."

(2) Article 2 of the Ethiopian Penal Code concerns the fundamental "principle
of legality", which in the continental system is considered (from the time of the
French codification) a cardinal point of the penal law. Not one comment on this
principle is provided by Lowenstein.

(3) The same Article 2 is concerned with the interpretation of penal law, a vital
problem for every penalist. Yet, description of the procedure of interpretation
is limited to a very few excerpts from continental and common law treatises. It
should be added that the Ethiopian Penal Code contains a provision expressly
prohibiting reasoning by analogy in penal law: yet, not one line of comment is
given on such a prohibition and its delicate limitations.

(4) Articles 5-10 of the Penal Code are dedicated to the well-known principle
of non-retroactivity of penal law and to exceptions to such a principle. The student
would search in vain for a statement and explanation of this principle.

(5) Article 25(2) speaks of "non-instantaneous offence," Article 33 of 'proper"
(or special) offences. and Article 34 of "collective offences" but in the volume
under review there is no explanation of these terms. There is no tentative classifica-
tion of offences, not even in a summary form. Should we then hope that the student
will deduce the classification and distributions on his own?

(6.1 There is only a brief mention in the volume of the difference between
main pirticipation (offender and co-offender) and secondary participation
(instigator and accomplice) in an offence, dealt with by Article 32 el seq.
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(7) In many of the provisions of the Penal Code (Aticles 42). 60(i 60(:2
71. and 74) the legislator speaks explicitly of the interests injured by the offences.It is not nccessary to indicate the importance of this cooce i which is expresslydeseloped mainly in the continental doctrines. In the volume under review thereis not a single explanation of this concept, which would have been useful toclarify to the beginners; the more so because of the uncertainly and ;mprecision
of the articles in the official English version.

(8) The Ethiopian Penal Code (Articles 66-78) contains a paragraph entitled"'Justifiable Acts and Excuses." Jurists well know that this is a delicate field:they are the causes which exclude the punishability of an accu:,ed. Now - who willexplain to the student which ones are the "justifiable" and which the "excusable"ones? Who will explain, or attempt to explain, why the author of the Ethiopian
Code has used both terms in the title of the paragraph?

(9) The second paragraph of Article 40 speaks of the non-trnsnissibilit, toothers of personal (or subjective) circumstances (or causes) Uhich have the effectof excluding punishment. This suggests that the student should be given an ideaof the distinction between subjecti.e and objectise causes of exclusion of thepunishability and the implications of such distinction, It is a difficult topic, butit is inevitable. Yet except for a one-page note at the beginning of the .olume,
no mention is made of this distinction.

(10) The Ethiopian Penal Code has adapted a broad sysem of distinction.as to the circumstances of offences: generic or specific, aggravating or extenuating,general or special, subjective or objective. It is enough to read the long Articles79-84 (and those to which these articles refer) to realize that it is a delicate and
complex system. Lowenstein does not dedicate a single comment - on the groundthat there is a belief that the student can truly, on his own, understand and delineate
the way this system works.

The examples could be multiplied. But it is time to end this brief note and topull together the threads of the speech. In fact, the purpose of this note is not topoint out and enumerate gaps and defects, which in reality are inevitable in awork which, like that of Lowenstein. represent a laudable "pioneer" endeavour.The purpose, rather, is to record with satisfaction the collection of materials.
although it is to be pointed out that the work is not yet sufficient to delineatea panorama of Ethiopian penal law presently in force. Nearly eight years haveelapsed since the Penal Code first came into force, and it is time that the juristsbegan to elaborate and set forth the fundamental lines of the system. T'his meansthat they must study the system adapted by the Ethiopian legislator in its broadest
zones and in some of its particular dispositions.

In conclusion, jurists ought to be grateful to Professor Lowenstein for the"Materials", many of which are precious, which he has put at their disposal. Butit is to be hoped that, after the materials, the moment will come when it will be
possible to see also some portions of the "edifice."
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